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The Parties to this Settlement Agreement and Release of Claims (“Agreement”) 
are Defendants CRST Expedited, Inc. and CRST International, Inc. (collectively “CRST” 
or “Defendants”), and Named Plaintiffs Juan Carlos Montoya, Maurice Smith, Jean Paul 
Bricault Jr., Jose Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, Kevin Hamilton, Larry Wimbish, 
and Rinel Tertilus (collectively the “Named Plaintiffs,” “Class Representatives” or 
“Plaintiffs” and, collectively with the Defendants, the “Parties”), for themselves and on 
behalf of other similarly situated class members in Juan Carlos Montoya, et al. v. CRST 
Expedited, Inc. and CRST International, Inc., D. Mass. Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-10095-PBS 
(“the Montoya Matter”),  Maurice Smith et al. v. CRST International, Inc. et al., D. Mass. 
Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS (“the Smith Matter”), and Larry Wimbish and Rinel 
Tertilus, et al. v. CRST International, Inc. et al., Civil Action No. 16-2020-CA-003424 (Fla. 
4th Cir., Duval Cty.) (“the Wimbish Matter”).  Collectively, the three cases will be 
referred to herein as the “Litigation.” 

 
I. RECITALS 

WHEREAS, Named Plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya filed the Montoya Matter as a 
Rule 23 putative class action and Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”), 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) 
collective action seeking recovery of unpaid wages and other relief against Defendants 
on behalf of himself and similarly situated individuals who participated as contract 
drivers in CRST’s Driver Training Program and asserted claims that are set forth in the 
operative complaint (Montoya, Dkt. No. 90); 

 
WHEREAS, Named Plaintiffs Maurice Smith, Jean Paul Bricault Jr., Jose Torres 

Rosado, Austin Coddington, Kevin Hamilton filed the Smith Matter as a Rule 23 
putative class action and FLSA collective action seeking recovery of unpaid wages and 
other relief against Defendants on behalf of themselves and similarly situated 
individuals who participated as contract drivers in CRST’s Driver Training Program 
and asserted claims that are set forth in the operative complaint (Smith, Dkt. 13);  

 
WHEREAS, Named Plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus filed the Wimbish 

Matter as a putative class action under Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.220 seeking recovery of unpaid 
wages and other relief against Defendants on behalf of themselves and similarly 
situated individuals who attended unpaid orientation in Florida and asserted claims 
that are set forth in the operative complaint (Wimbish, Complaint, filed Jun. 12, 2020);  

 
WHEREAS, Defendants have filed Answers denying the material allegations in 

the Montoya Matter and Wimbish Matter, denying all liability, and setting forth 
additional affirmative and other defenses and have filed a Motion to Dismiss and a 
Motion to Transfer in the Smith Matter (Montoya, Dkt. No. 97; Wimbish, Answer, filed 
Aug. 25, 2020; Smith, Dkt. Nos. 20, 22);  

 
WHEREAS, the Parties have engaged in significant discovery, motion practice, 

and exchange of expert reports and expert discovery during the prosecution of the 
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Litigation; 
 
WHEREAS, the parties understand that their counsel, counsel for the Named 

Plaintiffs (who are set forth as proposed Class Counsel in the respective actions under 
this agreement, hereinafter, “Class Counsel”) and Defendants’ Counsel respectively 
have thoroughly investigated the facts relating to the claims alleged in the Litigation, 
including the events and transactions underlying the Litigation, through formal and 
informal discovery, and have made a thorough study of the legal principles applicable 
to the claims being asserted against Defendants and a comprehensive analysis of the 
electronic data produced by Defendants; 

 
WHEREAS, the Parties have engaged in lengthy arm’s length negotiations via 

four formal mediations with three separate mediators, Brad Honoroff, Esq., David 
Casey, Esq., and D. Charles Stohler, Esq., and have further engaged in lengthy and 
extensive settlement discussions facilitated by D. Charles Stohler, Esq. concerning the 
settlement of the claims and causes of action being asserted against Defendants in the 
Litigation; 

 
WHEREAS, as a product of such negotiations, the Parties arrived at an 

agreement to settle the Litigation on the basis described herein, subject to Court 
approval; 

 
WHEREAS, Defendants deny all of the allegations in the Litigation and any and 

all liability and damages of any kind to anyone with respect to these alleged facts or 
causes of action asserted in the Litigation, but nonetheless, without admitting or 
conceding any liability or damages whatsoever, have agreed to settle the Litigation on 
the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement to avoid the burden, expense, and 
uncertainty of continuing the Litigation;  

 
WHEREAS, the Parties recognize that the outcome in the Litigation is uncertain 

and that achieving a final result through the litigation process would require substantial 
additional risk, discovery, time, and expense; 

 
WHEREAS, the Named Plaintiffs through Class Counsel have conducted an 

investigation and evaluation of the facts and law relating to the claims asserted in the 
Litigation to determine how best to serve the interests of all potential class members 
and believe, in view of the costs, risks, and delay of continued litigation balanced 
against the benefits of settlement, that the settlement as provided in this Agreement is 
in the best interests of putative class members and that the settlement provided in this 
Agreement represents a fair, reasonable, and adequate resolution of the Litigation;  

 
NOW THEREFORE, the Parties, intending to be legally bound and 

acknowledging the sufficiency of the consideration and undertakings set forth herein, 
do hereby agree as follows: 
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II. DEFINITIONS 

1. “Class Counsel” or “Plaintiffs’ Counsel” means Fair Work, P.C. and 
Andrew Schmidt Law PLLC, who are designated as Class Counsel for purposes of this 
settlement upon entry of the Order granting preliminary approval.  

 
2. “Defendants” and/or “CRST” means CRST International, Inc. and CRST 

Expedited, Inc. 
 

3. “Defendants’ Counsel” means Preti, Flaherty,Beliveau & Pachios, 
Chartered, LLP and Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary, P.C.  

 
4. “Final Approval Order” means one or more Orders of the Court finally 

approving this Agreement and the settlement pursuant to the Fair Labor Standards Act, 
29 U.S.C. § 216(b) and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3). 

 
5. “Named Plaintiffs” means the plaintiffs who filed the Montoya, Smith, and 

Wimbish Matters.   
 
6. “Federal Wage Claims” means claims under the federal Fair Labor 

Standards Act (FLSA) for the time period of December 22, 2013, to December 31, 2020, 
for:  (a) failure to compensate drivers at the federal minimum wage for Phase 2 
orientation; (b) failure to compensate drivers at the federal minimum wage for all hours 
worked during driving, when unlawful deductions for wire charges, drug tests, 
physical examinations, processing fees, the map pack and other tools of the trade, and 
transportation to Phase 2  are deducted from wages paid; and (c) deductions from 
drivers’ last paychecks for the $3,950 to $6,500 training fee as well as other unlawful 
deductions, to the extent that those deductions reduced drivers’ pay below the federal 
minimum wage.  The Federal Wage Claims do not include the Sleeper Berth Claim, 
defined below. 

 
7. “Federal Orientation Wage Claim” means the claim under the federal 

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) for the time period of December 22, 2013, to December 
31, 2020, for failure to compensate drivers at the federal minimum wage for Phase 2 
orientation. 

 
8. “Iowa Orientation Claim” means the claim under the Iowa Wage 

Payment Collection Law (IWPCL) for the time period of January 21, 2014, to December 
31, 2020, for failure to compensate drivers at the applicable minimum wage for Phase 2 
orientation attended in Iowa. 

 
9. “Florida Orientation Claim” means the claim under the Florida minimum 

wage laws for the time period of May 28, 2015, to December 31, 2020, for failure to 
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compensate drivers at the applicable minimum wage for Phase 2 orientation attended in 
Florida. 

 
10. “Iowa Consumer Claim” means the claim under the Iowa Private Right of 

Action for Consumer Frauds Act, Iowa Code § 714H, for the time period of January 21, 
2014, to December 31, 2020, for CRST’s failure to disclose to drivers that the amount that 
CRST pays to the CDL schools for contract drivers to attend truck driving school is 
significantly lower than the $3,950 to $6,500 training charged by CRST. 

 
11. “Iowa Usury Claim” means the claim under the Iowa usury laws for the 

time period of January 21, 2006, to December 31, 2020, that CRST charged a usurious 
interest rate in violation of Iowa law when it sent debt collection letters to drivers that 
included an 18% interest rate.  

 
12. “Sleeper Berth Claim” means the claim under the FLSA that time spent in 

the sleeper berth in excess of eight hours in a 24-hour period is compensable time that 
must be compensated at the federal minimum wage. 
 

13. “Putative Class/Collective Members” means all individuals who are 
eligible to participate in the settlement, as set forth in more detail in Section IV.B, infra. 

 
14. “Settlement Class” or “Participating Class Members” means Named 

Plaintiffs and those Putative Class/Collective Members who either file claim forms to 
participate in the settlement of the Federal Wage Claims or Federal Orientation Wage 
Claims or are not eligible to participate in the settlement of the Federal Wage Claims or 
Federal Orientation Wage Claims and are eligible to participate in the Rule 23 Claims 
and do not exclude themselves from the settlement for the Rule 23 Claims.  

 
15. “Claiming Class Members” means Named Plaintiffs and any Putative 

Class/Collective Member who has filed or will file a Claim Form.  
 

16. “Settlement Effective Date” means, for any discrete portion of this 
settlement, the first day after the last of the following occurrences: (i) the issuance of a 
Final Judgment, (ii) the date on which CRST’s or any objector’s time to appeal the Final 
Approval Order has expired with no appeal or other judicial review having been taken 
or sought, or (iii) if an appeal of the Final Approval Order has been timely filed, the 
date the Final Approval Order is finally affirmed in its entirety by the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the First Circuit or the U.S. Supreme Court with no possibility of 
subsequent appeal or other judicial review, or the date the appeal(s) or other judicial 
review are finally dismissed with no possibility of subsequent appeal or other judicial 
review.  The Settlement Effective Date for the main settlement will not be delayed by 
the appeal relating to the sleeper berth claim. 
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17. “Settlement Fund” means the common settlement fund described in 
Section IV.A, infra.   

 
III. EXHIBITS 

The following exhibits are attached to this Agreement.  
 

 Exhibit A: Notice of Class and Collective Action Settlement (Electronic 
Version) 

 Exhibit B: Notice of Class and Collective Action Settlement (Paper 
Version) 

 Exhibit C: Claim Form 
 Exhibit D:  Notice of Class Action Settlement – non-monetary relief 

(Electronic Version) 
 Exhibit E:  Notice of Class Action Settlement – non-monetary relief (Paper 

Version) 
 Exhibit F:  copy of advertisement about class action settlement 
 Exhibit G:  Proposed Preliminary Approval Order  
 Exhibit H: Proposed Final Approval Order 
 Exhibit I:  Montoya Second Amended Complaint  
 Exhibit J:  Stipulated Separate and Final Judgment on Sleeper Berth Claim 
 Exhibit K:  electronic communication to class members about resumption 

of credit reporting 
 

IV. SETTLEMENT TERMS 

A. Settlement Fund.  Defendants agree that a common settlement fund in the 
amount of Twelve Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars and No Cents 
($12,500,000.00) will be established to resolve any and all state, federal (FLSA), and 
common law-related wage and hour claims of Named Plaintiffs and all Participating 
Class Members against Defendants, except as set forth in Section IV.M, infra.   
 

 Except as set forth in Section IV.M, infra, this Settlement Fund is inclusive 
of any and all alleged unpaid wages, liquidated damages, penalties, attorneys’ fees, 
costs, expenses, including reasonable settlement administration costs, and any 
reasonable service awards.  The settlement is non-reversionary, meaning that no part of 
the Settlement Fund shall revert back to the Defendants.  The Parties are to each pay 
their own fees, costs, and expenses, other than those approved by the Court to come 
from the Settlement Fund.   

 
 Plaintiffs intend to seek approval of the Court to divide this Settlement 

Fund as follows: 
a. Up to 1/3 ($4,166,667) in attorneys’ fees for Plaintiffs’ counsel.   
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b. Incentive payments of up to $25,000 for Juan Carlos Montoya and 
up to $10,000 each for Raymond Hollingsworth, Ronnie Fogarty, 
and Clarence Johnson; up to $2,500 each for Larry Wimbish, Rinel 
Tertilus, Maurice Smith, Jean Paul Bricault Jr., Jose Torres Rosado, 
Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton; and up to $1,000 each for 
the twenty opt-in plaintiffs who appeared for depositions. 

c. Costs of claims administration (including claims administration 
thus far), up to $250,000.  

d. Reasonable litigation costs incurred by Plaintiffs’ counsel, up to 
$500,000.  

e. A dispute fund of $200,000 shall be set aside to resolve disputes 
and reasonable late claims.  Class Counsel shall make 
determinations about who is to be paid out of the dispute fund and 
the amounts (with approval of Defendants’ counsel, which 
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld).   

f. The remainder of the Settlement Fund to be distributed to Claiming 
Class/Collective Members pursuant to the allocation formulas 
described in Section IV.B.2, infra. 

 
 Amounts from attorneys’ fees, incentive payments, and litigation costs 

that are not awarded (and/or, in the case of litigation costs, not spent) shall be 
reallocated to the Settlement Fund for allocation to Claiming Class/Collective 
Members.  The parties agree and understand that the Court has ultimate authority to 
accept, reject, or modify the attorneys’ fees, incentive payments and award of costs, and 
the settlement is not contingent on the Court’s approval of the amounts requested for 
those items. 

 
 Each side shall bear their own share of any payroll taxes.  The Defendants 

will bear the employer’s share of payroll taxes which shall be paid separately and not 
out of the Settlement Fund.  The Settlement Administrator will withhold the employees’ 
share of any payroll taxes, to be paid separately by Defendants.  Each side shall bear the 
liability as to their shares of any taxes owed, and the parties shall not be responsible or 
liable for taxes owed by other parties. 
 

 Any funds left over after the distribution of the settlement funds, i.e., 
amounts not distribued from the dispute fund and amounts from uncashed checks, 
shall be distributed on a cy pres basis to Iowa Legal Aid.  This distribution shall occur 
approximately 240 days after the issuance of payments to class members. 
 
B. Settlement Classes and Settlement Formulas.   

 
1. The settlement is on behalf of the following classes/collectives: 
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a. Federal Wage Claims Class:  all eligible individuals who have opted in or 
who will opt in to the FLSA claims as part of the settlement notice process 
and participated as contract drivers in CRST’s Driver Training Program at 
any time between December 22, 2013, and December 31, 2020.  This 
includes eligible individuals who have already opted in to the FLSA 
claims and individuals who have not yet received an opportunity to opt in 
but will file Claim Forms to participate in the settlement.  It does not 
include individuals who already received an opportunity to opt in to the 
FLSA claims but did not do so.  Those individuals will not be given an 
opportunity to participate in the settlement for the Federal Wage Claims.  
Plaintiffs’ counsel has provided to defense counsel a list of individuals 
who have already opted in and are eligible to participate in the settlement 
as to the Federal Wage Claims and a list of individuals who have already 
been given an opportunity to opt in but did not do so (and therefore will 
not be given an opportunity to participate in the settlement as to the 
Federal Wage Claims). 

b. Iowa Orientation Claim Class:  all eligible individuals who do not 
request exclusion from the settlement and who attended Phase 2 
orientation as contract drivers in Iowa at any time between January 21, 
2014, and December 31, 2020. 

c. Iowa Consumer Claim Monetary Relief Class:  all eligible individuals 
who participated in any phase of CRST’s Driver Training Program at any 
time after January 21, 2014, and have paid back training costs to CRST in 
excess of the amount that CRST paid in tuiton to the Phase 1 CDL schools, 
through final paycheck deductions or through post-employment debt 
collection, at any time since January 21, 2014, and who do not file a 
request for exclusion from the settlement. 

d. Iowa Consumer Claim Non-Monetary Relief Class:  all eligible 
individuals who participated in any phase of CRST’s Driver Training 
Program at any time after January 21, 2014, and have been subject to 
training-related wage deductions and/or debt collection by CRST at any 
time since January 21, 2014. 

e. Florida Orientation Claim Class:  all eligible individuals who do not 
request exclusion from the settlement and who attended Phase 2 
orientation as contract drivers in Florida at any time between May 28, 
2015, and December 31, 2020. 

f. Iowa Usury Class:  all eligible individuals who received collection letters 
from CRST indicating 18% per annum interest since January 21, 2006. 

 
2. The amounts from the Settlement Fund to be distributed to claiming 

class/collective members (after deduction of attorneys’ fees and costs, litigation costs, 
settlement administration costs, incentive awards, and the amount for the Dispute 
Fund) shall be distributed among three claims/classes as follows: 
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a. Orientation Claim (for the Federal Wage Claims Class, the Iowa 
Orientation Claim Class, and the Florida Orientation Claim Class):  The 
total amount allocated to the Orientation Claim (including the Iowa 
Orientation Claim, the Florida Orientation Claim, and the Federal 
Orientation Wage Claim), is $2,750,000.  The individuals eligible to receive 
shares from the Orientation Claim are:  (1) all individuals who have opted 
in or will opt in to the FLSA claims (as described in more detail in Section 
IV.B.1.a, supra) and attended orientation outside of Iowa or Florida 
between December 22, 2013, and December 31, 2020; (2) all individuals 
who attended orientation in Iowa between December 22, 2013, and 
December 31, 2020, and who do not exclude themselves from the 
settlement; and (3) all individuals who attended orientation in Florida 
between May 28, 2015, and December 31, 2019, and who do not exclude 
themselves from the settlement.  The amounts shall be distributed to 
eligible individuals who submit timely claim forms as follows:  the total 
amount will be divided equally among all eligible individuals who submit 
timely and valid claims forms.  Individuals shall not get multiple shares if 
they are part of more than one of the orientation classes (e.g., the Federal 
Wage Claims Class and the Iowa Orientation Class); each individual who 
attended orientation shall only get one share each.  Plaintiffs estimate that, 
if 100% of eligible individuals submitted claim forms, each class member 
would receive approximately $110.00 for this claim.  Amounts paid to 
eligible claimants for the Orientation Claim shall be paid 1/2 as W-2 
wages and 1/2 as liquidated damages/1099 other income (reported in Box 
3). 

b. Minimum Wage Driving Claim (for the Federal Wage Claims Class):  
The total amount allocated to the Minimum Wage Driving Claim is 
$2,040,833.  The individuals eligible to receive shares from the Minimum 
Wage Driving Claim are all individuals who have opted in or will opt in 
to the FLSA claims (as described in more detail in Section IV.B.1.a, supra) 
and have driven for Defendants between December 22, 2013, and 
December 31, 2020.  The amounts shall be distributed to eligible 
individuals who submit timely claim forms as follows:  the total amount 
will be divided among all eligible individuals who submit timely and 
valid claims forms based on number of weeks worked during Phase 3 
and/or Phase 4 (i.e., while driving).  Plaintiffs estimate that, if 100% of 
eligible individuals submitted claim forms, each class member would 
receive approximately $16.00 per week worked during Phase 3 and/or 
Phase 4 for this claim.  Amounts paid to eligible claimants for the 
Minimum Wage Driving Claim shall be paid 1/2 as W-2 wages and 1/2 as 
liquidated damages/1099 other income (reported in Box 3). 

c. Iowa Consumer Claim (for the Iowa Consumer Claim Monetary Relief 
Class):  The total amount allocated to the Iowa Consumer Claim is 
$2,500,000.  The individuals eligible to receive shares from the Iowa 
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Consumer Claim are all individuals who paid back more to CRST in 
training costs than CRST paid as tuition to the CDL schools between 
January 21, 2014, and December 31, 2020, and who do not exclude 
themselves from the settlement.  The amounts shall be distributed to 
eligible individuals who submit timely claim forms as follows:  each 
eligible claimant shall receive an amount from the settlement in 
proportion to the difference between the amount that they paid to CRST 
in debt collection and $2,500.  Plaintiffs estimate that, if 100% of eligible 
individuals submitted claim forms, each class member would receive an 
amount equal to approximately 100% of the amount that they paid in 
excess of $2,500 for this claim.  Amounts paid to eligible claimants for the 
Iowa Consumer Claim shall be paid as non-taxable return of training costs 
paid by the driver in excess of training costs paid by Defendants, subject 
to consultation with tax advisors. 

 
3. Calculations and Data:  Class Counsel shall be responsible for performing 

the calculations of class members’ settlement shares.  Defendants shall be responsible 
for providing the data, if any, that is reasonably necessary for the approval, fair 
allocation, or distribution of the Settlement Fund (to the extent not already provided), 
specifically payroll and hourly data, driver logs, and 1st and 3rd party collection data. 
 
C. Notice and Opt-In/Claim Process. 
 

Notice and an opportunity to submit a Claim Form, object, or request exclusion 
shall be afforded to members of the Federal Wage Claims Class, the Iowa Orientation 
Claim Class, the Florida Orientation Claim Class, and the Iowa Consumer Claim Class.  
The notice and claim form for this group is attached as Exhibits A and B, and the claim 
form is attached as Exhibit C.  Notice and an opportunity to object shall be given to all 
individuals who participated as contract drivers in CRST’s Driver Training Program 
between January 21, 2006, and December 31, 2020, but are not otherwise part of the 
Federal Wage Claims Class, the Iowa Orientation Claim Class, the Florida Orientation 
Claim Class, and/or the Iowa Consumer Claim Class. The notice for this group is 
attached as Exhibits D and E.  To the extent not already provided, Defendants shall 
provide to the Plaintiffs’ counsel and the settlement administrator class/collective 
members’ names, last known addresses, all email addresses, and all phone numbers.   
 

1. Notice process – monetary claims:  A settlement website shall be created 
with the URL www.crstsettlement.com or something similar, which contains the notice, 
important Court documents, contact information for the settlement administrator and 
Plaintiffs’ counsel, a copy of the settlement notice, an online claim form, and other 
information deemed necessary.  The electronic notice packet shall include links to claim 
form/website and instructions on how to object or opt out of the settlement.  The 
settlement administrator shall send the notice packet(s) by text and email (to the extent 
that telephone numbers and email addresses are provided) with a link to the claim 
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website to class/collective members, and by first-class mail (to the last known 
address(es) and/or the address discovered using skip tracing).  For individuals for 
whom the text and/or email bounces back and the mailed notice is undeliverable, the 
settlement administrator shall use all reasonable efforts to locate updated addresses and 
shall promptly remail the notice packets.  The notice packet shall be made available to 
class/collective members in English and Spanish.  A reminder text/email/postcard 
shall go out to class members who have not claimed halfway through the claim period.  
The reminder shall go out by text and email only to drivers with good phone numbers 
and/or email addresses.  For those for whom texts or emails bounce back, the reminder 
shall also be sent as a postcard by first-class mail.  The reminder shall include the 
address of the website, as well as contact information for the settlement administrator 
and Plaintiffs’ counsel.  The settlement administrator shall make all reasonable efforts to 
follow up on bad addresses and to resend the notice to the correct address and shall 
also send notice to addresses for class/collective members provided by Plaintiffs’ 
counsel.  When claim forms are resent to class/collective members, they shall be given 
at least 30 days from the date on which the notice is resent to timely submit a claim 
form. 

 
2. Notice process – non-monetary claims:  For those individuals who are 

only members of the class with respect to non-monetary relief, a separate website will 
be created, which contains the notice, important Court documents, contact information 
for the settlement administrator and Plaintiffs’ counsel, a copy of the settlement notice, 
and other information deemed necessary.  The electronic notice packet shall include 
links to website and instructions on how to object to the settlement.  The settlement 
administrator shall send the notice packet(s) by text and email (to the extent that 
telephone numbers and email addresses are provided) with a link to the claim website 
to class/collective members, and by first-class mail (to the last known address(es) 
and/or the address discovered using skip tracing).  For individuals for whom the text 
and/or email bounces back and the mailed notice is undeliverable, the settlement 
administrator shall use all reasonable efforts to locate updated addresses and shall 
promptly remail the notice packets.  The notice packet shall be made available to 
class/collective members in English and Spanish.  The settlement administrator shall 
make all reasonable efforts to follow up on bad addresses and to resend the notice to the 
correct address and shall also send notice to addresses for class/collective members 
provided by Plaintiffs’ counsel.   

 
3. Notice by publication:  Plaintiffs’ counsel shall take out ads in 

approximately three online trucking publications advertising the notice and deadline to 
submit claims and directing class members to consult the website for more information.  
The publications will be:  Landline Magazine (website); CDLLife (phone app and 
website); and Trucker News (website and newsletter).  These ads will run during the 
claim period.  A copy of the advertisement is attached as Exhibit F.  The costs of this 
notice shall come out of the settlement fund, as part of settlement administration costs 
and/or Plaintiffs’ counsel’s litigation costs. 
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4. Claim process:  Class/collective members shall have 60 days to submit 

claim forms (subject to eligibility described in IV.B.1, supra).  Claim forms may be 
submitted by mail, text, email, or facsimile, or by completing the claim form on the 
website.  For mailed claim forms, the form shall be postmarked by the claim deadline.  
Class/collective members shall be permitted to use any form of the claim form to 
submit a valid claim (not just the form sent to them specifically). 

 
5. Objection process:  Any class/collective member who intends to object to 

the fairness of the settlement must, no later than 60 days after the notice is sent, serve 
any such objection on the settlement administrator, who shall promptly forward to the 
Clerk of Court, Class Counsel and Defendants’ Counsel. Any objection to the settlement 
must include: (i) the objector’s full name, address, email address, and telephone 
number; (ii) a written statement of all grounds for the objection; (iii) a statement 
whether the objector intends to appear at the Fairness Hearing; and (iv) the objector’s 
signature. If the objector intends to appear at the Fairness Hearing through counsel, the 
objection must also state the identity of any attorneys representing the objector who will 
appear at the fairness hearing. 

 
6. Opt-out (exclusion) process:  Any class/collective member who wishes to 

be excluded from the settlement (subject to eligibility described in Section IV.B.1, supra) 
must submit a request for exclusion from the settlement no later than 60 days after the 
notice is sent. To be effective, the request for exclusion must be sent to the address for 
the Settlement Administrator specified in the Notice (by mail, email, or facsimile) and 
must include (i) the class/collective member’s full name, address, email address, and 
telephone number, (ii) a statement that the class/collective member requests to be 
excluded from the settlement and understands that he or she will not be eligible to 
recover any monies as part of the settlement; and (iii) the class/collctive member’s 
signature.  All individuals who have opted out of some or all of the Rule 23 claims in 
the case previously shall receive notice (if eligible) and shall have another opportunity 
to participate in the Rule 23 portion of the settlement.  If any such individual submits a 
claim form during this notice process, the person shall be contacted by the settlement 
administrator promptly to determine whether or not they intend to withdraw their 
previous request for exclusion.  If any such individual does not submit a claim form, 
then their previous request for exclusion will remain in effect (unless previously 
withdrawn).  The settlement administrator shall promptly provide all copies of requests 
for exclusion to Class Counsel and Defendants’ Counsel. 
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D. Releases.  
 

1. Named plaintiffs’ and early opt-ins’ releases:  Juan Carlos Montoya, 
Raymond Hollingsworth, Clarence Johnson, Ronnie Fogarty, Larry Wimbish, Rinel 
Tertilus, Maurice Smith, Jean Paul Bricault Jr., Jose Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, 
and Kevin Hamilton (hereinafter “Named Plaintiffs and Early Opt-Ins”) hereby release 
Defendants and each of their parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, successors, assigns, and 
each and all of their current, future, or former agents, officers, directors, managers, 
employees, representatives, attorneys, successors, predecessors and/or insurers, as well 
as any other person or entity to the extent that such other person or entity is liable or 
could be liable, by, through or under any of them (all of the foregoing hereinafter 
collectively referred to as the “CRST Releasees”) of and from all known and unknown 
claims, except as to the sleeper berth claim.  CRST hereby releases the Named Plaintiffs 
and Early Opt-Ins of and from all known and unknown claims, including any tuition 
CRST contends that any of those individuals owe and a full release from the non-
competition provision for all such individuals.  Additionally, the Named Plaintiffs and 
Early Opt-Ins hereby agree not to seek or accept re-employment with CRST.  If the 
Court does not approve the provisions of this Section of the settlement agreement 
relating to the mutual general releases, full release of tuition, full release from 
noncompetition agreement and/or the no re-employment provision, it will not 
invalidate the remainder of parties’ agreement, and the parties will request Court 
approval of the remainder of the settlement. 
 

2. Class members’ releases:  All members of the classes/collectives set forth 
in Section IV.B.1 hereby release the CRST Releasees of and from any and all past, 
present, or future, known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen, direct or indirect, fixed 
or contingent, matured or unmatured, liquidated or unliquidated, claims, proofs of 
claim, causes of action, cross-claims, third party claims, liabilities, rights, demands, 
penalties, assessments, damages, requests, suits, lawsuits, costs (including attorneys’ 
fees and expenses), interest of any kind, actions, administrative proceedings, or orders, 
of whatever nature, character, type, or description, whenever and however occurring, 
whether at law or in equity, and whether sounding in tort or contract, or any statutory, 
regulatory or common law claim or remedy of any type in any manner that was 
brought or could have been brought on behalf of the classes and/or collectives of which 
those individuals are a part in the Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish litigation (a) relating 
to their Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreements, Driver Employment Contracts, 
or participation in any phase of Defendants’ Driver Training Program and (b) based on 
or arising out of the identical factual predicate underlying the claims in Montoya, Smith, 
and/or Wimbish.  This includes, without limitation, any claim (i) seeking any type of 
relief, including compensatory, consequential, liquidated, multiple, exemplary, 
statutory or punitive damages, rescission, or declaratory or injunctive relief; (ii) based 
on a violation of any state or federal wage payment statute or regulation; or (iii) based 
on any state or federal consumer protection statute or regulation, for which any class 
member might seek relief that was brought, or could have been brought on behalf of the 
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classes and/or collectives of which those individuals are a part in the Montoya, Smith, 
and/or Wimbish litigation or any similar litigation in any state or federal court in the 
United States during or based on facts arising in the applicable time periods.  If an 
individual is not part of any class or collective described in Section IV.B.1 (including 
those individuals who do not opt in to the FLSA claims), then the release for that 
individual would not cover those claims.  All persons who opt out of the settlement are 
not bound hereby.  This release does not include claims relating to compensation for 
sleeper berth time, described in more detail in Section IV.M, infra.  This release also does 
not include the claims pled in Markson, et al. v. CRST International, Inc., et al., United 
States District Court, Central District of California, Case No. 5:17-cv-01261-SB-SPx, that 
arise under state or federal antitrust laws or any derivative California Unfair 
Competition Law claim based on such antitrust claims.  Under no circumstances shall 
this release be deemed to release any claim that any individual may have against CRST 
or related entities that:  (1) falls outside of the class period in this case; or (2) relates to 
the portion of any workweek during which the individual was classified as a non-
employee and/or independent contractor driver.  CRST does not release any class 
members for any unpaid portion of housing, transportation or actual tuition as 
provided elsewhere in this Agreement. 
 
E. Non-monetary terms:   
 

In addition to monetary relief, the parties agree to the following non-monetary 
terms as part of the settlement: 
 

1. Release of monies as to class/collective members: 
 

a. CRST hereby releases entitlement to and shall not pursue (and/or shall 
discontinue) any collection efforts as to class/collective members for any 
CDL school tuition amounts inconsistent with the preliminary injunction 
issued by the Court (Dkt. No. 266) through June 2, 2020, and shall instruct 
third-party collection agencies and any other entities that may have 
involvement in collection efforts for CRST to do the same. For any 
class/collective member who attended CDL school after June 2, 2020, 
CRST shall be entitled to collect actual CDL school tuition costs, even if 
that amount exceeds $2,500, except that tuition costs for all drivers who 
attended NADTA shall be capped at no more than $2,500, plus amounts 
relating to housing and transportation costs (provided those amounts are 
reasonably related to amounts actually paid by CRST for housing and/or 
transportation). The $2,500 cap on NADTA’s tuition cost shall apply for 18 
months from the date of execution of this Settlement Agreement, after 
which the amount charged for NADTA tuition will not exceed any 
amount CRST actually pays to NADTA in tuition; provided that if 
Defendants intend to seek to collect from drivers more in tuition and 
training costs than the amount actually paid to NADTA, Defendants must 
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make the disclosures set forth in Section IV.E.4. This release applies as to 
all class/collective members regardless of whether they submit a claim 
form, and extends through the effective date of the settlement. It does not 
apply to amounts relating to housing and transportation costs (provided 
those amounts are reasonably related to amounts actually paid by CRST 
for housing and/or transportation), and Defendants may continue efforts 
to recover such costs.  Defendants release entitlement to and will not seek 
to recover any other costs from class/collective members (including 
relating to drug tests, physical examinations, processing fees, wire 
charges, meals, etc.).  This includes Defendants taking all action to cease 
any collection of these monies by third-party collection agencies and/or 
any collection of these monies through deductions from drivers’ pay (for 
work for Defendants or for any other entities) for class/collective 
members.  The parties shall work cooperatively to determine and agree 
upon the amounts owed by drivers, including working cooperatively to 
resolve disputes reasonably. 

b. Defendants shall not issue 1099 forms or other tax forms to the drivers for 
these releases because no compensatory payment will issue.  This 
provision shall be enforceable to the fullest extent allowable by law. 

c. The parties agree that these are releases and will use best efforts to 
characterize this relief so that the drivers do not suffer unwarranted 
negative tax consequences from the release.  Defendants further represent 
that for purposes of this Settlement Agreement and the underlying claims 
(1) they are not “applicable entit[ies]” pursuant to 26 U.S.C. § 6050P(c) and 
26 CFR §§ 1.6050P-1(b)(2)(i)(E) and 1.6050P-2(c) because they are not 
financial institutions or direct or indirect subsidiaries of a financial 
institution and lending money is not a significant part of their business; 
and (2) the agreement to release drivers from the monies described in 
Section IV.E.1.a, supra, is not an “identifiable event” triggering reporting 
requirements because the parties’ agreement in Section IV.E.1.a, supra, is 
not a discharge of debt but instead is an agreement not to enforce certain 
contractual provisions.  Moreover, Plaintiffs take the position that the 
monies being released are not valid debts and that efforts to collect the 
debts are unlawful.   

d. The parties agree that the notice to class/collective members shall provide 
accurate and easily understood information about the potential tax 
consequences of these releases. 

e. After final approval of the settlement, Defendants will use their best 
efforts to ensure that notice is provided to the national credit reporting 
agencies (Experian, Equifax and TransUnion) of the current status of the 
drivers’ accounts with Defendants in connection with the putative 
obligations released pursuant to Section IV.E.1.a, supra.  Defendants agree 
to leave in place its existing request to national credit reporting agencies to 
block the status of amounts in collection that are subject to Section IV.E.1.a 
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until the expiration of the time provided for in Section IV.E.1.h, infra (six 
months after notice goes out to class members about the settlement or two 
months after payments are issued, whichever is later). 

f. If a class/collective member requests by letter to HireRight that records of 
a default to Defendants and/or related entities be corrected in accordance 
with the release of Defendants’ entitlement to monies, and to the fullest 
extent permitted by law, Defendants agree to provide a letter to HireRight 
within a reasonable time with a copy to the requesting driver stating that 
any defaults owing to Defendants and/or related entities (as described in 
Section IV.E.1.a, supra) have been rescinded by mutual agreement. 

g. Defendants and related entities shall give no new or additional negative 
references to any class/collective member for having allegedly defaulted 
on any amounts released pursuant to Section IV.E.1.a, supra.  Defendants 
will not affirmatively or in response to inquiries from other companies 
give negative references for any drivers for having allegedly defaulted on 
any amounts released pursuant to Section IV.E.1.a, supra or state that the 
class/collective member is under contract with Defendants or owes 
monies to Defendants, without prejudice to Defendants’ ability lawfully to 
do so under applicable law or within the terms of future employment 
agreements with any class members except Named Plaintiffs. 

h. For amounts owed in excess of the amounts being released, Defendants 
(and third-party collection agencies) agree not to restart credit reporting 
on those obligations until six months after notice goes out to 
class/collective members about the settlement or two months after 
payments are issued, whichever is later.   The notice to class/collective 
members will inform them about this. 

 
2. Non-competition:  For everyone who has signed or will sign Driver 

Employment Contracts with non-competition provisions similar to those currently in 
effect (such as the Contract produced in discovery at Bates No. CRST_002197) through 
December 31, 2020, or until the language in the non-competition provisions is changed, 
CRST agrees not to seek to enforce the non-competition provision or to represent to 
entities that drivers are still under contract with or still employed with CRST or to 
decline to provide employment and training history upon request (or otherwise refuse 
to verify employment) after the earlier of:  (1) eight to ten months after the driver has 
signed the Driver Employment Contract (depending on whether the driver has signed 
an eight-month or ten-month contract), regardless of whether the driver has worked for 
CRST for any or all of that time; or (2) the driver paying off the unpaid balance of the 
total of housing, transportation and the actual amount CRST paid to the Phase 1 CDL 
school.  Defendants shall cooperate to take reasonable steps necessary so that DAC 
reports accurately reflect drivers’ training and employment history with CRST, 
including dates of employment, whether employment has terminated, and whether or 
not drivers are under contract.    
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3. Orientation wages:  Starting in January 2021, CRST agrees to treat drivers 
in the Driver Training Program as employees when participating in orientation and to 
pay them at least the applicable minimum wage for hours of orientation attended.  
 

4. Tuition recovery:  To the extent that drivers are not in the Iowa Consumer 
Claim class and are therefore not covered by Section IV.E.1.a, supra, for all drivers who 
have signed or will sign employment contracts, on or before the date the changes 
described in this Paragraph commence, Defendants will not seek to recover tuition from 
those drivers in excess of the amounts actually paid by CRST to the CDL schools.  This 
includes, but is not limited to, all drivers who have signed any version of the Driver 
Employment Contract in effect during the pendency of this lawsuit up through the date 
of the signing of a formal settlement agreement. This does not prevent Defendants from 
seeking to recover other training costs, including the unpaid portion of housing and 
orientation.   Going forward, if Defendants intend to seek to collect from drivers more 
for the training program and training costs than the amount actually paid to the Phase 1 
CDL schools, Defendants must disclose the following in writing to prospective drivers, 
before scheduling them for driver training school:  (1) the price that CRST will charge 
them for the program, including the full amount attributed to the training program; (2) 
that the training program amount includes but is not limited to the amount that CRST 
actually pays to the CDL schools for tuition; and (3) that the amount CRST pays to each 
CDL school varies but, in the past year, has ranged from $[the lowest amount CRST has 
paid in the most recent year] to $[the highest amount CRST has paid in the most recent 
year].  

 
5. Usury claim: 
 

a. Beginning on January 1, 2021, Defendants shall not send any 
communications to members of the certified class on the usury claim 
indicating that any interest (18% or otherwise) will be added to the 
amounts owed by these individuals. This includes both oral and written 
communications and also includes inquiries from these individuals about 
the amounts they owe. The only amount these individuals will owe to 
Defendants is the principal amount (subject to further reduction as set 
forth in Section IV.E.1, supra), with no interest. Further, beginning on 
January 1, 2021, if Defendants refer an obligation of a class member to any 
third-party collection agency1 for collection, the amount referred shall be 
limited to the principal amount (again, subject to further reduction as set 
forth in Section IV.E.1, supra). Such third-party collection agency may 
separately seek to recover interest and costs on the amounts referred as 
permitted under applicable state law, but Defendants shall not participate 
in or receive monies relating to any such separate interest and/or costs 
pursued or collected by the third party collection agency. 

 
1  The term “third-party collection agency,” as used in this MOU, also includes any external first-
party collection agencies. 
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b. Starting on January 1, 2021, Defendants will cease sending any collection 
letters (or other similar communications) that refer to an 18% interest rate 
or to any other interest rate that exceeds the maximum lawful rate of 
interest determined by the Iowa Superintendent of Banking.  This shall 
apply to any individual who participates in CRST’s Driver Training 
Program.   

c. Starting no later than the anticipated date of final approval of this 
Agreement, Defendants will no longer present drivers with pre-
employment or employment contracts or any other documents that state 
that an 18% per annum interest rate (or any other interest rate higher than 
the maximum lawful rate of interest determined by the Iowa 
Superintendent of Banking) might apply.  Rather, if Defendants seek to 
collect interest on amounts owed by any driver, such interest will not 
exceed the maximum rate permitted by applicable federal and state usury 
laws, and documents presented to drivers will state as such.  This shall 
apply to any individual who participates in CRST’s Driver Training 
Program.   

 
6. Final paychecks:  Starting on January 1, 2021, Defendants will not deduct 

a lump sum of tuition from final paychecks, but may deduct installment payments, 
including without limitation payments for tuition, transportation and housing, but only 
to the extent that those deductions do not reduce drivers’ pay below minimum wage. 

 
7. Motion to Comply with Settlement:  Any motion to require Defendants 

to comply with non-monetary relief shall be filed within 18 months of the final 
judgment approving each portion of the settlement.  
 
F. Settlement Approval Process:  
 

The Parties agree to seek approval of the settlement with the Court in the 
Montoya Matter as follows: 

   
 Preliminary Approval:  Class Counsel will file a Motion for Preliminary 

Approval of Settlement.  Class Counsel will simultaneously submit a Proposed Order 
Preliminarily Approving Settlement in substantially the same form as Exhibit G. 

 
 Preliminary Petition for Attorneys’ Fees and Costs:  Two weeks before 

the claim deadline, Plaintiffs shall file a preliminary petition for attorneys’ fees and 
costs, and the notice shall inform class/collective members that this will happen and the 
date on which it will happen and shall state that class/collective members may contact 
Class Counsel to receive a copy of the petition. 

 
 Final Approval.  Class Counsel will file a Motion for Final Approval of 

Settlement and for Leave to File Second Amended Complaint (which will incorporate 
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the claims from the Wimbish and Smith Matters) for settlement purposes only and to 
which Defendants shall not be required to file an answer.  In the event the Settlement is 
not approved, the Second Amended Complaint shall be withdrawn and the Wimbish 
and Smith cases shall be litigated in the Courts in which the were first filed.  Class 
Counsel will simultaneously submit a Proposed Order Finally Approving Settlement in 
substantially the same form as Exhibit H.  On the date set forth in the Preliminary 
Approval Order, the Court will hold a final Fairness Hearing, at which time the Court 
will decide (either at the hearing or by subsequent order) (1) whether to certify the 
Settlement Classes, (2) whether to finally approve the Settlement as fair, reasonable, and 
adequate, and (3) any petitions for attorneys’ fees, costs, or incentive awards.  If the 
Agreement is finally approved by the Court, Final Approval Orders and Final 
Judgments shall be entered as follows: one for the sleeper berth settlement, subject to 
CRST’s right to appeal the Court’s determination of liability; and one for the remainder 
of the settlement.  
 

 Stay of other matters:  The parties will cooperate to seek a stay or 
administrative closure in the Smith and Wimbish Matters, as necessary, while the 
settlement approval process is pending.  If the settlement is finally approved by the 
Court, then the claims in Wimbish and Smith will be incorporated into Montoya by the 
filing of the Second Amended Complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit I.  Within a 
reasonable time after final approval and payment of the settlement monies, the parties 
will file the necessary pleadings for dismissal with prejudice of the Wimbish and Smith 
Matters. 
 

 Effect of No Approval:  
 

a. If the Court does not preliminarily approve the settlement, including the 
settlement approval process, the Parties agree to confer and work 
cooperatively to take all reasonable steps to obtain preliminary and final 
settlement approval.  

b. If the settlement is not finally approved, except as provided with respect 
to the release in Section IV.D.1, this Agreement is null and void. 
Nonetheless, the Parties agree to confer and to work cooperatively to take 
all reasonable steps to determine the best path to final approval of the 
settlement and attempt to address any concerns that the Court may have 
with the proposed settlement.  However, if the settlement still is not 
approved, this Agreement will be null and void.  In the event that occurs, 
Plaintiffs shall bear any settlement administration costs incurred up to 
that point, without prejudice to Plaintiffs’ rights to petition the Court at a 
later date to recover those costs as costs of litigation, if Plaintiffs are the 
prevailing party, and without prejudice to Defendants’ right to object to 
payment of such costs.  If the settlement is not approved, then the three 
cases (Montoya, Smith, and Wimbish) would proceed separately in the 
Courts in which they were first filed, and the parties will cooperate to file 
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the necessary pleadings in Smith and Wimbish to resume those 
proceedings.  Neither party shall be prejudiced in Smith and/or Wimbish 
by the delay caused by the settlement approval process, and neither party 
shall use the settlement approval process or any aspects of the parties’ 
agreement as an admission in either proceeding.   

 
G. Settlement Administration.  
 

If the Court grants preliminary approval of this Agreement, the settlement will 
be administered by Optime Administration, LLC, a third-party administrator 
(“settlement administrator”).  The settlement administrator shall have the following 
duties:  (1) establishment and administration of the settlement websites and issuance of 
class notices (with follow-up as necessary); (2) responding to class/collective members’ 
inquiries; (3) collection of claim forms, objections, and requests for exclusion; (4) 
providing updates to counsel on the results of the claims process on an at least biweekly 
basis; (5) issuing settlement payments; and (6) calculating taxes owed by Defendants for 
payments issued and separately billing Defendants for those tax payments; (7) issuing 
tax forms to class members; and (8) any other responsibilities reasonably necessary to 
facilitate the settlement approval, claim, and payment process.  Defendants shall have 
the right to review the contract with the settlement administrator and to consult with 
the settlement administrator on the methodology of payroll calculations.  The 
Settlement administrator shall also be responsible for establishing the Qualified 
Settlement Fund, as set forth in more detail in Section IV.H, infra. 
 
H. Qualified Settlement Fund:   
 

The settlement administrator shall be responsible for establishing a Qualified 
Settlement Fund.  Defendants shall deposit the Settlement Fund ($12,500,000) into a 
Qualified Settlement Fund established by the settlement administrator within 60 days 
after an order granting preliminary approval.  Class Counsel or the settlement 
administrator shall provide banking instructions to Defendants’ counsel within 45 days 
after an order granting preliminary approval. 
 
I. Timeline for Notice 

 
The parties agree to the following timeline for data production and the class 

notice process: 
 
1. No later than December 31, 2020, Plaintiffs’ counsel shall provide to 

Defendants a list of all individuals who have opted in to the FLSA claims pursuant to 
the additional notice process requested by the parties in Dkt. No. 283 and shall also file 
those individuals’ opt-in consent forms with the Court.  Also by that date, Plaintiffs’ 
counsel shall identify for Defendants which categories of the data identified in Section 
IV.I.6, infra, are needed for those individuals. 
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2. No later than three weeks after the Court grants preliminary approval, 

Defendants shall provide the names, last known addresses, last known email addresses, 
all last known phone numbers, Social Security Numbers, Driver IDs, dates of birth, 
Phase 1 CDL school attended, orientation location, start date, hire date , and 
termination date, for all class/collective members if and to the extent the information is 
available, to the settlement administrator and Settlement Class Counsel, to the extent 
that information has not already been provided.  Specifically, Defendants shall provide 
this information (to the extent available) as to all individuals who have participated as 
contract drivers in any phase of CRST’s Driver Training Program between July 1, 2019 
and December 31, 2020, and, to the extent not already provided, for individuals who 
received notice pursuant to the additional notice process requested by the parties in 
Dkt. No. 283 (and, as applicable, opted in to the FLSA claims).  

 
3. The settlement administrator shall create the settlement websites and 

prepare the notice packets for review by counsel no later than two weeks after the Court 
grants preliminary approval, and counsel for both parties shall have one week to review 
the websites and notice packets (until no later than three weeks after the Court grants 
preliminary approval). 

 
4. Plaintiffs’ counsel shall identify the classes that each class member is in 

and provide that information to the settlement administrator within three business days 
of receiving the information from Defendants identified in Section IV.I.2, supra.   

 
5. The notices shall be disseminated and the website shall go live no later 

than one week after the deadline for counsel to review the website and notice packets 
(no later than four weeks after the Court grants preliminary approval).  

 
6. No later than five weeks after the Court grants preliminary approval, 

Defendants shall produce data requested by Class Counsel that is reasonably necessary 
for Class Counsel to perform the settlement calculations, to the extent that such data is 
available.  This data will consist of the following for all class/collective members for 
whom data has not already been produced and who have participated as contract 
drivers in any phase of CRST’s Driver Training Program between July 1, 2019 and 
December 31, 2020):  first name, last name, Driver ID, Social Security Number, date of 
birth, orientation location, start date, hire date, termination date, pay data in a form 
substantially similar to “Montoya pay statements from payroll master as of 03-09-2020,” 
except with names identified in addition to Driver ID, driver log data in a form similar 
to “Montoya log summarized by driver id 3-9-2020,” except with names identified in 
addition to Driver ID, and amount CRST paid in tuition to Phase 1 CDL school.  For 
individuals who received notice pursuant to the additional notice process requested by 
the parties in Dkt. No. 283 and who submitted timely and valid opt-in consent forms, 
the following data will be produced (to the extent such data is available):  hire date, 
termination date, pay data in a form substantially similar to “Montoya pay statements 
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from payroll master as of 03-09-2020,” except with names identified in addition to 
Driver ID, and driver log data in a form similar to “Montoya log summarized by driver 
id 3-9-2020,” except with names identified in addition to Driver ID. 
 

7. Class Counsel shall perform the calculations for purposes of determining 
minimum settlement amounts, within two weeks after receiving complete data (no later 
than seven weeks after the Court grants preliminary approval), at which time those 
calculations shall be provided to Defendants’ counsel and the settlement administrator. 

 
8. The Parties agree that if issues arise with respect to the deadlines to 

produce data or other information in Section I of this Agreement, they will work 
cooperatively to remedy any issues so that the entire Agreement remains in force and 
without prejudice to the Parties’ rights under the Agreement. 
 
J. Final calculations of settlement amounts and issuance of payments:   
 

1. Final calculations:  Within one week after the close of the claim period, 
Class Counsel shall calculate settlement shares for all eligible claiming class/collective 
members.   
 

2. Issuance of settlement payments:  The settlement administrator shall 
issue payments to eligible claiming class/collective members from the Qualified 
Settlement Fund within 30 days after the Court’s final approval of the settlement 
(including final exhaustion of all appeals, if any, except relating to the sleeper berth 
claims).  Individuals receiving checks shall have 180 days to deposit/cash checks from 
the settlement.  Also within 30 days after the Court’s final approval of the settlement 
(including final exhaustion of all appeals, if any, except relating to the sleeper berth 
claims), the settlement administrator shall issue payments to Class Counsel for the 
Court-approved attorneys’ fees and costs and to the named plaintiffs and other eligible 
individuals for the Court-approved incentive awards.  All payments shall be made via 
check, except that payments to Class Counsel may be made by wired deposit upon 
request by Class Counsel to the settlement administrator. 

 
3. Reissuing of Payments. If any settlement checks are returned as 

undeliverable, the settlement administrator shall promptly attempt to locate the person 
(including using the Social Security Number of that individual and any other 
identifying information and/or by contacting the person via email or telephone). Upon 
request, the settlement administrator will promptly reissue checks that were mailed but 
not cashed by the Participating Class Member, during the 180-day time period to 
deposit/cash checks from the settlement. Any settlement check that remains 
undeliverable or is not cashed after the 180 days following its issuance shall be 
cancelled and voided, and remaining monies (after any applicable cancellation or void 
fees) shall be distributed on a cy pres basis to Iowa Legal Aid without further order of 
the Court.  
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K. Communications with class/collective members regarding collection of monies 
owed and dispute resolution:  The notice to class members shall inform them that they 
may contact the settlement administrator or Plaintiffs’ counsel about any remaining 
balance that they owe to CRST consistent with this agreement and options for payment.  
Defendants and third-party collection agencies shall not send any communications to 
class members relating to collection efforts that reference the settlement in this case or 
amounts drivers have received or may receive in connection therewith. Defendants and 
third-party collections agencies may continue to send collections notices and 
communicate with class members relating to collection efforts as they have been doing 
in the normal course, but such communications shall not reference the settlement of this 
case or any payments the class members may receive as part of this settlement.  
Defendants shall not keep any record of the amounts class members have received or 
will receive as part of the settlement for collection purposes and shall not provide 
information to third-party collection agencies about amounts to be received by class 
members as part of this settlement. Approximately one month before credit reporting is 
scheduled to resume, Plaintiffs’ counsel and/or the settlement administrator will send 
an electronic communication to class members informing them that credit reporting will 
resume soon and stating that they may contact Plaintiffs’ counsel or the settlement 
administrator for information about their balance and how to pay it off, substantially in 
the form attached as Exhibit K.  To the extent not already done, Defendants will provide 
updated information to Plaintiffs’ counsel about class members’ obligations at least 45 
days before credit reporting is scheduled to resume.  Also at that time, Defendants will 
provide to Plaintiffs’ counsel the contact information for the collection agencies (and/or 
for the CRST collections department), which Plaintiffs’ counsel shall provide to class 
members as appropriate.  If a class/collective member has a dispute with the amount 
that CRST claims is owed and informs the settlement administrator and/or Class 
Counsel about it, the settlement administrator shall promptly notify Class Counsel 
about the dispute, and Class Counsel shall promptly notify Defendants’ counsel about 
the dispute and propose a reasonable resolution.  The parties shall attempt to resolve 
the dispute.  If a resolution is reached, then the balance of the monies owed shall be 
adjusted accordingly, and Defendants shall inform all third-party collection agencies 
about the adjusted amount owed.  If the parties are not able to resolve the dispute, then 
Class Counsel shall inform the individual that the dispute was not resolved, at which 
time the individual and Defendants may take such action as they deem appropriate 
(except as otherwise provided in this paragraph relating to Defendants’ and third-party 
collection agencies’ communications with class members). 
 
L. Settlement Amount Dispute Resolution Process:  

 
1. If the Settlement Administrator receives inquiries from any class collective 

member who disagrees with, or has concerns about, his or her settlement allocation, the 
Settlement Administrator shall promptly provide this information to Class Counsel 
who shall make an initial determination about whether there is an issue that should be 
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resolved via the Dispute Fund.  After making an initial determination that an issue 
should be resolved out of the Dispute Fund, Class Counsel shall seek approval of the 
proposed allocation from the Dispute Fund from Defendants’ Counsel, which approval 
shall not be unreasonably withheld.  

2. If the Settlement Administrator receives a claim form from any 
class/collective member after the claim deadline but before the distribution of all 
monies from the settlement (and, specifically, before the distribution of the Dispute 
Fund), the Settlement Administrator shall promptly provide this information to Class 
Counsel who shall make an initial determination about whether the late claim should be 
resolved via the Dispute Fund.  After making an initial determination that an issue 
should be resolved out of the Dispute Fund, Class Counsel shall seek approval on the 
proposed allocation from the Dispute Fund from Defendant’s Counsel, which approval 
shall not be unreasonably withheld.  
 
M. Sleeper Berth Claim:  This settlement is intended to resolve all claims in this 
action except Plaintiff’s claim asserting the Defendants are liable for compensation for 
sleeper berth time, specifically that portion of the Court’s September 6, 2019 
Memorandum Order [ECF Docket No. 194], at Discussion, I.B.3. “Sleeper Berth,” at pp. 
53-58, allowing Montoya’s motion for summary judgment and denying CRST’s motion 
for summary judgment with respect to compensation for sleeper berth time in excess of 
eight hours as stated therein (“Sleeper Berth Claim”).  The parties agree to the following 
process to bring that claim to final and appealable judgment: 
 

1. The parties agree unequivocally that Defendants reserve the right to 
appeal the Court’s summary judgment order and final judgment thereon finding 
liability on the Sleeper Berth Claim.  The consented-to final  judgment to be entered 
thereon is solely to facilitate Defendants’ appeal of the Court’s summary order on 
sleeper berth liability, which Defendants intend to appeal. Plaintiffs agree not to contest 
Defendants’ right to seek an appeal of the consent judgment. The Parties will specify in 
the settlement approval papers the Defendants’ right and intention to do so and will 
seek approval of the proposed final judgment on the sleeper berth claim as follows: 

 
a. Subject to Court approval, the amount of the proposed final judgment on 

the Sleeper Berth Claim is $2,500,000, to be divided as follows:  (1) up to 
$833,333 in attorneys’ fees; (2) reasonable costs of settlement 
administration, not to exceed $75,000; (3) a reasonable amount for a 
dispute fund (not to exceed $50,000); and (4) at least $1,541,667 to be 
divided among the Federal Wage Claims Class.  If any amounts are not 
distributed for attorneys’ fees, settlement administration, or the dispute 
fund, then those amounts shall be redistributed to the Federal Wage 
Claims Class.  No amount shall revert to Defendants.  Any amounts not 
distributed from the dispute fund or from uncashed checks shall be 
distributed on a cy pres basis to Iowa Legal Aid. 
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b. The class to whom this judgment applies is the Federal Wage Claims 
Class, as described in Section IV.B.1.a, supra.  

c. If the judgment is affirmed on appeal, the amounts for the class shall be 
divided proportionally to the amounts for the Federal Wage Claims Class 
for the Federal Wage Claims (i.e., based on weeks worked in Phase 3 
and/or Phase 4). 
 

2. As part of the settlement approval process, the Parties will submit a 
proposed stipulated judgment to the Court on the sleeper berth claims that seeks a final 
appealable judgment as to those claims in the amount of $2.5 million, inclusive of single 
damages and liquidated damages, and interest, plus additional amounts as provided in 
Section IV.M.3, infra.  The proposed stipulated judgment shall be presented to the Court 
in the form attached as Exhibit J. 

 
3. If the Sleeper Berth Final Judgment is affirmed in its entirety, the 

settlement amount shall be increased pro rata based on the additional time that has 
passed from January 1, 2021, to the date on which that final judgment becomes final and 
unappealable (“the Appeal Period”), as a percentage increase of the time period of 
December 13, 2013, to December 31, 2020, multiplied by the ratio of the average 
monthly number of CRST Expedited trucks on the road during the Appeal Period 
divided by the average number of CRST Expedited trucks on the road between 
December 2013 and December 2020.  (For example, if the appellate period is one-fourth 
of the duration of the time period of December 13, 2013, to December 31, 2020 and the 
average number of trucks on the road during the appeal period is nine-tenths of the 
number of trucks on the road from December 2013 to December 2020, the settlement 
amount shall be increased by 22.5%.) The total amount, per this Section and Section 
IV.M.1, supra, is referred to hereinafter as ”the Sleeper Berth Settlement Fund.”  

 
4. The Sleeper Berth Settlement Fund shall apply to resolve the claims of all 

members of the FLSA collective, including both those who have opted in and those who 
will opt in as part of the settlement process, relating to all work by those individuals for 
Defendants through the date the stipulated final judgment becomes final and 
unappealable, if ever. 

 
5. Within sixty (60) days after all appeals are exhausted on the sleeper berth 

issue, if the final judgment is affirmed in its entirety, the parties shall confer on a 
reasonable process for prompt Court approval (as necessary) and distribution of these 
monies. 

 
6. Defendants shall not be required to put the $2.5 million in escrow during 

the pendency of the appeal, but, if Defendants become insolvent or unable to pay the 
full amount at any time during the pendency of the appeal, then Plaintiffs reserve the 
right to take whatever steps necessary to protect the judgment. 
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7. The collective to which the Sleeper Berth Settlement Fund shall be 
distributed includes:  (1) all individuals who have opted in or will opt in to the FLSA 
claims in this case, per Section IV.B.1.a, supra; and (2) all eligible individuals who have 
not received notice or an opportunity to opt in but will begin as contract drivers in 
CRST’s Driver Training Program between December 31, 2020 and entry of final 
judgment after appeal on the sleeper berth claim.  The Sleeper Berth Settlement Fund 
shall apply to resolve the claims of these individuals relating to all work by those 
individuals as contract drivers in the Driver Training Program through the date the 
stipulated final judgment becomes final and unappealable, if ever. 

 
8. Upon entry of final judgment after appeal, if the judgment is affirmed, 

Plaintiffs will request the Court to approve a reasonable plan for:  (1) amending the 
judgment to include additional amounts pursuant to Section IV.M.3, supra; (2) notice to 
individuals who have not yet received notice and an opportunity to opt in; and (3) 
approval of the settlement per the amended judgment; and (4) distribution of the 
Sleeper Berth Settlement Fund.   

 
9. The members of the collective shall not release claims relating to the 

sleeper berth claim unless and until a class/collective settlement is approved as to this 
claim (if the judgment is affirmed in its entirety and becomes final and unappealable).  
Upon final approval of the settlement on the sleeper berth claim, participating collective 
members shall release the claims in this case relating to non-compensation for time in 
the sleeper berth while they participated as contract drivers in the CRST Expedited, Inc. 
Driver Training Program.   Under no circumstances shall this release be deemed to 
release any claim that any individual may have against CRST or related entities that:  (1) 
falls outside of the class period for the sleeper berth portion of this case; (2) relates to the 
portion of any workweek during which the individual was classified as a non-employee 
and/or independent contractor driver.   

 
10. Plaintiffs’ counsel intends to seek an attorneys’ fee award from, and not in 

addition to, the Sleeper Berth Settlement Fund, based on a percentage of the fund 
method; costs of notice and claims administration expenses; reasonable litigation 
expenses; and one or more incentive payments, all from, and not in addition to, the 
Sleeper Berth Settlement Fund.  Sleeper Berth Settlement Fund amounts allocated to 
minimum wage damages shall be paid ½ as W-2 wages and ½ as liquidated 
damages/1099 other income (reported in Box 3). Defendants shall separately pay the 
employer’s share of any payroll taxes.  Plaintiffs will not seek any additional award of 
attorneys’ fees or any costs or expenses against Defendants as to the sleeper berth claim.   

 
11. Defendants shall have the right to review the contract with the settlement 

administrator and to consult with the settlement administrator on the methodology of 
payroll calculations. 
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N. No Admission of Liability. By entering into this Agreement, Defendants admit 
no liability of any kind, and Defendants expressly deny any liability or wrongdoing. 
Accordingly, the Parties agree that none of them has prevailed, nor shall this 
Agreement be construed as evidence that any party has prevailed in this matter or that 
any alleged damages exist. Notwithstanding the compromise and settlement of certain 
disputed claims relating to noncompetition agreements, including as is set forth in 
Section IV.E.2, supra, Defendants expressly state that CRST’s non-competition 
agreements with drivers were, when made, valid and enforceable, remain so as to the 
drivers except as otherwise specifically agreed to herein, and are not to be interfered 
with by any third parties, against whom CRST reserves all legal rights.  This Agreement 
shall not be construed as a concession by CRST that any of its affirmative defenses are 
not valid and supported by the facts; to the contrary, CRST expressly asserts that all of 
its affirmative defenses are valid in law and fact, including without limitation, offset, 
which includes but is not limited to all damages suffered by CRST for breach of 
agreements by drivers, which damages include substantial lost revenue. This 
Agreement shall not be admissible in any court or other proceeding except as necessary 
in connection with a claim of breach of this Agreement or an effort to enforce this 
Agreement.   
 
O. Choice of Law. The enforcement of this Agreement shall be governed and 
interpreted by and under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts whether or 
not any party is or may hereafter be a resident of another state. 
 
P. Extension of Time. The Parties may agree upon a reasonable extension of time 
for deadlines and dates reflected in this Agreement, without further notice to the Court, 
subject to Court approval as to Court dates. 
 
Q. No Waivers, Modifications, Amendments. This Agreement constitutes the 
entire agreement of the Parties concerning the subjects contained herein, and all prior 
and contemporaneous negotiations and understandings between the Parties shall be 
deemed merged into this Agreement. No waiver, modification, or amendment of the 
terms of this Agreement, whether purportedly made before or after the Court’s 
approval of this Agreement, shall be valid or binding unless in writing, signed by or on 
behalf of all Parties and then only to the extent set forth in such written waiver, 
modification or amendment, subject to any required Court approval. Any failure by any 
party to insist upon the strict performance by the other party of any of the provisions of 
this Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of any of the other provisions of this 
Agreement, and such party, notwithstanding such failure, shall have the right thereafter 
to insist upon the specific performance of any and all of the provisions of this 
Agreement. 
 
R. Court Retains Jurisdiction To Enforce Agreement. The United States District 
Court for the District of Massachusetts shall retain jurisdiction with respect to the 
implementation and enforcement of the terms of the Agreement, to the extent permitted 
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by law, and all Parties hereto submit to the jurisdiction of the Court for purposes of 
implementing and enforcing the settlement embodied in the Agreement.  Any questions 
regarding the scope of the release of the Settlement Agreement as it applies to any other 
litigation in any state or federal court in the United States shall be determined by the 
state or federal court where such other litigation is taking place. 
 
S. Agreement to Cooperate. The Parties acknowledge that it is their intent to 
consummate this settlement, and they agree to cooperate to the extent necessary to 
effectuate and implement all terms and conditions of this Agreement and to exercise 
their best efforts to accomplish the foregoing terms and conditions of this Agreement.   
The Parties agree that any press release or other publication regarding the claims in the 
Montoya, Smith, or Wimbish litigation, or this Settlement Agreement, shall be accurate, 
based on non-confidential information disclosed in the litigations, and not reasonably 
intended to defame or disparage any other party. 
T. Notice. Whenever, under the terms of this Agreement, a person is required to 
provide service or written notice to Defendants, Defendants’ Counsel, or Plaintiffs, or 
Class Counsel, such service or notice shall be directed to the individuals and addresses 
specified below: 

 
As to Class Counsel or Plaintiffs: 
Hillary Schwab 
FAIR WORK, P.C. 
192 South Street, Suite 450 
Boston, MA 02111 
hillary@fairworklaw.com 

 
                                   As to Defendants’ Counsel: 
                                   Daniel Sonneborn 
                                   PRETI FLAHERTY BELIVEAU & PACHIOS, LLP 
                                   60 State Street, Suite 1100 
                                   Boston, MA 02109 
                                   dsonneborn@preti.com 
 
   As to Defendants: 

Lisa Stephenson 
   Vice President – General Counsel 
   CRST INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

201 First Street SE, Suite 400 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52401 
lstephenson@crst.com 

 
 
U. Counterparts. The Parties may execute this Agreement in counterparts, and 
execution in counterparts shall have the same force and effect as if the Class 
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Representatives and Defendants had signed the same instrument. Any signature made 
electronically and/or transmitted by facsimile for the purpose of executing this 
Agreement shall be deemed an original signature for purposes of this Agreement and 
shall be binding upon the signing party. 
 
V. Corporate Signatories. Each party executing this Agreement or any of its 
exhibits on behalf of any party hereto warrants that such person has the authority to do 
so. Any person executing this Agreement or any such related documents on behalf of a 
corporate signatory hereby warrants and promises for the benefit of all Parties hereto 
that such person is duly authorized by such corporation to execute this Agreement or 
any such related documents. 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
_____________________________Fair 
Work, P.C. 

 

Dated:   _________________________ 

_____________________________  
Preti Flaherty Beliveau & Pachios, LLP 
Dated:   _________________________ 

 
 
Named Plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya 

 

By:        

Name:  Juan Carlos Montoya  

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Raymond 
Hollingsworth 

 

By:        

Name:  Raymond Hollingsworth  

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Clarence Johnson 

 

CRST International, Inc. and CRST 
Expedited, Inc. 

 

 

By:       

Name:      

Title:       

 

Date:       
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By:        

Name:  Clarence Johnson   

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Ronnie Fogarty 

 

By:        

Name:  Ronnie Fogarty   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Larry Wimbish 

 

By:        

Name:  Larry Wimbish   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Rinel Tertilus 

 

By:        

Name:  Rinel Tertilus   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Maurice Smith 

 

By:        

Name:  Maurice Smith   

Date:       
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Named Plaintiff Paul Bricault Jr. 

 

By:        

Name:  Paul Bricault Jr.    

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Jose Torres Rosado 

 

By:        

Name:  Jose Torres Rosado  

Date:       

 

Named Plaintiff Austin Coddington 

 

By:        

Name:  Austin Coddington  

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Kevin Hamilton 

 

By:        

Name:  Kevin Hamilton   

Date:       
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Representatives and Defendants had signed the same instrument. Any signature made 
electronically and/or transmitted by facsimile for the purpose of executing this 
Agreement shall be deemed an original signature for purposes of this Agreement and 
shall be binding upon the signing party. 
 
V. Corporate Signatories. Each party executing this Agreement or any of its 
exhibits on behalf of any party hereto warrants that such person has the authority to do 
so. Any person executing this Agreement or any such related documents on behalf of a 
corporate signatory hereby warrants and promises for the benefit of all Parties hereto 
that such person is duly authorized by such corporation to execute this Agreement or 
any such related documents. 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
_____________________________Fair 
Work, P.C. 

 

Dated:   _________________________ 

_____________________________  
Preti Flaherty Beliveau & Pachios, LLP 
Dated:   _________________________ 

 
 
Named Plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya 

 

By:        

Name:  Juan Carlos Montoya  

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Raymond 
Hollingsworth 

 

By:        

Name:  Raymond Hollingsworth  

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Clarence Johnson 

 

CRST International, Inc. and CRST 
Expedited, Inc. 

 

 

By:       

Name:      

Title:       

 

Date:       
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Representatives and Defendants had signed the same instrument. Any signature made 
electronically and/or transmitted by facsimile for the purpose of executing this 
Agreement shall be deemed an original signature for purposes of this Agreement and 
shall be binding upon the signing party. 
 
V. Corporate Signatories. Each party executing this Agreement or any of its 
exhibits on behalf of any party hereto warrants that such person has the authority to do 
so. Any person executing this Agreement or any such related documents on behalf of a 
corporate signatory hereby warrants and promises for the benefit of all Parties hereto 
that such person is duly authorized by such corporation to execute this Agreement or 
any such related documents. 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
_____________________________Fair 
Work, P.C. 

 

Dated:   _________________________ 

_____________________________  
Preti Flaherty Beliveau & Pachios, LLP 
Dated:   _________________________ 

 
 
Named Plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya 

 

By:        

Name:  Juan Carlos Montoya  

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Raymond 
Hollingsworth 

 

By:        

Name:  Raymond Hollingsworth  

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Clarence Johnson 

 

CRST International, Inc. and CRST 
Expedited, Inc. 

 

 

By:       

Name:      

Title:       

 

Date:       
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Representatives and Defendants had signed the same instrument. Any signature made 
electronically and/or transmitted by facsimile for the purpose of executing this 
Agreement shall be deemed an original signature for purposes of this Agreement and 
shall be binding upon the signing party. 
 
V. Corporate Signatories. Each party executing this Agreement or any of its 
exhibits on behalf of any party hereto warrants that such person has the authority to do 
so. Any person executing this Agreement or any such related documents on behalf of a 
corporate signatory hereby warrants and promises for the benefit of all Parties hereto 
that such person is duly authorized by such corporation to execute this Agreement or 
any such related documents. 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
_____________________________Fair 
Work, P.C. 

 

Dated:   _________________________ 

_____________________________  
Preti Flaherty Beliveau & Pachios, LLP 
Dated:   _________________________ 

 
 
Named Plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya 

 

By:        

Name:  Juan Carlos Montoya  

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Raymond 
Hollingsworth 

 

By:        

Name:  Raymond Hollingsworth  

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Clarence Johnson 

 

CRST International, Inc. and CRST 
Expedited, Inc. 

 

 

By:       

Name:      

Title:       

 

Date:       
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By:        

Name:  Clarence Johnson   

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Ronnie Fogarty 

 

By:        

Name:  Ronnie Fogarty   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Larry Wimbish 

 

By:        

Name:  Larry Wimbish   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Rinel Tertilus 

 

By:        

Name:  Rinel Tertilus   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Maurice Smith 

 

By:        

Name:  Maurice Smith   

Date:       
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By:        

Name:  Clarence Johnson   

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Ronnie Fogarty 

 

By:        

Name:  Ronnie Fogarty   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Larry Wimbish 

 

By:        

Name:  Larry Wimbish   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Rinel Tertilus 

 

By:        

Name:  Rinel Tertilus   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Maurice Smith 

 

By:        

Name:  Maurice Smith   

Date:       
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By:        

Name:  Clarence Johnson   

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Ronnie Fogarty 

 

By:        

Name:  Ronnie Fogarty   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Larry Wimbish 

 

By:        

Name:  Larry Wimbish   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Rinel Tertilus 

 

By:        

Name:  Rinel Tertilus   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Maurice Smith 

 

By:        

Name:  Maurice Smith   

Date:       
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By:        

Name:  Clarence Johnson   

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Ronnie Fogarty 

 

By:        

Name:  Ronnie Fogarty   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Larry Wimbish 

 

By:        

Name:  Larry Wimbish   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Rinel Tertilus 

 

By:        

Name:  Rinel Tertilus   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Maurice Smith 

 

By:        

Name:  Maurice Smith   

Date:       
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By:        

Name:  Clarence Johnson   

Date:       

 

 

Opt-In Plaintiff Ronnie Fogarty 

 

By:        

Name:  Ronnie Fogarty   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Larry Wimbish 

 

By:        

Name:  Larry Wimbish   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Rinel Tertilus 

 

By:        

Name:  Rinel Tertilus   

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Maurice Smith 

 

By:        

Name:  Maurice Smith   

Date:       
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Named Plaintiff Paul Bricault Jr. 

 

By:        

Name:  Paul Bricault Jr.    

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Jose Torres Rosado 

 

By:        

Name:  Jose Torres Rosado  

Date:       

 

Named Plaintiff Austin Coddington 

 

By:        

Name:  Austin Coddington  

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Kevin Hamilton 

 

By:        

Name:  Kevin Hamilton   

Date:       
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Named Plaintiff Paul Bricault Jr. 

 

By:        

Name:  Paul Bricault Jr.    

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Jose Torres Rosado 

 

By:        

Name:  Jose Torres Rosado  

Date:       

 

Named Plaintiff Austin Coddington 

 

By:        

Name:  Austin Coddington  

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Kevin Hamilton 

 

By:        

Name:  Kevin Hamilton   

Date:       
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Named Plaintiff Paul Bricault Jr. 

 

By:        

Name:  Paul Bricault Jr.    

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Jose Torres Rosado 

 

By:        

Name:  Jose Torres Rosado  

Date:       

 

Named Plaintiff Austin Coddington 

 

By:        

Name:  Austin Coddington  

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Kevin Hamilton 

 

By:        

Name:  Kevin Hamilton   

Date:       
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Named Plaintiff Paul Bricault Jr. 

 

By:        

Name:  Paul Bricault Jr.    

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Jose Torres Rosado 

 

By:        

Name:  Jose Torres Rosado  

Date:       

 

Named Plaintiff Austin Coddington 

 

By:        

Name:  Austin Coddington  

Date:       

 

 

Named Plaintiff Kevin Hamilton 

 

By:        

Name:  Kevin Hamilton   

Date:       
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EXHIBIT A  
As revised and approved by Court 

January 15, 2021 

 
  



NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT FOR CURRENT AND FORMER CONTRACT DRIVERS 
FOR CRST EXPEDITED, INC. 

Please read carefully. Your legal rights may be affected. 
You may also visit https://www.crstsettlement.com/ for more 

information. 

AVISO IMPORTANTE A MIEMBROS POTENCIALES DEL COLLECTIVO – Para español, 
haga clic aqui. 

 
This is not a solicitation from a lawyer.  The United States District Court 

for the District of Massachusetts authorized this Notice. 
 

TO: [First_Name» «Last_Name»] 
 CRST Driver Code: [insert] (if applicable) 
 
A settlement has been reached in a class action lawsuit against CRST International, Inc. 
and CRST Expedited, Inc.  The settlement is on behalf of all individuals who have 
participated as contract drivers in CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time between 
December 22, 2013, and December 31, 2020.  You are receiving this notice because you have 
been identified as a class member.  This notice informs you about your rights relating to 
this settlement. 
 

Personal Information:  [insert name] 

 
• You are eligible to participate in the settlement as part of the following classes (described 

in more detail in Section 2 below):  Federal Wage Claims Class; Iowa Orientation Claim Class; 
Florida Orientation Claim Class; Iowa Consumer Claim Monetary Relief Class; Iowa Consumer 
Claim Non-Monetary Relief Class (as applicable) 

 
• Information about the minimum amounts that you are entitled to receive as part of this 

settlement (if you are eligible and submit a timely and valid claim form) is set forth in 
Section 3 below. 

 
• For members of the Iowa Consumer Claim Non-Monetary Relief Class, you can contact 

the Settlement Administrator (contact information in Section 7, below) to find out the 
amount of your original monetary obligation to CRST and the reduced obligation 
pursuant to this settlement. 

 
• If applicable:  You have already submitted a Consent to Join the federal wage claims in the case.  In 

order to recover your monetary payment from the settlement, you still must submit a claim form. 
 

 

 CLICK HERE TO FILE CLAIM  

 

SECTION 1:  YOUR OPTIONS REGARDING THE SETTLEMENT 

 
You have four options in this lawsuit: 
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(1) File a claim:  In order to receive your monetary payment from this settlement, you 
must file a claim.  The deadline to file a claim is [60 days after notice sent]. If you do not 
file a claim by [60 days after notice sent], you will lose your right to receive a monetary 
payment from the settlement. 

 

 CLICK HERE TO FILE CLAIM  

 
(2) Do nothing: If you do nothing, your right to pursue all claims other than the 
Federal Wage Claims will be released (meaning you cannot pursue those claims), but you 
will not receive a monetary payment from the settlement.  You will still be eligible for the 
non-monetary relief described in Section 3, below.  
 
(3) Exclude yourself from the settlement: If you wish to be excluded from the 
settlement, you must send a request to be excluded from the class to the settlement 
administrator. Further instructions are set forth in Section 5, below. The deadline to 
exclude yourself from the settlement is [60 days after notice sent]. 

 
(4) Object to the settlement:  You may object to the settlement.  Further instructions 
are set forth in Section 5, below. The deadline to object to the settlement is [60 days after 
notice sent]. 

 

SECTION 2:  DESCRIPTION OF LAWSUIT 

This proposed settlement would settle three lawsuits.  First, on January 21, 2016, named 
plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya brought a lawsuit against CRST Expedited, Inc. and CRST 
International, Inc. (collectively “CRST”) challenging CRST’s wage payment practices and 
practices relating to post-employment debt collection, etc., D. Mass. Case No. 1:16-cv-
10095-PBS.  Second, on June 12, 2020, named plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus 
brought a lawsuit against CRST challenging CRST’s practice of not paying drivers in 
Florida for attending orientation, Civil Action No. 16-2020-CA-003424 (Fla. 4th Cir., Duval 
Cty.).  Third, on July 17, 2020, named plaintiffs Maurice Smith, Jeal Paul Bricault Jr., Jose 
Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton brought a lawsuit against CRST 
challenging CRST’s wage payment practices, post-employment debt collection practices, 
and enforcement of its non-competition provision, D. Mass. Case No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS. 
 

Settlement Classes 
The settlement is on behalf of the following classes: 
(1) Federal Wage Claims Class:  All individuals who have been affected by any of the 
Federal Wage Claims (described below) at any time since December 22, 2013, and have 
either already filed Consent to Join forms or have not yet been given an opportunity to file 
Consent to Join forms and do submit claim forms to participate in this settlement.  If you 
already received notice and an opportunity to join the Federal Wage Claims and did not 
do so, you are not eligible to participate in the settlement as to these claims. 
(2) Iowa Orientation Claim Class:  All individuals who have participated in Phase 2 
orientation in Iowa between January 21, 2014, and December 31, 2020, and who do not file a 
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request for exclusion from the settlement. 
(3) Florida Orientation Claim Class:  All individuals who have participated in Phase 2 
orientation in Florida between May 28, 2015, and December 31, 2020, and who do not file a 
request for exclusion from the settlement. 
(4) Iowa Consumer Claim Monetary Relief Class:  All individuals who participated in 
any phase of CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time after January 21, 2014, and have 
paid back training costs to CRST in excess of the amount that CRST paid in tuition to the 
Phase 1 CDL schools, through final paycheck deductions or through post-employment debt 
collection, at any time since January 21, 2014, and who do not file a request for exclusion 
from the settlement. 
(5) Iowa Consumer Claim Non-Monetary Relief Class:  All individuals who 
participated in any phase of CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time after January 21, 
2014, and have been subject to training-related wage deductions and/or debt collection by 
CRST at any time since January 21, 2014. 
 
Your notice identifies the classes for which you are eligible to participate in the settlement 
in the “Personal Information” section at the beginning of the notice.  If you have any 
questions about your eligibility, please contact the CRST Settlement Administrator (contact 
information in Section 7, below). 
 

Claims Subject to Settlement 
The proposed settlement settles the following claims: 
(1) Federal Wage Claims: 
 

a) Federal Orientation Claim: The Court has ruled that contract drivers are 
employees of CRST during Phase 2 orientation and should have been 
paid the federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour for orientation. The 
proposed settlement resolves this claim. 

 
b) Federal Wage Claims During Phase 3 and Phase 4:  There are three 

claims relating to drivers’ work during Phase 3 and Phase 4: 
 

• Deductions from Wages: The Court has ruled that CRST’s 
deductions from contract drivers’ wages for wire charges, drug 
tests, physical examinations, processing fees, the map pack and 
other tools of the trade, and transportation to Phase 2 were 
unlawful, to the extent that those deductions reduced drivers’ 
pay below the federal minimum wage. The proposed settlement 
resolves this claim. 

• Last Paycheck Deductions: The Court has ruled that CRST’s 
deductions from contract drivers’ last paychecks for the $6,500 
training fee (previously $3,950), as well as the amounts 
described in section b above are unlawful, to the extent that 
those deductions reduced drivers’ pay below the federal 
minimum wage. The proposed settlement resolves this claim. 

• Split Mileage Pay Rate: The Court has ruled that CRST’s split- 
mileage pay formula must compensate drivers at least the 
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federal minimum wage for all compensable hours worked, 
including driving time and on-duty time. The proposed 
settlement resolves this claim. 

 
(2) Iowa Orientation Claim:  The Court has ruled that contract drivers who attended 
orientation in Iowa since January 21, 2014, should have been paid the Iowa minimum wage 
of $7.25 per hour for orientation.  The proposed settlement resolves this claim. 
(3) Florida Orientation Claim:  Plaintiffs assert that contract drivers who attended 
orientation in Florida since May 28, 2015, should have been paid the Florida minimum 
wage for orientation (which has ranged from $8.05 per hour in 2015 to $8.56 per hour in 
2020).  The proposed settlement resolves this claim. 
(4) Iowa Consumer Claim:  The Court has ruled that CRST’s failure to disclose to 
drivers that the amount that CRST pays to the CDL schools for contract drivers to attend 
truck driving school is significantly lower than the $3,950 to $6,500 training charged by 
CRST is a prohibited practice under the Iowa consumer protection statute.  The proposed 
settlement resolves this claim. 
 

Other Settled Claims 
 In addition to the claims described above, for which the parties have agreed to a 
monetary settlement, there are additional claims for which the parties have agreed on a 
non-monetary settlement.  They are: 
 
(1) Iowa Usury Claim:  The Court has ruled that CRST charged a usurious interest rate 
in violation of Iowa law when it sent debt collection letters to drivers that included an 18% 
interest rate. All contract drivers who have received debt collection letters from CRST 
listing 18% interest at any time since January 21, 2006 are members of this class.  The 
proposed settlement resolves this claim for non-monetary relief, as described in Section 3, 
below. 
 
(2) Claims Relating to Enforcement of Non-Competition Provision:  In the Smith case, 
Plaintiffs alleged that CRST enforced its non-competition provision in violation of the 
provision’s own terms and in violation of Iowa statutory and common law.  The proposed 
settlement resolves this claim for non-monetary relief, as described in Section 3, below.  
 

Sleeper Berth Claim  
There is one claim that has been brought in the lawsuits that is being settled in part, as part 
of this proposed settlement.  In Montoya, the Court has ruled that CRST should have 
counted all sleeper berth time in excess of eight hours per day as compensable working 
time under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act.    The parties have agreed that judgment 
shall enter in Plaintiffs’ favor on this claim for a minimum of $2,500,000, including all 
payments to be owed to the Federal Wage Claims Class for this claim and all attorneys’ fees 
and litigation costs.  CRST shall then be permitted to appeal the Court’s decision on 
liability on this claim.  Once all appeals are exhausted, if the Court’s decision is affirmed, 
the $2,500,000 would be divided as follows:  (1) up to $833,333 in attorneys’ fees; (2) 
reasonable costs of settlement administration, not to exceed $75,000; (3) a reasonable 
amount for a dispute fund (not to exceed $50,000); and at least $1,541,667 to be divided 
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among eligible class members.  Additionally, the final amount of the judgment on the 
sleeper berth claim will be increased by an amount of money proportional to the amount of 
time that has passed between the settlement and entry of final judgment on this claim.    
 
If the final judgment on the sleeper berth claim is affirmed in all respects, and subject to 
Court approval, an additional notice shall go out to eligible members of the Federal Wage 
Claims Class for this claim about the resolution of the claim, prior to the Court’s decision 
whether to enter an amended final judgment on the sleeper berth claim with the final 
settlement amount.  Eligible class members will have an opportunity to object to the 
settlement on the sleeper berth claim at that time.  If the “Personal Information” section at 
the beginning of the notice lists “Federal Wage Claims Class” as one of the classes that you 
are eligible to participate in, then you may be eligible to participate in this part of the 
settlement. 

 

SECTION 3:  SETTLEMENT BENEFITS AND TERMS 

Monetary Relief 
The parties have agreed to settle the case (other than the sleeper berth claim, as described  
in Section 2, above) for $12,500,000.  Subject to Court approval, this amount shall be 
divided as follows: 
(1) Up to 1/3 ($4,166,667) in attorneys’ fees for Class Counsel.   
(2) Incentive awards of up to $25,000 for Juan Carlos Montoya and up to $10,000 each 

for Raymond Hollingsworth, Ronnie Fogarty, and Clarence Johnson; up to $2,500 
each for Larry Wimbish, Rinel Tertilus, Maurice Smith, Jean Paul Bricault Jr., Jose 
Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton; and up to $1,000 each for 
the twenty opt-in plaintiffs who appeared for depositions. 

(3) Up to $250,000 for the costs of claim and settlement administration. 
(4) Up to $500,000 to compensate Class Counsel for reasonable litigation costs. 
(5) A dispute fund of $200,000 to resolve disputes and reasonable late claims. 
(6) The remaining amount (at least $7,290,833) to be distributed to claiming class 

members. 
The amount for claiming class members shall be divided among the claims as follows: 
(1) Orientation Claims (for the Iowa Orientation Claim Class, the Florida Orientation 

Claim Class, and the Federal Wage Claims Class):  $2,750,000 will be distributed 
among individuals who attended Phase 2 orientation during the relevant time 
period.  This amount  will be divided equally among all eligible individuals who 
submit timely and valid claim forms.  The minimum payment that eligible 
individuals can expect to receive from this claim is $110.00. 

(2) Federal Wage Claims during Phase 3 and Phase 4 (for the Federal Wage Claims 
Class):  $2,040,833 will be distributed among individuals who drove for CRST 
during Phase 3 and/or Phase 4 of the Driver Training Program during the relevant 
time period.  This amount will be divided among all eligible individuals who 
submit timely and valid claim forms based on weeks worked during Phase 3 
and/or Phase 4 during the relevant time period.  The minimum payment that 
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eligible individuals can expect to receive from this claim will be $16.00 per week 
worked during Phase 3 and/or Phase 4 during the relevant time period. 

(3) Iowa Consumer Claim (for the Iowa Consumer Claim Monetary Relief Class):  
$2,500,000 will be distributed among individuals who paid back more to CRST in 
training costs than CRST paid as tuition to the CDL schools during the relevant time 
period.  This amount will be divided among all eligible individuals who submit 
timely and valid claim forms in proportion to the amounts that each individual paid 
to CRST in training costs in excess of $2,500 (representing the amount CRST paid to 
the Phase 1 CDL schools in tuition) during the relevant time period.  At a minimum, 
eligible individuals can expect to recover the full amount that they paid to CRST in 
training costs in excess of $2,500 for this claim.  If you are eligible to receive money 
as part of this claim (see “Personal Information” section, above), you can contact the 
Settlement Administrator (contact information in Section 7, below) to get 
information about your expected minimum payment for this claim. 

These amounts will be distributed in full to claiming class members. No amount shall 
revert to CRST.  Amounts that are not claimed shall be redistributed to those class 
members who do submit claim forms. 
The Court has ultimate authority to accept, reject, or modify the attorneys’ fees, incentive 
awards and the award of costs, and the settlement is not contingent on the Court’s 
approval of the amounts requested for those items.  Any amounts that the Court does not 
award in attorneys’ fees, incentive awards, and/or costs will be reallocated to be 
distributed to claiming class members. 
One-half of any portion of your settlement payment that is attributable to the Federal 
Wage Claims, the Iowa Orientation Claim, and/or the Florida Orientation Claim shall be 
considered wages and shall be subject to the withholding of all applicable local, state, and 
federal taxes, and reported on an IRS Form W-2. The remaining one-half of the settlement 
payment is considered compensation for interest, penalties and liquidated damages, and 
will not be subject to payroll withholdings, and will be reported on an IRS Form 1099.  Any 
amount attributable to the Iowa Consumer Claim shall be paid as a non-taxable return of 
training costs paid by you.   
Please consult with your accountant or other tax advisor regarding the tax consequences of 
the settlement, including the non-monetary relief provided pursuant to the settlement, 
which is described below. 

 Non-Monetary Relief 
In addition to the monetary payments described above, the parties have agreed to the 
following non-monetary relief, which shall apply to all affected individuals regardless of 
whether they are eligible class members and regardless of whether they submit claim 
forms to participate in the settlement: 

• CRST’s release of monies:  CRST agrees to release entitlement to and not to pursue 
any collection efforts for training school costs in excess of the amount CRST actually 
paid to the CDL school for tuition.  CRST also agrees to release entitlement to and 
not to pursue any collection efforts any other costs from class/collective members 
(including relating to drug tests, physical examinations, processing fees, wire 
charges, meals, etc.), except that CRST may continue efforts to recover housing and 
transportation costs, as long as those amounts are reasonably related to amounts 
actually paid by CRST for housing and/or transportation.  Please contact the 
Settlement Administrator (contact information in Section 7, below) to determine the 
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original amount of your obligation to CRST and the reduced obligation amount 
pursuant to this settlement.  Defendants shall not issue 1099 forms or other tax 
forms for this release because no compensatory payment will issue.  You should 
consult a tax advisor about the potential tax consequences to you from this 
release. 

• Credit reporting:  CRST not to restart credit reporting on your obligation to CRST 
until six months after notice goes out to class members about the settlement or two 
months after payments are issued, whichever is later.  Additionally, CRST agrees to 
provide accurate information to the national credit reporting agencies (Experian, 
Equifax and TransUnion) about drivers’ reduced obligations to CRST. 

• HireRight:  If applicable, if driver requests by letter to HireRight that records of a 
default to CRST be corrected in accordance with CRST’s release of monies, CRST 
agrees to provide a letter to HireRight within a reasonable time with a copy to the 
requesting driver stating that any defaults owing to CRST have been rescinded by 
mutual agreement. 

• Employment references:  CRST agrees to give no new or additional negative 
references to any driver for having allegedly defaulted on any monies released.  
CRST will not affirmatively or in response to inquiries from other companies give 
negative references for any drivers for having allegedly defaulted on any monies 
released or state that the driver is under contract with CRST or owes monies to CRST. 

• Non-competition provision:  For everyone who has signed the current version of 
Driver Employment Contract with a non-competition provision, CRST agrees not to 
seek to enforce the non-competition provision or to represent to entities that drivers 
are still under contract with or still employed with CRST or to decline to provide 
employment and training history upon request (or otherwise refuse to verify 
employment) after the earlier of:  (1) eight to ten months after the driver has signed 
the Driver Employment Contract (depending on whether the driver has signed an 
eight-month or ten-month contract), regardless of whether the driver has worked 
for CRST for any or all of that time; or (2) the driver paying off the unpaid balance 
of the total of housing, transportation and the actual amount CRST paid to the 
Phase 1 CDL school.  CRST shall cooperate to take reasonable steps necessary so 
that DAC reports accurately reflect drivers’ training and employment history with 
CRST, including dates of employment, whether employment has terminated, and 
whether or not drivers are under contract. 

• Orientation wages:  Starting in January 2021, CRST agrees to treat drivers in the 
Driver Training Program as employees when participating in orientation and to pay 
them at least the applicable minimum wage for hours of orientation attended. 

• Interest on monies owed:  As to drivers who have already signed Driver 
Employment Contracts, CRST agrees not to send any communications to drivers 
stating that an 18% interest rate will be added to monies owed.  Drivers will only 
owe the principal amount to CRST (after the release of monies described above) and 
will not owe any interest.  Starting on January 1, 2021, CRST will not include any 
reference to an 18% interest rate on its pre-employment or employment contracts or 
any other documents presented to drivers.  In the future, any interest that CRST 
may seek to collect on monies owed by drivers will not exceed the maximum rate 
permitted by applicable federal and state usury laws. 

• Final paychecks:  Starting on January 1, 2021, Defendants will not deduct a lump 
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sum of tuition from final paychecks, but may deduct installment payments, 
including without limitation payments for tuition, transportation and housing, but 
only to the extent that those deductions do not reduce drivers’ pay below minimum 
wage.   

• Notice about monies to be owed:  Going forward, if CRST intends to seek to collect 
from drivers more in tuition than the amount actually paid to the Phase 1 CDL 
schools, Defendants must disclose the following in writing to prospective drivers, 
before scheduling them for driver training school:  (1) the price that CRST will 
charge them for the program, including the full amount attributed to the training 
program; (2) that the training program amount includes but is not limited to the 
amount that CRST actually pays to the CDL schools for tuition; and (3) that the 
amount CRST pays to each CDL school varies but, in the past year, has ranged from 
$[the lowest amount CRST has paid in the most recent year] to $[the highest amount 
CRST has paid in the most recent year]. 

 

SECTION 4:  RELEASE OF CLAIMS 

Class Member Release 
 

If you are eligible and participate in the settlement for the Federal Wage Claims 
and/or if you do not submit a request for exclusion from the settlement for the other 
claims (as described in more detail in Section 5, below), then, as part of this settlement 
(subject to Court approval), you will release the following claims: 
 
All claims that were brought or could have been brought on behalf of the classes and/or 
collectives of which you are a part (listed in the Personal Information section, above) in the 
Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish litigation (a) relating to your Pre-Employment Driver 
Training Agreements, Driver Employment Contracts, or  participation in any phase of 
Defendants’ Driver Training Program and (b) based on or arising out of the identical 
factual predicate underlying the claims in Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish. This includes, 
without limitation, any claim (i) seeking any type of relief, including compensatory, 
consequential, liquidated, multiple, exemplary, statutory or punitive damages, rescission, 
or declaratory or injunctive relief; (ii) based on a violation of any state or federal wage 
payment statute or regulation; or (iii) based on a violation of any state or federal consumer 
protection statute or regulation, for which any class member might seek relief that was 
brought, or could have been brought on behalf of the classes and/or collectives of which 
you are a part in the Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish litigation or any similar litigation in 
any state or federal court in the United States during or based on facts arising in the 
applicable time periods.   
 
If you are not part of any class or collective (including if you do not opt in to the FLSA 
claims), then this release would not cover those claims.  All persons who submit a valid 
request for exclusion from the settlement are not bound hereby.  This release does not 
include claims relating to compensation for sleeper berth time. This release also does not 
include the claims pled in Markson, et al. v. CRST International, Inc., et al., United States 
District Court, Central District of California, Case No. 5:17-cv-01261-SB-SPx, that arise 
under state or federal antitrust laws or any derivative California Unfair Competition Law 
claim based on such antitrust claims. Under no circumstances shall this release be deemed 
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to release any claim that any individual may have against CRST or related entities that:  (1) 
falls outside of the class period in this case; or (2) relates to the portion of any workweek 
during which the individual was classified as a non-employee and/or independent 
contractor driver.  CRST does not release any class members for any unpaid portion of 
housing, transportation or actual tuition as provided in the parties’ Settlement Agreement. 
 

Releases for Named Plaintiff and Certain Early Opt-In Plaintiffs 
In consideration of the incentive awards and other non-monetary relief described above 
and subject to Court approval, Juan Carlos Montoya, Raymond Hollingsworth, Clarence 
Johnson, Ronnie Fogarty, Larry Wimbish, Rinel Tertilus, Maurice Smith, Jean Paul Bricault 
Jr., Jose Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton and Defendants agree to 
a general, mutual releases in favor of each other, except as to the sleeper berth claim.  This 
release shall include a full release of any tuition CRST contends that any of those 
individuals owe and a full release from the non-competition provision for all such 
individuals.  Additionally, these individuals shall agree to a no re-employment provision 
with CRST.   
 

SECTION 5:  YOUR OPTIONS 

 
If you are receiving this Notice, you have the following options: 
 
(1) Submit a Claim Form:  If you wish to receive your settlement payment, you must 
submit a claim form no later than [insert date 60 days from mailing].   

 CLICK HERE TO FILE CLAIM  

 
 
You may submit your Claim Form by visiting the Settlement Administrator’s website at 
www.crstsettlement.com and clicking on “File a Claim” in the banner at the top of the 
webpage.  You may also submit your Form to the Settlement Administrator via mail, 
email, or facsimile at the following address:  
 

CRST Settlement Administrator 
P.O. Box 3206 
Brockton, MA 02301 
Telephone: [insert] 
Fax: [insert] 
Email: info@crstsettlement.com  

 
Your signed Form must be submitted electronically or by facsimile or postmarked by 
[insert date 60 days]. 
 

(2) Do nothing: If you do nothing, your right to pursue all claims other than the 
Federal Wage Claims will be released (meaning you cannot pursue those claims), 
but you will not receive a monetary payment from the settlement.  You will receive 
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the non-monetary relief described in Section 3, above, if applicable.  
 

(3) Exclude yourself from the settlement: If you wish to be excluded from the 
settlement, you must send a request to be excluded from the class to the Settlement 
Administrator. To be effective, the request for exclusion must include:  (i) your full 
name, address, email address, and telephone number; (ii) a statement that you 
request to be excluded from the settlement and understand that you will not be 
eligible to recover any money as part of the settlement; and (iii) your signature and 
the date.  Requests for exclusion must be sent to the Settlement Administrator at 
the address set forth above and in Section 7 by mail, email, or facsimile, and must 
be submitted or postmarked by [60 days after notice sent].  If you exclude yourself 
from the settlement, you will not receive any monies from the settlement. 

 
(4) Object to the settlement:  You may object to the settlement.  If you object and the 

settlement is approved, you will release all claims as described in Section 4, above, 
as applicable to you.  If you intend to object, you may, but need not, enter an 
appearance through counsel of your choice.  If you do, you will be responsible for 
your own attorneys’ fees and costs. 
 
Any objection to the settlement must include: (i) your full name, address, email 
address, and telephone number; (ii) a written statement of all grounds for the 
objection; (iii) a statement whether the objection applies only to you, to a specific 
subset of the class, or to the entire class; (iv) a statement whether you intend to 
appear at the Final Fairness Hearing; and (v) your signature and the date. If you 
intend to appear at the Final Fairness Hearing through counsel, the objection must 
also state the identity of all attorneys representing you who will appear at the Final 
Fairness Hearing.  Objections must be sent to the Settlement Administrator at the 
address set forth above and in Section 7, below, by mail, email, or facsimile, and 
must be submitted or postmarked by [60 days after notice sent].  
 
Settlement Class Members who do not timely make their objections in this manner 
will be deemed to have waived all objections and shall not be heard or have the 
right to appeal approval of the settlement. If you object to the settlement but would 
like to receive the full amount to which you are entitled if your objection is 
overruled by the Court, then you must submit a Claim Form in addition to your 
objection no later than [insert date 60 days from mailing].  If you submit an 
objection but do not submit a Claim Form and your objection is overruled, then 
you will not receive a monetary payment from the settlement. 
 
Class members who are part of the settlement on the sleeper berth claim will 
receive another notice and opportunity to object to that aspect of the settlement 
after all appeals are exhausted on that claim (if Plaintiffs prevail on appeal).  (See 
Section 2 above for more information.)  Class members need not file objections 
about the settlement of the sleeper berth claim now. 

 
Please note that it is unlawful for CRST to take any action against you for participating 
in this lawsuit. 
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SECTION 6:  COURT APPROVAL PROCESS 

The Court has preliminarily approved the settlement and has scheduled a Final Approval 
Hearing to take place before the Honorable Patti B. Saris, Chief Judge, in the United States 
District Court for the District of Massachusetts on Wednesday, May 26, 2021, at 2:30 p.m. 
ET at 1 Courthouse Way - Courtroom 19, 7th Floor, Boston, MA 02210. The purpose of the 
hearing is for the Court to decide whether the proposed settlement is fair, reasonable, and 
adequate as to the Class and should be approved and, if so, to determine what amount of 
attorneys’ fees and expenses should be awarded to Class Counsel and what amount 
should be awarded as incentive awards to the named plaintiffs and other individuals who 
participated substantially in the litigation. To confirm that the hearing is going forward on 
the scheduled date and time and/or to inquire about appearing at the hearing by 
telephone, please contact the Settlement Administrator or Class Counsel (contact 
information in Sections 7 and 8, below). 
 
Class Counsel will file a motion for attorneys’ fees and costs by [2 weeks before claim 
deadline].  If you would like to receive a copy of that motion, please contact Class Counsel 
(contact information in Section 8, below) after that date. 
 

SECTION 7:  QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS NOTICE 

If you have any questions regarding this Notice, you can contact the Settlement 
Administrator tollfree at 1-844-625-7313 or via email at info@crstsettlement.com. The 
full contact information for the Settlement Administrator is: 

 
CRST Settlement Administrator 
P.O. Box 3206 
Brockton, MA 02301 
Telephone: [insert] 
Fax: [insert] 
Email: info@crstsettlement.com  

 
You may also visit www.crstsettlement.com for more information. 

 

SECTION 8:  CLASS COUNSEL 

Participating class members will be represented by the following attorneys, who have 
been certified by the Court to represent the contract drivers as Class Counsel. 

Contact information for Class Counsel is: 

Hillary Schwab, Esq. 
Rachel Smit, Esq. 
Fair Work, P.C. 
192 South Street, Suite 450 
Boston, MA 02116 
Email: crstlawsuit@fairworklaw.com 
Telephone: 857-800-0440 
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Andrew S. Schmidt, Esq. 
Andrew Schmidt Law, PLLC 
97 India Street 
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EXHIBIT B 
As revised and approved by Court 

January 15, 2021 

  



NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT FOR CURRENT AND FORMER CONTRACT DRIVERS 
FOR CRST EXPEDITED, INC. 

Please read carefully. Your legal rights may be affected. 
You may also visit https://www.crstsettlement.com/ for more 

information. 

AVISO IMPORTANTE A MIEMBROS POTENCIALES DEL COLLECTIVO – Para 
español, comuniquese con el administrador al _________________. 

 
This is not a solicitation from a lawyer.  The United States District Court 

for the District of Massachusetts authorized this Notice. 
 

TO: [First_Name» «Last_Name»] 
 CRST Driver Code: [insert] (if applicable) 
 
A settlement has been reached in a class action lawsuit against CRST International, Inc. 
and CRST Expedited, Inc.  The settlement is on behalf of all individuals who have 
participated as contract drivers in CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time between 
December 22, 2013, and December 31, 2020.  You are receiving this notice because you 
have been identified as a class member.  This notice informs you about your rights 
relating to this settlement. 
 

Personal Information:  [insert name] 

 
• You are eligible to participate in the settlement as part of the following classes 

(described in more detail in Section 2 below):  Federal Wage Claims Class; Iowa 
Orientation Claim Class; Florida Orientation Claim Class; Iowa Consumer Claim Monetary 
Relief Class; Iowa Consumer Claim Non-Monetary Relief Class (as applicable) 

 
• Information about the minimum amounts that you are entitled to receive as part of 

this settlement (if you are eligible and submit a timely and valid claim form) is set 
forth in Section 3 below. 

 
• For members of the Iowa Consumer Claim Non-Monetary Relief Class, you can 

contact the Settlement Administrator (contact information in Section 7, below) to find 
out the amount of your original monetary obligation to CRST and the reduced 
obligation pursuant to this settlement. 

 
• If applicable:  You have already submitted a Consent to Join the federal wage claims in the case.  

In order to recover your monetary payment from the settlement, you still must submit a claim 
form. 
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Please visit https://crstsettlement.com/ for more information and/or to file a claim to 
participate in this lawsuit. 

 

SECTION 1:  YOUR OPTIONS REGARDING THE SETTLEMENT 

 
You have four options in this lawsuit: 

 
(1) File a claim:  In order to receive your monetary payment from this settlement, 
you must file a claim.  The deadline to file a claim is [60 days after notice sent]. If you 
do not file a claim by [60 days after notice sent], you will lose your right to receive a 
monetary payment from the settlement. 
(2) Do nothing: If you do nothing, your right to pursue all claims other than the 
Federal Wage Claims will be released (meaning you cannot pursue those claims), but 
you will not receive a monetary payment from the settlement.  You will still be eligible 
for the non-monetary relief described in Section 3, below.  
 
(3) Exclude yourself from the settlement: If you wish to be excluded from the 
settlement, you must send a request to be excluded from the class to the settlement 
administrator. Further instructions are set forth in Section 5, below. The deadline to 
exclude yourself from the settlement is [60 days after notice sent]. 

 
(4) Object to the settlement:  You may object to the settlement.  Further 
instructions are set forth in Section 5, below. The deadline to object to the settlement is 
[60 days after notice sent]. 

 
Please visit https://crstsettlement.com/ for more information and/or to file a claim to 

participate in this lawsuit. 
 

SECTION 2:  DESCRIPTION OF LAWSUIT 

This proposed settlement would settle three lawsuits.  First, on January 21, 2016, named 
plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya brought a lawsuit against CRST Expedited, Inc. and CRST 
International, Inc. (collectively “CRST”) challenging CRST’s wage payment practices 
and practices relating to post-employment debt collection, etc., D. Mass. Case No. 1:16-
cv-10095-PBS.  Second, on June 12, 2020, named plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel 
Tertilus brought a lawsuit against CRST challenging CRST’s practice of not paying 
drivers in Florida for attending orientation, Civil Action No. 16-2020-CA-003424 (Fla. 4th 
Cir., Duval Cty.).  Third, on July 17, 2020, named plaintiffs Maurice Smith, Jeal Paul 
Bricault Jr., Jose Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton brought a 
lawsuit against CRST challenging CRST’s wage payment practices, post-employment 
debt collection practices, and enforcement of its non-competition provision, D. Mass. 
Case No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS. 
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Settlement Classes 

The settlement is on behalf of the following classes: 
(1) Federal Wage Claims Class:  All individuals who have been affected by any of 
the Federal Wage Claims (described below) at any time since December 22, 2013, and 
have either already filed Consent to Join forms or have not yet been given an 
opportunity to file Consent to Join forms and do submit claim forms to participate in 
this settlement.  If you already received notice and an opportunity to join the Federal 
Wage Claims and did not do so, you are not eligible to participate in the settlement as 
to these claims. 
(2) Iowa Orientation Claim Class:  All individuals who have participated in Phase 2 
orientation in Iowa between January 21, 2014, and December 31, 2020, and who do not 
file a request for exclusion from the settlement. 
(3) Florida Orientation Claim Class:  All individuals who have participated in Phase 
2 orientation in Florida between May 28, 2015, and December 31, 2020, and who do not 
file a request for exclusion from the settlement. 
(4) Iowa Consumer Claim Monetary Relief Class:  All individuals who participated 
in any phase of CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time after January 21, 2014, and 
have paid back training costs to CRST in excess of the amount that CRST paid in tuition 
to the Phase 1 CDL schools, through final paycheck deductions or through post-
employment debt collection, at any time since January 21, 2014, and who do not file a 
request for exclusion from the settlement. 
(5) Iowa Consumer Claim Non-Monetary Relief Class:  All individuals who 
participated in any phase of CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time after January 
21, 2014, and have been subject to training-related wage deductions and/or debt 
collection by CRST at any time since January 21, 2014. 
 
Your notice identifies the classes for which you are eligible to participate in the 
settlement in the “Personal Information” section at the beginning of the notice.  If you 
have any questions about your eligibility, please contact the CRST Settlement 
Administrator (contact information in Section 7, below). 
 

Claims Subject to Settlement 
The proposed settlement settles the following claims: 
(1) Federal Wage Claims: 
 

a) Federal Orientation Claim: The Court has ruled that contract drivers 
are employees of CRST during Phase 2 orientation and should have 
been paid the federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour for 
orientation. The proposed settlement resolves this claim. 
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b) Federal Wage Claims During Phase 3 and Phase 4:  There are three 

claims relating to drivers’ work during Phase 3 and Phase 4: 
 

• Deductions from Wages: The Court has ruled that CRST’s 
deductions from contract drivers’ wages for wire charges, 
drug tests, physical examinations, processing fees, the map 
pack and other tools of the trade, and transportation to 
Phase 2 were unlawful, to the extent that those deductions 
reduced drivers’ pay below the federal minimum wage. The 
proposed settlement resolves this claim. 

• Last Paycheck Deductions: The Court has ruled that CRST’s 
deductions from contract drivers’ last paychecks for the 
$6,500 training fee (previously $3,950), as well as the 
amounts described in section b above are unlawful, to the 
extent that those deductions reduced drivers’ pay below the 
federal minimum wage. The proposed settlement resolves 
this claim. 

• Split Mileage Pay Rate: The Court has ruled that CRST’s 
split- mileage pay formula must compensate drivers at least 
the federal minimum wage for all compensable hours 
worked, including driving time and on-duty time. The 
proposed settlement resolves this claim. 

 
(2) Iowa Orientation Claim:  The Court has ruled that contract drivers who attended 
orientation in Iowa since January 21, 2014, should have been paid the Iowa minimum 
wage of $7.25 per hour for orientation.  The proposed settlement resolves this claim. 
(3) Florida Orientation Claim:  Plaintiffs assert that contract drivers who attended 
orientation in Florida since May 28, 2015, should have been paid the Florida minimum 
wage for orientation (which has ranged from $8.05 per hour in 2015 to $8.56 per hour in 
2020).  The proposed settlement resolves this claim. 
(4) Iowa Consumer Claim:  The Court has ruled that CRST’s failure to disclose to 
drivers that the amount that CRST pays to the CDL schools for contract drivers to attend 
truck driving school is significantly lower than the $3,950 to $6,500 training charged by 
CRST is a prohibited practice under the Iowa consumer protection statute.  The 
proposed settlement resolves this claim. 
 

Other Settled Claims 
 In addition to the claims described above, for which the parties have agreed to a 
monetary settlement, there are additional claims for which the parties have agreed on a 
non-monetary settlement.  They are: 
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(1) Iowa Usury Claim:  The Court has ruled that CRST charged a usurious interest 
rate in violation of Iowa law when it sent debt collection letters to drivers that included 
an 18% interest rate. All contract drivers who have received debt collection letters from 
CRST listing 18% interest at any time since January 21, 2006 are members of this class.  
The proposed settlement resolves this claim for non-monetary relief, as described in 
Section 3, below. 
 
(2) Claims Relating to Enforcement of Non-Competition Provision:  In the Smith 
case, Plaintiffs alleged that CRST enforced its non-competition provision in violation of 
the provision’s own terms and in violation of Iowa statutory and common law.  The 
proposed settlement resolves this claim for non-monetary relief, as described in Section 
3, below.  
 

Sleeper Berth Claim  
There is one claim that has been brought in the lawsuits that is being settled in part, as 
part of this proposed settlement.  In Montoya, the Court has ruled that CRST should 
have counted all sleeper berth time in excess of eight hours per day as compensable 
working time under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act.    The parties have agreed that 
judgment shall enter in Plaintiffs’ favor on this claim for a minimum of $2,500,000, 
including all payments to be owed to the Federal Wage Claims Class for this claim and 
all attorneys’ fees and litigation costs.  CRST shall then be permitted to appeal the 
Court’s decision on liability on this claim.  Once all appeals are exhausted, if the Court’s 
decision is affirmed, the $2,500,000 would be divided as follows:  (1) up to $833,333 in 
attorneys’ fees; (2) reasonable costs of settlement administration, not to exceed $75,000; 
(3) a reasonable amount for a dispute fund (not to exceed $50,000); and at least 
$1,541,667 to be divided among eligible class members.  Additionally, the final amount 
of the judgment on the sleeper berth claim will be increased by an amount of money 
proportional to the amount of time that has passed between the settlement and entry of 
final judgment on this claim.    
 
If the final judgment on the sleeper berth claim is affirmed in all respects, and subject to 
Court approval, an additional notice shall go out to eligible members of the Federal 
Wage Claims Class for this claim about the resolution of the claim, prior to the Court’s 
decision whether to enter an amended final judgment on the sleeper berth claim with 
the final settlement amount.  Eligible class members will have an opportunity to object 
to the settlement on the sleeper berth claim at that time.  If the “Personal Information” 
section at the beginning of the notice lists “Federal Wage Claims Class” as one of the 
classes that you are eligible to participate in, then you may be eligible to participate in 
this part of the settlement. 

 

SECTION 3:  SETTLEMENT BENEFITS AND TERMS 
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Monetary Relief 
The parties have agreed to settle the case (other than the sleeper berth claim, as 
described  in Section 2, above) for $12,500,000.  Subject to Court approval, this amount 
shall be divided as follows: 
(1) Up to 1/3 ($4,166,667) in attorneys’ fees for Class Counsel.   
(2) Incentive awards of up to $25,000 for Juan Carlos Montoya and up to $10,000 

each for Raymond Hollingsworth, Ronnie Fogarty, and Clarence Johnson; up to 
$2,500 each for Larry Wimbish, Rinel Tertilus, Maurice Smith, Jean Paul Bricault 
Jr., Jose Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton; and up to 
$1,000 each for the twenty opt-in plaintiffs who appeared for depositions. 

(3) Up to $250,000 for the costs of claim and settlement administration. 
(4) Up to $500,000 to compensate Class Counsel for reasonable litigation costs. 
(5) A dispute fund of $200,000 to resolve disputes and reasonable late claims. 
(6) The remaining amount (at least $7,290,833) to be distributed to claiming class 

members. 
The amount for claiming class members shall be divided among the claims as follows: 
(1) Orientation Claims (for the Iowa Orientation Claim Class, the Florida 

Orientation Claim Class, and the Federal Wage Claims Class):  $2,750,000 will 
be distributed among individuals who attended Phase 2 orientation during the 
relevant time period.  This amount  will be divided equally among all eligible 
individuals who submit timely and valid claim forms.  The minimum payment 
that eligible individuals can expect to receive from this claim is $110.00. 

(2) Federal Wage Claims during Phase 3 and Phase 4 (for the Federal Wage Claims 
Class):  $2,040,833 will be distributed among individuals who drove for CRST 
during Phase 3 and/or Phase 4 of the Driver Training Program during the 
relevant time period.  This amount will be divided among all eligible individuals 
who submit timely and valid claim forms based on weeks worked during Phase 
3 and/or Phase 4 during the relevant time period.  The minimum payment that 
eligible individuals can expect to receive from this claim will be $16.00 per week 
worked during Phase 3 and/or Phase 4 during the relevant time period. 

(3) Iowa Consumer Claim (for the Iowa Consumer Claim Monetary Relief Class):  
$2,500,000 will be distributed among individuals who paid back more to CRST in 
training costs than CRST paid as tuition to the CDL schools during the relevant 
time period.  This amount will be divided among all eligible individuals who 
submit timely and valid claim forms in proportion to the amounts that each 
individual paid to CRST in training costs in excess of $2,500 (representing the 
amount CRST paid to the Phase 1 CDL schools in tuition) during the relevant 
time period.  At a minimum, eligible individuals can expect to recover the full 
amount that they paid to CRST in training costs in excess of $2,500 for this claim.  
If you are eligible to receive money as part of this claim (see “Personal 
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Information” section, above), you can contact the Settlement Administrator 
(contact information in Section 7, below) to get information about your expected 
minimum payment for this claim. 

These amounts will be distributed in full to claiming class members. No amount shall 
revert to CRST.  Amounts that are not claimed shall be redistributed to those class 
members who do submit claim forms. 
The Court has ultimate authority to accept, reject, or modify the attorneys’ fees, 
incentive awards and the award of costs, and the settlement is not contingent on the 
Court’s approval of the amounts requested for those items.  Any amounts that the 
Court does not award in attorneys’ fees, incentive awards, and/or costs will be 
reallocated to be distributed to claiming class members. 
One-half of any portion of your settlement payment that is attributable to the Federal 
Wage Claims, the Iowa Orientation Claim, and/or the Florida Orientation Claim shall 
be considered wages and shall be subject to the withholding of all applicable local, state, 
and federal taxes, and reported on an IRS Form W-2. The remaining one-half of the 
settlement payment is considered compensation for interest, penalties and liquidated 
damages, and will not be subject to payroll withholdings, and will be reported on an 
IRS Form 1099.  Any amount attributable to the Iowa Consumer Claim shall be paid as a 
non-taxable return of training costs paid by you.   
Please consult with your accountant or other tax advisor regarding the tax 
consequences of the settlement, including the non-monetary relief provided pursuant to 
the settlement, which is described below. 

 Non-Monetary Relief 
In addition to the monetary payments described above, the parties have agreed to the 
following non-monetary relief, which shall apply to all affected individuals regardless 
of whether they are eligible class members and regardless of whether they submit claim 
forms to participate in the settlement: 

• CRST’s release of monies:  CRST agrees to release entitlement to and not to 
pursue any collection efforts for training school costs in excess of the amount 
CRST actually paid to the CDL school for tuition.  CRST also agrees to release 
entitlement to and not to pursue any collection efforts any other costs from 
class/collective members (including relating to drug tests, physical 
examinations, processing fees, wire charges, meals, etc.), except that CRST may 
continue efforts to recover housing and transportation costs, as long as those 
amounts are reasonably related to amounts actually paid by CRST for housing 
and/or transportation.  Please contact the Settlement Administrator (contact 
information in Section 7, below) to determine the original amount of your 
obligation to CRST and the reduced obligation amount pursuant to this 
settlement.  Defendants shall not issue 1099 forms or other tax forms for this 
release because no compensatory payment will issue.  You should consult a tax 
advisor about the potential tax consequences to you from this release. 
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• Credit reporting:  CRST not to restart credit reporting on your obligation to 
CRST until six months after notice goes out to class members about the 
settlement or two months after payments are issued, whichever is later.  
Additionally, CRST agrees to provide accurate information to the national credit 
reporting agencies (Experian, Equifax and TransUnion) about drivers’ reduced 
obligations to CRST. 

• HireRight:  If applicable, if driver requests by letter to HireRight that records of a 
default to CRST be corrected in accordance with CRST’s release of monies, CRST 
agrees to provide a letter to HireRight within a reasonable time with a copy to 
the requesting driver stating that any defaults owing to CRST have been 
rescinded by mutual agreement. 

• Employment references:  CRST agrees to give no new or additional negative 
references to any driver for having allegedly defaulted on any monies released.  
CRST will not affirmatively or in response to inquiries from other companies 
give negative references for any drivers for having allegedly defaulted on any 
monies released or state that the driver is under contract with CRST or owes monies 
to CRST. 

• Non-competition provision:  For everyone who has signed the current version of 
Driver Employment Contract with a non-competition provision, CRST agrees not 
to seek to enforce the non-competition provision or to represent to entities that 
drivers are still under contract with or still employed with CRST or to decline to 
provide employment and training history upon request (or otherwise refuse to 
verify employment) after the earlier of:  (1) eight to ten months after the driver 
has signed the Driver Employment Contract (depending on whether the driver 
has signed an eight-month or ten-month contract), regardless of whether the 
driver has worked for CRST for any or all of that time; or (2) the driver paying 
off the unpaid balance of the total of housing, transportation and the actual 
amount CRST paid to the Phase 1 CDL school.  CRST shall cooperate to take 
reasonable steps necessary so that DAC reports accurately reflect drivers’ 
training and employment history with CRST, including dates of employment, 
whether employment has terminated, and whether or not drivers are under 
contract. 

• Orientation wages:  Starting in January 2021, CRST agrees to treat drivers in the 
Driver Training Program as employees when participating in orientation and to 
pay them at least the applicable minimum wage for hours of orientation 
attended. 

• Interest on monies owed:  As to drivers who have already signed Driver 
Employment Contracts, CRST agrees not to send any communications to drivers 
stating that an 18% interest rate will be added to monies owed.  Drivers will only 
owe the principal amount to CRST (after the release of monies described above) 
and will not owe any interest.  Starting on January 1, 2021, CRST will not include 
any reference to an 18% interest rate on its pre-employment or employment 
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contracts or any other documents presented to drivers.  In the future, any interest 
that CRST may seek to collect on monies owed by drivers will not exceed the 
maximum rate permitted by applicable federal and state usury laws. 

• Final paychecks:  Starting on January 1, 2021, Defendants will not deduct a lump 
sum of tuition from final paychecks, but may deduct installment payments, 
including without limitation payments for tuition, transportation and housing, 
but only to the extent that those deductions do not reduce drivers’ pay below 
minimum wage.   

• Notice about monies to be owed:  Going forward, if CRST intends to seek to 
collect from drivers more in tuition than the amount actually paid to the Phase 1 
CDL schools, Defendants must disclose the following in writing to prospective 
drivers, before scheduling them for driver training school:  (1) the price that 
CRST will charge them for the program, including the full amount attributed to 
the training program; (2) that the training program amount includes but is not 
limited to the amount that CRST actually pays to the CDL schools for tuition; 
and (3) that the amount CRST pays to each CDL school varies but, in the past 
year, has ranged from $[the lowest amount CRST has paid in the most recent 
year] to $[the highest amount CRST has paid in the most recent year]. 

 

SECTION 4:  RELEASE OF CLAIMS 

Class Member Release 
 

If you are eligible and participate in the settlement for the Federal Wage Claims 
and/or if you do not submit a request for exclusion from the settlement for the other 
claims (as described in more detail in Section 5, below), then, as part of this settlement 
(subject to Court approval), you will release the following claims: 
 
All claims that were brought or could have been brought on behalf of the classes and/or 
collectives of which you are a part (listed in the Personal Information section, above) in 
the Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish litigation (a) relating to your Pre-Employment 
Driver Training Agreements, Driver Employment Contracts, or  participation in any 
phase of Defendants’ Driver Training Program and (b) based on or arising out of the 
identical factual predicate underlying the claims in Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish. 
This includes, without limitation, any claim (i) seeking any type of relief, including 
compensatory, consequential, liquidated, multiple, exemplary, statutory or punitive 
damages, rescission, or declaratory or injunctive relief; (ii) based on a violation of any 
state or federal wage payment statute or regulation; or (iii) based on a violation of any 
state or federal consumer protection statute or regulation, for which any class member 
might seek relief that was brought, or could have been brought on behalf of the classes 
and/or collectives of which you are a part in the Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish 
litigation or any similar litigation in any state or federal court in the United States 
during or based on facts arising in the applicable time periods.   
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If you are not part of any class or collective (including if you do not opt in to the FLSA 
claims), then this release would not cover those claims.  All persons who submit a valid 
request for exclusion from the settlement are not bound hereby.  This release does not 
include claims relating to compensation for sleeper berth time. This release also does 
not include the claims pled in Markson, et al. v. CRST International, Inc., et al., United 
States District Court, Central District of California, Case No. 5:17-cv-01261-SB-SPx, that 
arise under state or federal antitrust laws or any derivative California Unfair 
Competition Law claim based on such antitrust claims. Under no circumstances shall 
this release be deemed to release any claim that any individual may have against CRST 
or related entities that:  (1) falls outside of the class period in this case; or (2) relates to 
the portion of any workweek during which the individual was classified as a non-
employee and/or independent contractor driver.  CRST does not release any class 
members for any unpaid portion of housing, transportation or actual tuition as 
provided in the parties’ Settlement Agreement. 
 

Releases for Named Plaintiff and Certain Early Opt-In Plaintiffs 
In consideration of the incentive awards and other non-monetary relief described above 
and subject to Court approval, Juan Carlos Montoya, Raymond Hollingsworth, 
Clarence Johnson, Ronnie Fogarty, Larry Wimbish, Rinel Tertilus, Maurice Smith, Jean 
Paul Bricault Jr., Jose Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton and 
Defendants agree to a general, mutual releases in favor of each other, except as to the 
sleeper berth claim.  This release shall include a full release of any tuition CRST 
contends that any of those individuals owe and a full release from the non-competition 
provision for all such individuals.  Additionally, these individuals shall agree to a no re-
employment provision with CRST.   
 

SECTION 5:  YOUR OPTIONS 

 
If you are receiving this Notice, you have the following options: 
 
(1) Submit a Claim Form:  If you wish to receive your settlement payment, you 
must submit a claim form no later than [insert date 60 days from mailing].   
You may submit your Claim Form by visiting the Settlement Administrator’s website at 
www.crstsettlement.com and clicking on “File a Claim” in the banner at the top of the 
webpage.  You may also submit your Form to the Settlement Administrator via mail, 
email, or facsimile at the following address:  
 

CRST Settlement Administrator 
P.O. Box 3206 
Brockton, MA 
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02301 
Telephone: [insert] 
Fax: [insert] 
Email: info@crstsettlement.com  

 
Your signed Form must be submitted electronically or by facsimile or postmarked by 
[insert date 60 days]. 
 

(2) Do nothing: If you do nothing, your right to pursue all claims other than the 
Federal Wage Claims will be released (meaning you cannot pursue those 
claims), but you will not receive a monetary payment from the settlement.  You 
will receive the non-monetary relief described in Section 3, above, if applicable.  

 
(3) Exclude yourself from the settlement: If you wish to be excluded from the 

settlement, you must send a request to be excluded from the class to the 
Settlement Administrator. To be effective, the request for exclusion must 
include:  (i) your full name, address, email address, and telephone number; (ii) a 
statement that you request to be excluded from the settlement and understand 
that you will not be eligible to recover any money as part of the settlement; and 
(iii) your signature and the date.  Requests for exclusion must be sent to the 
Settlement Administrator at the address set forth above and in Section 7 by 
mail, email, or facsimile, and must be submitted or postmarked by [60 days 
after notice sent].  If you exclude yourself from the settlement, you will not 
receive any monies from the settlement. 

 
(4) Object to the settlement:  You may object to the settlement.  If you object and 

the settlement is approved, you will release all claims as described in Section 4, 
above, as applicable to you.  If you intend to object, you may, but need not, 
enter an appearance through counsel of your choice.  If you do, you will be 
responsible for your own attorneys’ fees and costs. 
 
Any objection to the settlement must include: (i) your full name, address, email 
address, and telephone number; (ii) a written statement of all grounds for the 
objection; (iii) a statement whether the objection applies only to you, to a 
specific subset of the class, or to the entire class; (iv) a statement whether you 
intend to appear at the Final Fairness Hearing; and (v) your signature and the 
date. If you intend to appear at the Final Fairness Hearing through counsel, the 
objection must also state the identity of all attorneys representing you who will 
appear at the Final Fairness Hearing.  Objections must be sent to the Settlement 
Administrator at the address set forth above and in Section 7, below, by mail, 
email, or facsimile, and must be submitted or postmarked by [60 days after 
notice sent].  
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Settlement Class Members who do not timely make their objections in this 
manner will be deemed to have waived all objections and shall not be heard or 
have the right to appeal approval of the settlement. If you object to the 
settlement but would like to receive the full amount to which you are entitled if 
your objection is overruled by the Court, then you must submit a Claim Form in 
addition to your objection no later than [insert date 60 days from mailing].  If 
you submit an objection but do not submit a Claim Form and your objection is 
overruled, then you will not receive a monetary payment from the settlement. 
 
Class members who are part of the settlement on the sleeper berth claim will 
receive another notice and opportunity to object to that aspect of the settlement 
after all appeals are exhausted on that claim (if Plaintiffs prevail on appeal).  
(See Section 2 above for more information.)  Class members need not file 
objections about the settlement of the sleeper berth claim now. 

 
Please note that it is unlawful for CRST to take any action against you for 
participating in this lawsuit. 
 
Please visit https://crstsettlement.com/ for more information and/or to file a claim to 

participate in this lawsuit. 
 

SECTION 6:  COURT APPROVAL PROCESS 

The Court has preliminarily approved the settlement and has scheduled a Final 
Approval Hearing to take place before the Honorable Patti B. Saris, Chief Judge, in the 
United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts on Wednesday, May 26, 
2021, at 2:30 p.m. ET at 1 Courthouse Way - Courtroom 19, 7th Floor, Boston, MA 02210. 
The purpose of the hearing is for the Court to decide whether the proposed settlement 
is fair, reasonable, and adequate as to the Class and should be approved and, if so, to 
determine what amount of attorneys’ fees and expenses should be awarded to Class 
Counsel and what amount should be awarded as incentive awards to the named 
plaintiffs and other individuals who participated substantially in the litigation. To 
confirm that the hearing is going forward on the scheduled date and time and/or to 
inquire about appearing at the hearing by telephone, please contact the Settlement 
Administrator or Class Counsel (contact information in Sections 7 and 8, below). 
 
Class Counsel will file a motion for attorneys’ fees and costs by [2 weeks before claim 
deadline].  If you would like to receive a copy of that motion, please contact Class 
Counsel (contact information in Section 8, below) after that date. 
 

SECTION 7:  QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS NOTICE 
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If you have any questions regarding this Notice, you can contact the Settlement 
Administrator tollfree at 1-844-625-7313 or via email at info@crstsettlement.com. 
The full contact information for the Settlement Administrator is: 

 
CRST Settlement Administrator 
P.O. Box 3206 
Brockton, MA 
02301 
Telephone: [insert] 
Fax: [insert] 
Email: info@crstsettlement.com  

 
You may also visit www.crstsettlement.com for more information. 

 

SECTION 8:  CLASS COUNSEL 

Participating class members will be represented by the following attorneys, who 
have been certified by the Court to represent the contract drivers as Class Counsel. 

Contact information for Class 

Counsel is: Hillary Schwab, Esq. 
Rachel Smit, 
Esq. Fair 
Work, P.C. 
192 South Street, Suite 450 
Boston, MA 02116 
Email: crstlawsuit@fairworklaw.com 
Telephone: 857-800-0440 

 
Andrew S. Schmidt, Esq. 
Andrew Schmidt Law, 
PLLC 97 India Street 
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CLAIM FORM AND RELEASE OF CLAIMS 
 
I hereby consent to participate in this settlement and receive a monetary payment as 
to the classes for which I am eligible to participate in the settlement (as identified in 
the “Personal Information” section of the personalized notice sent to me and as 
described in Section 4 of the Notice). I understand that, by participating in the 
settlement, I am releasing all claims that have been brought or could have been 
brought in the following lawsuits for the classes for which I am eligible to 
participate in the settlement, as described in more detail in Section 4 of the Notice of 
Settlement:  Juan Carlos Montoya et al. v. CRST Expedited, Inc. et al., D. Mass. Civil 
Action No. 1:16-cv-10095-PBS; Maurice Smith et al. v. CRST International, Inc. et al., D. 
Mass. Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS; and Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus, et al. 
v. CRST International, Inc. et al., Civil Action No. 16-2020-CA-003424 (Fla. 4th Cir., 
Duval Cty.). 
 
This release does not include claims relating to compensation for sleeper berth time.  
Additionally, this release does not release any claim that (if applicable):  (1) falls 
outside of the statutory period in this case; (2) relates to the portion of any 
workweek during which I was classified as a non-employee and/or independent 
contractor driver. 
 
I hereby designate Class Counsel (as identified in Section 8 of the Notice) as my 
attorneys for all purposes in connection with this case, including the settlement. 
 
Date:             
      Signature 
 
Printed Name:     
   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
***Note: This Lower Portion Will Not Be Filed with the Court*** 

 
Phone Number:       

Street Address:      

City:    

State:    

Zip Code:       

Email Address:     

 
Please contact the Settlement Administrator at info@crstsettlement.com or  
[insert telephone number] if your contact information changes. 
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NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT FOR CURRENT AND FORMER CONTRACT DRIVERS 
FOR CRST EXPEDITED, INC. 

Please read carefully. Your legal rights may be affected. 
You may also visit https://www.crstlawsuitsettlement.com/ for more 

information. 

AVISO IMPORTANTE A MIEMBROS POTENCIALES DEL COLLECTIVO –  
Para español, haga clic aqui. 

 
This is not a solicitation from a lawyer.  The United States District Court 

for the District of Massachusetts authorized this Notice. 
 

TO: [First_Name» «Last_Name»] 
 CRST Driver Code: [insert] (if applicable) 
 
A settlement has been reached in a class action lawsuit against CRST International, Inc. 
and CRST Expedited, Inc.  The settlement is on behalf of all individuals who have 
participated as contract drivers in CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time between 
December 22, 2013, and December 31, 2020.  You are receiving this notice because you have 
been identified as a class member.  This notice informs you about your rights relating to 
this settlement. 
 

SECTION 1:  YOUR OPTIONS REGARDING THE SETTLEMENT 

 
You have two options in this lawsuit: 

 
(1) Do nothing: If you do nothing, you will be eligible for the non-monetary relief 
described in Section 3, below, as it is applicable to you.  
 
(2) Object to the settlement:  You may object to the settlement.  Further instructions 
are set forth in Section 5, below. The deadline to object to the settlement is [60 days after 
notice sent]. 

 

SECTION 2:  DESCRIPTION OF LAWSUIT 

This proposed settlement would settle three lawsuits.  First, on January 21, 2016, named 
plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya brought a lawsuit against CRST Expedited, Inc. and CRST 
International, Inc. (collectively “CRST”) challenging CRST’s wage payment practices and 
practices relating to post-employment debt collection, etc., D. Mass. Case No. 1:16-cv-
10095-PBS.  Second, on June 12, 2020, named plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus 
brought a lawsuit against CRST challenging CRST’s practice of not paying drivers in 
Florida for attending orientation, Civil Action No. 16-2020-CA-003424 (Fla. 4th Cir., Duval 
Cty.).  Third, on July 17, 2020, named plaintiffs Maurice Smith, Jeal Paul Bricault Jr., Jose 
Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton brought a lawsuit against CRST 
challenging CRST’s wage payment practices, post-employment debt collection practices, 
and enforcement of its non-competition provision, D. Mass. Case No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS. 
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Claims Subject to Settlement 
As applicable to you, the proposed settlement settles the following claims: 
(1) Iowa Consumer Claim:  The Court has ruled that CRST’s failure to disclose to 
drivers that the amount that CRST pays to the CDL schools for contract drivers to attend 
truck driving school is significantly lower than the $3,950 to $6,500 training charged by 
CRST is a prohibited practice under the Iowa consumer protection statute.  The proposed 
settlement resolves this claim. 
(2) Iowa Usury Claim:  The Court has ruled that CRST charged a usurious interest rate 
in violation of Iowa law when it sent debt collection letters to drivers that included an 18% 
interest rate. All contract drivers who have received debt collection letters from CRST 
listing 18% interest at any time since January 21, 2006 are members of this class.  The 
proposed settlement resolves this claim for non-monetary relief, as described in Section 3, 
below. 
 
(3) Claims Relating to Enforcement of Non-Competition Provision:  In the Smith case, 
Plaintiffs alleged that CRST enforced its non-competition provision in violation of the 
provision’s own terms and in violation of Iowa statutory and common law.  The proposed 
settlement resolves this claim for non-monetary relief, as described in Section 3, below.  
 

SECTION 3:  SETTLEMENT BENEFITS AND TERMS 

The parties have agreed to the following non-monetary relief, which shall apply to all 
affected individuals regardless of whether they are eligible class members: 

• CRST’s release of monies:  CRST agrees to release entitlement to and not to pursue 
any collection efforts for training school costs in excess of the amount CRST actually 
paid to the CDL school for tuition.  CRST also agrees to release entitlement to and 
not to pursue any collection efforts any other costs from class/collective members 
(including relating to drug tests, physical examinations, processing fees, wire 
charges, meals, etc.), except that CRST may continue efforts to recover housing and 
transportation costs, as long as those amounts are reasonably related to amounts 
actually paid by CRST for housing and/or transportation.  Please contact the 
Settlement Administrator (contact information in Section 7, below) to determine the 
original amount of your obligation to CRST and the reduced obligation amount 
pursuant to this settlement.  Defendants shall not issue 1099 forms or other tax 
forms for this release because no compensatory payment will issue.  You should 
consult a tax advisor about the potential tax consequences to you from this 
release. 

• Credit reporting:  CRST not to restart credit reporting on your obligation to CRST 
until six months after notice goes out to class members about the settlement or two 
months after payments are issued, whichever is later.  Additionally, CRST agrees to 
provide accurate information to the national credit reporting agencies (Experian, 
Equifax and TransUnion) about drivers’ reduced obligations to CRST. 

• HireRight:  If applicable, if driver requests by letter to HireRight that records of a 
default to CRST be corrected in accordance with CRST’s release of monies, CRST 
agrees to provide a letter to HireRight within a reasonable time with a copy to the 
requesting driver stating that any defaults owing to CRST have been rescinded by 
mutual agreement. 
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• Employment references:  CRST agrees to give no new or additional negative 
references to any driver for having allegedly defaulted on any monies released.  
CRST will not affirmatively or in response to inquiries from other companies give 
negative references for any drivers for having allegedly defaulted on any monies 
released or state that the driver is under contract with CRST or owes monies to CRST. 

• Non-competition provision:  For everyone who has signed the current version of 
Driver Employment Contract with a non-competition provision, CRST agrees not to 
seek to enforce the non-competition provision or to represent to entities that drivers 
are still under contract with or still employed with CRST or to decline to provide 
employment and training history upon request (or otherwise refuse to verify 
employment) after the earlier of:  (1) eight to ten months after the driver has signed 
the Driver Employment Contract (depending on whether the driver has signed an 
eight-month or ten-month contract), regardless of whether the driver has worked 
for CRST for any or all of that time; or (2) the driver paying off the unpaid balance 
of the total of housing, transportation and the actual amount CRST paid to the 
Phase 1 CDL school.  CRST shall cooperate to take reasonable steps necessary so 
that DAC reports accurately reflect drivers’ training and employment history with 
CRST, including dates of employment, whether employment has terminated, and 
whether or not drivers are under contract. 

• Orientation wages:  Starting in January 2021, CRST agrees to treat drivers in the 
Driver Training Program as employees when participating in orientation and to pay 
them at least the applicable minimum wage for hours of orientation attended. 

• Interest on monies owed:  As to drivers who have already signed Driver 
Employment Contracts, CRST agrees not to send any communications to drivers 
stating that an 18% interest rate will be added to monies owed.  Drivers will only 
owe the principal amount to CRST (after the release of monies described above) and 
will not owe any interest.  Starting on January 1, 2021, CRST will not include any 
reference to an 18% interest rate on its pre-employment or employment contracts or 
any other documents presented to drivers.  In the future, any interest that CRST 
may seek to collect on monies owed by drivers will not exceed the maximum rate 
permitted by applicable federal and state usury laws. 

• Final paychecks:  Starting on January 1, 2021, Defendants will not deduct a lump 
sum of tuition from final paychecks, but may deduct installment payments, 
including without limitation payments for tuition, transportation and housing, but 
only to the extent that those deductions do not reduce drivers’ pay below minimum 
wage.   

• Notice about monies to be owed:  Going forward, if CRST intends to seek to collect 
from drivers more in tuition than the amount actually paid to the Phase 1 CDL 
schools, Defendants must disclose the following in writing to prospective drivers, 
before scheduling them for driver training school:  (1) the price that CRST will 
charge them for the program, including the full amount attributed to the training 
program; (2) that the training program amount includes but is not limited to the 
amount that CRST actually pays to the CDL schools for tuition; and (3) that the 
amount CRST pays to each CDL school varies but, in the past year, has ranged from 
$[the lowest amount CRST has paid in the most recent year] to $[the highest amount 
CRST has paid in the most recent year]. 
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SECTION 4:  RELEASE OF CLAIMS 

 
As part of this settlement (subject to Court approval), you will release the following claims: 
 
All claims that were brought or could have been brought on behalf of the classes of which 
you are a part in the Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish litigation (a) relating to your Pre-
Employment Driver Training Agreements, Driver Employment Contracts, or  participation 
in any phase of Defendants’ Driver Training Program and (b) based on or arising out of the 
identical factual predicate underlying the claims in Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish. This 
includes, without limitation, any claim (i) seeking any type of relief, including 
compensatory, consequential, liquidated, multiple, exemplary, statutory or punitive 
damages, rescission, or declaratory or injunctive relief; (ii) based on a violation of any state 
or federal wage payment statute or regulation; or (iii) based on a violation of any state or 
federal consumer protection statute or regulation, for which any class member might seek 
relief that was brought, or could have been brought on behalf of the classes and/or 
collectives of which you are a part in the Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish litigation or any 
similar litigation in any state or federal court in the United States during or based on facts 
arising in the applicable time periods.   
 
If you are not part of any class or collective, then this release would not cover those claims.  
This release does not include claims relating to compensation for sleeper berth time. This 
release also does not include the claims pled in Markson, et al. v. CRST International, Inc., et 
al., United States District Court, Central District of California, Case No. 5:17-cv-01261-SB-
SPx, that arise under state or federal antitrust laws or any derivative California Unfair 
Competition Law claim based on such antitrust claims. Under no circumstances shall this 
release be deemed to release any claim that any individual may have against CRST or 
related entities that:  (1) falls outside of the class period in this case; or (2) relates to the 
portion of any workweek during which the individual was classified as a non-employee 
and/or independent contractor driver.  CRST does not release any class members for any 
unpaid portion of housing, transportation or actual tuition as provided in the parties’ 
Settlement Agreement. 
 

SECTION 5:  YOUR OPTIONS 

 
If you are receiving this Notice, you have the following options: 

(1) Do nothing: If you do nothing, your right to pursue the claims described in Section 
4 above will be released (meaning you cannot pursue those claims), and you will 
receive the non-monetary relief described in Section 3, above, if applicable.  

 
(2) Object to the settlement:  You may object to the settlement.  If you object and the 

settlement is approved, you will release all claims as described in Section 4, above, 
as applicable to you.  If you intend to object, you may, but need not, enter an 
appearance through counsel of your choice.  If you do, you will be responsible for 
your own attorneys’ fees and costs. 
 
Any objection to the settlement must include: (i) your full name, address, email 
address, and telephone number; (ii) a written statement of all grounds for the 
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objection; (iii) a statement whether the objection applies only to you, to a specific 
subset of the class, or to the entire class; (iv) a statement whether you intend to 
appear at the Final Fairness Hearing; and (v) your signature and the date. If you 
intend to appear at the Final Fairness Hearing through counsel, the objection must 
also state the identity of all attorneys representing you who will appear at the Final 
Fairness Hearing.  Objections must be sent to the Settlement Administrator at the 
address set forth above and in Section 7, below, by mail, email, or facsimile, and 
must be submitted or postmarked by [60 days after notice sent].  
 
Settlement Class Members who do not timely make their objections in this manner 
will be deemed to have waived all objections and shall not be heard or have the 
right to appeal approval of the settlement. If you object to the settlement but would 
like to receive the full amount to which you are entitled if your objection is 
overruled by the Court, then you must submit a Claim Form in addition to your 
objection no later than [insert date 60 days from mailing].  If you submit an 
objection but do not submit a Claim Form and your objection is overruled, then 
you will not receive a monetary payment from the settlement. 

 
Please note that it is unlawful for CRST to take any action against you for participating 
in this lawsuit. 
 

SECTION 6:  COURT APPROVAL PROCESS 

The Court has preliminarily approved the settlement and has scheduled a Final Approval 
Hearing to take place before the Honorable Patti B. Saris, Chief Judge, in the United States 
District Court for the District of Massachusetts on Tuesday, March 30, 2021, at 2:30 p.m. ET 
at 1 Courthouse Way - Courtroom 19, 7th Floor, Boston, MA 02210. The purpose of the 
hearing is for the Court to decide whether the proposed settlement is fair, reasonable, and 
adequate as to the Class and should be approved and, if so, to determine what amount of 
attorneys’ fees and expenses should be awarded to Class Counsel and what amount 
should be awarded as incentive awards to the named plaintiffs and other individuals who 
participated substantially in the litigation. To confirm that the hearing is going forward on 
the scheduled date and time and/or to inquire about appearing at the hearing by 
telephone, please contact the Settlement Administrator or Class Counsel (contact 
information in Sections 7 and 8, below). 
 
Class Counsel will file a motion for attorneys’ fees and costs by [2 weeks before claim 
deadline].  If you would like to receive a copy of that motion, please contact Class Counsel 
(contact information in Section 8, below) after that date. 
 

SECTION 7:  QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS NOTICE 

If you have any questions regarding this Notice, you can contact the Settlement 
Administrator tollfree at 1-844-625-7313 or via email at info@crstsettlement.com. The 
full contact information for the Settlement Administrator is: 

 
CRST Settlement Administrator 
P.O. Box 3206 
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Brockton, MA 02301 
Telephone: [insert] 
Fax: [insert] 
Email: info@crstsettlement.com  

 
You may also visit www.crstlawsuitsettlement.com for more information. 

 

SECTION 8:  CLASS COUNSEL 

Participating class members will be represented by the following attorneys, who have 
been certified by the Court to represent the contract drivers as Class Counsel. 

Contact information for Class Counsel is: 

Hillary Schwab, Esq. 
Rachel Smit, Esq. 
Fair Work, P.C. 
192 South Street, Suite 450 
Boston, MA 02116 
Email: crstlawsuit@fairworklaw.com 
Telephone: 857-800-0440 

 
Andrew S. Schmidt, Esq. 
Andrew Schmidt Law, PLLC 
97 India Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
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NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT FOR CURRENT AND FORMER CONTRACT DRIVERS 
FOR CRST EXPEDITED, INC. 

Please read carefully. Your legal rights may be affected. 
You may also visit https://crstlawsuitsettlement.com/ for more 

information. 

AVISO IMPORTANTE A MIEMBROS POTENCIALES DEL COLLECTIVO – Para 
español, comuniquese con el administrador al _____________. 

 
This is not a solicitation from a lawyer.  The United States District Court 

for the District of Massachusetts authorized this Notice. 
 

TO: [First_Name» «Last_Name»] 
 CRST Driver Code: [insert] (if applicable) 
 
A settlement has been reached in a class action lawsuit against CRST International, Inc. 
and CRST Expedited, Inc.  The settlement is on behalf of all individuals who have 
participated as contract drivers in CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time between 
December 22, 2013, and December 31, 2020.  You are receiving this notice because you 
have been identified as a class member.  This notice informs you about your rights 
relating to this settlement. 
 

SECTION 1:  YOUR OPTIONS REGARDING THE SETTLEMENT 

 
You have two options in this lawsuit: 

 
(1) Do nothing: If you do nothing, you will be eligible for the non-monetary relief 
described in Section 3, below, as it is applicable to you.  
 
(2) Object to the settlement:  You may object to the settlement.  Further 
instructions are set forth in Section 5, below. The deadline to object to the settlement is 
[60 days after notice sent]. 

 
You may visit www.crstlawsuitsettlement.com for more information. 

 

SECTION 2:  DESCRIPTION OF LAWSUIT 

This proposed settlement would settle three lawsuits.  First, on January 21, 2016, named 
plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya brought a lawsuit against CRST Expedited, Inc. and CRST 
International, Inc. (collectively “CRST”) challenging CRST’s wage payment practices 
and practices relating to post-employment debt collection, etc., D. Mass. Case No. 1:16-
cv-10095-PBS.  Second, on June 12, 2020, named plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel 
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Tertilus brought a lawsuit against CRST challenging CRST’s practice of not paying 
drivers in Florida for attending orientation, Civil Action No. 16-2020-CA-003424 (Fla. 4th 
Cir., Duval Cty.).  Third, on July 17, 2020, named plaintiffs Maurice Smith, Jeal Paul 
Bricault Jr., Jose Torres Rosado, Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton brought a 
lawsuit against CRST challenging CRST’s wage payment practices, post-employment 
debt collection practices, and enforcement of its non-competition provision, D. Mass. 
Case No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS. 
 

Claims Subject to Settlement 
As applicable to you, the proposed settlement settles the following claims: 
(1) Iowa Consumer Claim:  The Court has ruled that CRST’s failure to disclose to 
drivers that the amount that CRST pays to the CDL schools for contract drivers to attend 
truck driving school is significantly lower than the $3,950 to $6,500 training charged by 
CRST is a prohibited practice under the Iowa consumer protection statute.  The 
proposed settlement resolves this claim. 
(2) Iowa Usury Claim:  The Court has ruled that CRST charged a usurious interest 
rate in violation of Iowa law when it sent debt collection letters to drivers that included 
an 18% interest rate. All contract drivers who have received debt collection letters from 
CRST listing 18% interest at any time since January 21, 2006 are members of this class.  
The proposed settlement resolves this claim for non-monetary relief, as described in 
Section 3, below. 
 
(3) Claims Relating to Enforcement of Non-Competition Provision:  In the Smith 
case, Plaintiffs alleged that CRST enforced its non-competition provision in violation of 
the provision’s own terms and in violation of Iowa statutory and common law.  The 
proposed settlement resolves this claim for non-monetary relief, as described in Section 
3, below.  
 

SECTION 3:  SETTLEMENT BENEFITS AND TERMS 

The parties have agreed to the following non-monetary relief, which shall apply to all 
affected individuals regardless of whether they are eligible class members: 

• CRST’s release of monies:  CRST agrees to release entitlement to and not to 
pursue any collection efforts for training school costs in excess of the amount 
CRST actually paid to the CDL school for tuition.  CRST also agrees to release 
entitlement to and not to pursue any collection efforts any other costs from 
class/collective members (including relating to drug tests, physical 
examinations, processing fees, wire charges, meals, etc.), except that CRST may 
continue efforts to recover housing and transportation costs, as long as those 
amounts are reasonably related to amounts actually paid by CRST for housing 
and/or transportation.  Please contact the Settlement Administrator (contact 
information in Section 7, below) to determine the original amount of your 
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obligation to CRST and the reduced obligation amount pursuant to this 
settlement.  Defendants shall not issue 1099 forms or other tax forms for this 
release because no compensatory payment will issue.  You should consult a tax 
advisor about the potential tax consequences to you from this release. 

• Credit reporting:  CRST not to restart credit reporting on your obligation to 
CRST until six months after notice goes out to class members about the 
settlement or two months after payments are issued, whichever is later.  
Additionally, CRST agrees to provide accurate information to the national credit 
reporting agencies (Experian, Equifax and TransUnion) about drivers’ reduced 
obligations to CRST. 

• HireRight:  If applicable, if driver requests by letter to HireRight that records of a 
default to CRST be corrected in accordance with CRST’s release of monies, CRST 
agrees to provide a letter to HireRight within a reasonable time with a copy to 
the requesting driver stating that any defaults owing to CRST have been 
rescinded by mutual agreement. 

• Employment references:  CRST agrees to give no new or additional negative 
references to any driver for having allegedly defaulted on any monies released.  
CRST will not affirmatively or in response to inquiries from other companies 
give negative references for any drivers for having allegedly defaulted on any 
monies released or state that the driver is under contract with CRST or owes monies 
to CRST. 

• Non-competition provision:  For everyone who has signed the current version of 
Driver Employment Contract with a non-competition provision, CRST agrees not 
to seek to enforce the non-competition provision or to represent to entities that 
drivers are still under contract with or still employed with CRST or to decline to 
provide employment and training history upon request (or otherwise refuse to 
verify employment) after the earlier of:  (1) eight to ten months after the driver 
has signed the Driver Employment Contract (depending on whether the driver 
has signed an eight-month or ten-month contract), regardless of whether the 
driver has worked for CRST for any or all of that time; or (2) the driver paying 
off the unpaid balance of the total of housing, transportation and the actual 
amount CRST paid to the Phase 1 CDL school.  CRST shall cooperate to take 
reasonable steps necessary so that DAC reports accurately reflect drivers’ 
training and employment history with CRST, including dates of employment, 
whether employment has terminated, and whether or not drivers are under 
contract. 

• Orientation wages:  Starting in January 2021, CRST agrees to treat drivers in the 
Driver Training Program as employees when participating in orientation and to 
pay them at least the applicable minimum wage for hours of orientation 
attended. 

• Interest on monies owed:  As to drivers who have already signed Driver 
Employment Contracts, CRST agrees not to send any communications to drivers 
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stating that an 18% interest rate will be added to monies owed.  Drivers will only 
owe the principal amount to CRST (after the release of monies described above) 
and will not owe any interest.  Starting on January 1, 2021, CRST will not include 
any reference to an 18% interest rate on its pre-employment or employment 
contracts or any other documents presented to drivers.  In the future, any interest 
that CRST may seek to collect on monies owed by drivers will not exceed the 
maximum rate permitted by applicable federal and state usury laws. 

• Final paychecks:  Starting on January 1, 2021, Defendants will not deduct a lump 
sum of tuition from final paychecks, but may deduct installment payments, 
including without limitation payments for tuition, transportation and housing, 
but only to the extent that those deductions do not reduce drivers’ pay below 
minimum wage.   

• Notice about monies to be owed:  Going forward, if CRST intends to seek to 
collect from drivers more in tuition than the amount actually paid to the Phase 1 
CDL schools, Defendants must disclose the following in writing to prospective 
drivers, before scheduling them for driver training school:  (1) the price that 
CRST will charge them for the program, including the full amount attributed to 
the training program; (2) that the training program amount includes but is not 
limited to the amount that CRST actually pays to the CDL schools for tuition; 
and (3) that the amount CRST pays to each CDL school varies but, in the past 
year, has ranged from $[the lowest amount CRST has paid in the most recent 
year] to $[the highest amount CRST has paid in the most recent year]. 

 

SECTION 4:  RELEASE OF CLAIMS 

 
As part of this settlement (subject to Court approval), you will release the following 
claims: 
 
All claims that were brought or could have been brought on behalf of the classes of 
which you are a part in the Montoya, Smith, and/or Wimbish litigation (a) relating to 
your Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreements, Driver Employment Contracts, or  
participation in any phase of Defendants’ Driver Training Program and (b) based on or 
arising out of the identical factual predicate underlying the claims in Montoya, Smith, 
and/or Wimbish. This includes, without limitation, any claim (i) seeking any type of 
relief, including compensatory, consequential, liquidated, multiple, exemplary, 
statutory or punitive damages, rescission, or declaratory or injunctive relief; (ii) based 
on a violation of any state or federal wage payment statute or regulation; or (iii) based 
on a violation of any state or federal consumer protection statute or regulation, for 
which any class member might seek relief that was brought, or could have been brought 
on behalf of the classes and/or collectives of which you are a part in the Montoya, Smith, 
and/or Wimbish litigation or any similar litigation in any state or federal court in the 
United States during or based on facts arising in the applicable time periods.   
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If you are not part of any class or collective, then this release would not cover those 
claims.  This release does not include claims relating to compensation for sleeper berth 
time. This release also does not include the claims pled in Markson, et al. v. CRST 
International, Inc., et al., United States District Court, Central District of California, Case 
No. 5:17-cv-01261-SB-SPx, that arise under state or federal antitrust laws or any 
derivative California Unfair Competition Law claim based on such antitrust claims. 
Under no circumstances shall this release be deemed to release any claim that any 
individual may have against CRST or related entities that:  (1) falls outside of the class 
period in this case; or (2) relates to the portion of any workweek during which the 
individual was classified as a non-employee and/or independent contractor driver.  
CRST does not release any class members for any unpaid portion of housing, 
transportation or actual tuition as provided in the parties’ Settlement Agreement. 
 

SECTION 5:  YOUR OPTIONS 

 
If you are receiving this Notice, you have the following options: 

(1) Do nothing: If you do nothing, your right to pursue the claims described in 
Section 4 above will be released (meaning you cannot pursue those claims), and 
you will receive the non-monetary relief described in Section 3, above, if 
applicable.  

 
(2) Object to the settlement:  You may object to the settlement.  If you object and 

the settlement is approved, you will release all claims as described in Section 4, 
above, as applicable to you.  If you intend to object, you may, but need not, 
enter an appearance through counsel of your choice.  If you do, you will be 
responsible for your own attorneys’ fees and costs. 
 
Any objection to the settlement must include: (i) your full name, address, email 
address, and telephone number; (ii) a written statement of all grounds for the 
objection; (iii) a statement whether the objection applies only to you, to a 
specific subset of the class, or to the entire class; (iv) a statement whether you 
intend to appear at the Final Fairness Hearing; and (v) your signature and the 
date. If you intend to appear at the Final Fairness Hearing through counsel, the 
objection must also state the identity of all attorneys representing you who will 
appear at the Final Fairness Hearing.  Objections must be sent to the Settlement 
Administrator at the address set forth above and in Section 7, below, by mail, 
email, or facsimile, and must be submitted or postmarked by [60 days after 
notice sent].  
 
Settlement Class Members who do not timely make their objections in this 
manner will be deemed to have waived all objections and shall not be heard or 
have the right to appeal approval of the settlement. If you object to the 
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settlement but would like to receive the full amount to which you are entitled if 
your objection is overruled by the Court, then you must submit a Claim Form in 
addition to your objection no later than [insert date 60 days from mailing].  If 
you submit an objection but do not submit a Claim Form and your objection is 
overruled, then you will not receive a monetary payment from the settlement. 

 
Please note that it is unlawful for CRST to take any action against you for 
participating in this lawsuit. 
 

You may visit www.crstlawsuitsettlement.com for more information. 
 

SECTION 6:  COURT APPROVAL PROCESS 

The Court has preliminarily approved the settlement and has scheduled a Final 
Approval Hearing to take place before the Honorable Patti B. Saris, Chief Judge, in the 
United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts on Tuesday, March 30, 
2021, at 2:30 p.m. ET at 1 Courthouse Way - Courtroom 19, 7th Floor, Boston, MA 02210. 
The purpose of the hearing is for the Court to decide whether the proposed settlement 
is fair, reasonable, and adequate as to the Class and should be approved and, if so, to 
determine what amount of attorneys’ fees and expenses should be awarded to Class 
Counsel and what amount should be awarded as incentive awards to the named 
plaintiffs and other individuals who participated substantially in the litigation. To 
confirm that the hearing is going forward on the scheduled date and time and/or to 
inquire about appearing at the hearing by telephone, please contact the Settlement 
Administrator or Class Counsel (contact information in Sections 7 and 8, below). 
 
Class Counsel will file a motion for attorneys’ fees and costs by [2 weeks before claim 
deadline].  If you would like to receive a copy of that motion, please contact Class 
Counsel (contact information in Section 8, below) after that date. 
 

SECTION 7:  QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS NOTICE 

If you have any questions regarding this Notice, you can contact the Settlement 
Administrator tollfree at 1-844-625-7313 or via email at info@crstsettlement.com. 
The full contact information for the Settlement Administrator is: 

 
CRST Settlement Administrator 
P.O. Box 3206 
Brockton, MA 
02301 
Telephone: [insert] 
Fax: [insert] 
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Email: info@crstsettlement.com  
 

You may also visit www.crstlawsuitsettlement.com for more information. 
 

SECTION 8:  CLASS COUNSEL 

Participating class members will be represented by the following attorneys, who 
have been certified by the Court to represent the contract drivers as Class Counsel. 

Contact information for Class 

Counsel is: Hillary Schwab, Esq. 
Rachel Smit, 
Esq. Fair 
Work, P.C. 
192 South Street, Suite 450 
Boston, MA 02116 
Email: crstlawsuit@fairworklaw.com 
Telephone: 857-800-0440 

 
Andrew S. Schmidt, Esq. 
Andrew Schmidt Law, 
PLLC 97 India Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
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Full Text Version 
 

Legal Notice:  Class Action Settlement for CRST Truck Drivers 
 
Have you participated in CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time 
between December 22, 2013, and December 31, 2020? 
 
If so, you may be eligible to receive monetary relief in a class action 
settlement of the cases Montoya v. CRST, Wimbish, et al. v. CRST, and 
Smith, et al. v. CRST. The settlement seeks to compensate drivers for 
unpaid minimum wages during orientation and while driving under contract 
for CRST. If you did not complete your contract, you may be eligible for 
non-monetary relief, such as forgiveness of money CRST says you owe 
and non-interference with future employment. If you paid back all or part of 
the “tuition” CRST sought to collect, you may be eligible for monetary relief 
as well. 
 
The deadline to submit a claim is [DATE]. For more information, please 
visit the settlement website:  https://CRSTsettlement.com/. If you have 
questions about eligibility, contact: _______. Do not contact the Court 
or CRST. 
 
Banner Ad Version 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sidebar Ad Version 
 
 
 
 
 

Have you participated in CRST’s Driver Training Program  
at any time between December 22, 2013, and December 31, 2020? 

If so, you may be eligible for monetary and non-monetary relief in a class action settlement.  
For more details, visit https://CRSTsettlement.com. If you have questions about eligibility, contact: 

_______. Do not contact the Court or CRST. 
The deadline to submit a claim form is [DATE]. 

 

LEGAL 
NOTICE 

 

LEGAL NOTICE 
 Have you participated in CRST’s 

Driver Training Program 
between Dec. 22, 2013, and Dec. 31, 2020? 

If so, you may be eligible for monetary and 
non-monetary relief in a class action 
settlement. For more details, visit 

https://CRSTsettlement.com 
If you have questions about eligibility, contact: 

_______. Do not contact the Court or CRST. 

 

The deadline to submit a claim form is [DATE]. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS  

___________________________________  
)  

JUAN CARLOS MONTOYA,   ) 
on his own behalf and on behalf of )  
all others similarly situated,  )  

)  
Plaintiffs,  ) Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-10095-PBS  

v.      )  
)  

CRST EXPEDITED, INC. and  )  
CRST INTERNATIONAL, INC.,  ) 

)  
Defendants.  )  

___________________________________ )  
 

PRELIMINARY SETTLEMENT APPROVAL ORDER 
 

Plaintiffs have filed an assented-to motion for preliminary settlement approval 

pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 and the federal Fair Labor Standards Act 

and a Supplemental Brief in Support of Motion for Preliminary Approval of Class 

Action Settlement.  In their motion and supplemental brief, Plaintiffs request an order 

preliminarily approving settlement of the above-captioned action in accordance with 

the parties’ settlement agreement (as amended and attached to the supplemental brief), 

which sets forth the terms and conditions for a proposed settlement of this matter and 

its dismissal with prejudice. An Objection to Class Action Settlement and Opposition to 

Motion for Preliminary Approval of Class Action Settlement (Doc. no. 311) (the 

“Objection”), was filed by Plaintiffs’ counsel in the matter of Markson, et al. v. CRST 

International, Inc., et al., United States District Court, Central District of California, Case 

No. 5:17-cv-01261-SB-SPx. The Objection was subsequently withdrawn based on the 

changes in the Amended Settlement Agreement filed with the Supplemental Brief. 
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 Having reviewed the assented-to motion, the settlement agreement, and 

conducting a preliminary approval hearing on December 17, 2020, and subsequently 

considered Plaintiffs’ supplemental briefing, it is hereby ORDERED that: 

1. For purposes of this settlement only, the following Settlement 

Classes/Collectives are preliminarily certified:   

a. All individuals who have opted in or will opt in to this settlement as to the 

federal wage claims and who have participated as contract drivers in any 

phase of CRST’s Driver Training Program since December 22, 2013; 

b. All individuals who will not request exclusion from the settlement and 

who attended Phase 2 orientation as contract drivers in Iowa at any time 

between January 21, 2014, and December 31, 2020. 

c. All individuals who will not request exclusion from the settlement and 

who attended Phase 2 orientation as contract drivers in Florida at any time 

between May 28, 2015, and December 31, 2020;  

d. All individuals who will not request exclusion from the settlement and 

who participated as contract drivers in any phase of CRST’s Driver 

Training Program at any time after January 21, 2014, and have paid back 

to CRST training fees in excess of the amounts that CRST has paid in 

tuition to the Phase 1 CDL schools, through final paycheck deductions or 

through post-employment debt collection; 

e. All individuals who participated as contract drivers in any phase of 

CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time after January 21, 2014, and 
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have been subject to training-related wage deductions and/or debt 

collection by CRST at any time since January 21, 2014; and 

f. All individuals who have received collection letters from CRST indicating 

18% per annum interest since January 21, 2006. 

2. For purposes of this settlement only, the Settlement Classes/Collectives 

preliminarily certified pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(2), 23(b)(3), 

and 29 U.S.C. § 216(b), and all Settlement Class Members in the classes set forth in 

paragraph 1.a though d, supra, shall have the right to file claim forms to participate in 

the settlement, to object to the settlement, and to exclude themselves from the 

settlement through the procedures set forth in the Parties’ Settlement Agreement.  All 

Settlement Class Members in the classes set forth in paragraph 1.e, supra, shall have the 

right to object to the settlement through the procedures in the Parties’ Settlement 

Agreement. 

3. This Court preliminarily finds, solely for purposes of the settlement, that 

the Action may be maintained as a class and collective action on behalf of the Settlement 

Classes/Collectives because: (a) the Settlement Classes/Collectives are so numerous 

that joinder of all Settlement Class/Collective Members in the Action is impracticable; 

(b) there are questions of law and fact common to Settlement Class/Collective Members 

that predominate over any individual questions; (c) the Named Plaintiffs’ claims are 

typical of the claims of the Settlement Classes/Collectives; (d) the Named Plaintiffs and 

Class Counsel have fairly and adequately represented and protected the interests of the 
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Settlement Classes/Collectives; and (e) a class action is superior to other available 

methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. 

4. This Court finds that the Settlement Agreement is fair, reasonable, and 

adequate, and within the range of possible approval, subject to further consideration at 

the Final Fairness Hearing as set forth below in Paragraph 9, infra. 

5. This Court finds that the Notice of Proposed Class Action Settlement, 

attached to the Settlement Agreement as Exhibits A through E, satisfies the 

requirements of due process and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, constitutes the 

best notice practicable under the circumstances, and shall constitute due and sufficient 

notice to all persons entitled thereto.  The Court approves the form and content of the 

Notices and Claim Form, attached to the Settlement Agreement as Exhibits A through 

E, and also approves the form of the advertisement about the settlement, attached to the 

Settlement Agreement as Exhibit F. 

6. The Court approves the distribution formula and claim procedure set 

forth in the Settlement Agreement and in Plaintiffs’ motion for preliminary settlement 

approval. 

7. The Court acknowledges that the proposed settlement resolves the claims 

in this action and in the following two other actions:  Maurice Smith et al. v. CRST 

International, Inc. et al., D. Mass. Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS and Larry Wimbish 

and Rinel Tertilus, et al. v. CRST International, Inc. et al., Civil Action No. 16-2020-CA-

003424 (Fla. 4th Cir., Duval Cty.).  If the settlement is finally approved, the Court shall 

permit the filing of the proposed Second Amended Complaint (Exhibit J to the 
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Settlement Agreement), which incorporates the claims of all three actions, and shall 

dismiss the case with prejudice as part of final settlement approval.  If the settlement is 

not finally approved, the three cases shall proceed separately. 

8. The Court further acknowledges that the proposed settlement does not 

resolve the claims in Montoya and Smith relating to compensability of sleeper berth time 

and that the parties have agreed to a stipulated separate and final judgment on that 

claim upon final approval of this settlement (in the form attached to the Settlement 

Agreement as Exhibit K).  This Court finds preliminarily that the portions of the 

Settlement Agreement relating to the sleeper berth claim are fair, reasonable, and 

adequate, and within the range of possible approval, subject to further consideration at 

the Final Fairness Hearing as set forth below in Paragraph 9, infra, and as otherwise 

provided in the parties’ Settlement Agreement.  If the settlement is finally approved, 

then the stipulated separate and final judgment shall enter on the sleeper berth claim on 

behalf of all individuals who have opted in or will opt in to this settlement as to the 

federal wage claims and who have participated as contract drivers in any phase of 

CRST’s Driver Training Program since December 22, 2013.  If the settlement is not 

finally approved, the case shall proceed on all claims, including the sleeper berth claim.  

9. The Final Fairness Hearing shall take place before the Honorable Patti B. 

Saris on ____day, __________, 2021, at _:__ _.m. at the United States District Court, 

District of Massachusetts, Courtroom 19 (7th Floor), 1 Courthouse Way, Boston, 

Massachusetts 02210, to determine:  whether the proposed settlement of the Action on 

the terms and conditions provided for in the Agreement is fair, reasonable, and 
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adequate as to the Settlement Class Members and should be approved; whether the 

Action should be dismissed with prejudice on the terms provided for in the Agreement; 

the amount of fees and costs that should be awarded to Class Counsel; and the amount 

of the incentive awards that should be awarded to named plaintiffs and other 

individuals, as provided for in the Agreement.  The Court will also hear and consider 

any properly lodged objections at that time.  If the Final Fairness Hearing is conducted 

via videoconference, then information about how to participate in the videoconference 

hearing shall be available by contacting the Court.  

ENTERED this ____ day of _______________, 2021. 

 

 

      ____________________________________ 
The Honorable Patti B. Saris 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS  

___________________________________  
)  

JUAN CARLOS MONTOYA,   ) 
on his own behalf and on behalf of )  
all others similarly situated,  )  

)  
Plaintiffs,  ) Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-10095-PBS  

v.      )  
)  

CRST EXPEDITED, INC. and  )  
CRST INTERNATIONAL, INC.,  ) 

)  
Defendants.  )  

___________________________________ )  
 

FINAL SETTLEMENT APPROVAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
 

Plaintiffs have filed a motion for final settlement approval pursuant to Federal 

Rule of Civil Procedure 23 and the federal Fair Labor Standards Act.  In that motion, 

Plaintiffs request an order finally approving settlement of the above-captioned action in 

accordance with the parties’ settlement agreement, which sets forth the terms and 

conditions for a proposed settlement of this matter and its dismissal with prejudice. 

 Having reviewed the motion, the settlement agreement, and conducting a final 

settlement approval hearing on March 30, 2021, it is hereby ORDERED that: 

1. Plaintiffs are granted leave to file the Second Amended Complaint 

attached to the Settlement Agreement as Exhibit J.  This Order applies to the claims in 

the Second Amended Complaint.  Upon entry of this order and payment of the 

settlement funds as provided in the Settlement Agreement, the parties are to seek 

dismissal with prejudice of Maurice Smith et al. v. CRST International, Inc. et al., D. Mass. 
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Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS and Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus, et al. v. CRST 

International, Inc. et al., Civil Action No. 16-2020-CA-003424 (Fla. 4th Cir., Duval Cty.).  

2. The settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate and the Court grants 

Plaintiffs’ motion for final settlement approval. 

3. The following Settlement Classes/Collectives are certified pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(2), 23(b)(3), and 29 U.S.C. § 216(b):   

a. All individuals who have opted in to this settlement as to the federal wage 

claims and who have participated as contract drivers in any phase of 

CRST’s Driver Training Program since December 22, 2013; 

b. All individuals who have not requested exclusion from the settlement and 

who attended Phase 2 orientation as contract drivers in Iowa at any time 

between January 21, 2014, and December 31, 2020. 

c. All individuals who have not requested exclusion from the settlement and 

who attended Phase 2 orientation as contract drivers in Florida at any time 

between May 28, 2015, and December 31, 2020;  

d. All individuals who have not requested exclusion from the settlement and 

who participated as contract drivers in any phase of CRST’s Driver 

Training Program at any time between January 21, 2014, and December 

31, 2020, and have paid back to CRST training fees in excess of the 

amounts that CRST has paid in tuition to the Phase 1 CDL schools, 

through final paycheck deductions or through post-employment debt 

collection; 
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e. All individuals who participated as contract drivers in any phase of 

CRST’s Driver Training Program at any time after January 21, 2014, and 

have been subject to debt collection by CRST at any time since January 21, 

2014; and 

f. All individuals who have received collection letters from CRST indicating 

18% per annum interest since January 21, 2006. 

4. This Court finds that the notice provided to Settlement Class Members 

was the best notice practicable and fully satisfied the requirements of the Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure, due process, and any other applicable laws. 

5. The Court grants Class Counsel’s petition for attorneys’ fees and costs and 

approves the amounts for fees and costs set forth in Plaintiffs’ motion for final 

settlement approval.  The Court further approves the proposed incentive awards set 

forth in Plaintiffs’ motion for final settlement approval.  These amounts shall be paid 

out of the settlement fund, as set forth in the parties’ Settlement Agreement. 

6. The Court approves the proposed distribution of settlement funds as set 

forth in Plaintiffs’ motion for final settlement approval. 

7. The Court orders that the payments be made in this matter pursuant to 

the timetable established in the parties’ Settlement Agreement. 

8. Judgment is to be entered pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

54(b) and 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) et seq., and the Court dismisses with prejudice all claims 

released as part of this settlement. 
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9. The parties’ Settlement Agreement is binding on Defendants, the Class 

Representatives, all collective members who have opted in, and all Participating Class 

Members who have not excluded themselves from the settlement, as to the classes of 

which each of those individuals is a part. 

10. The claims of Putative Class Members who have properly and timely 

excluded themselves in full accordance with the procedures set forth in the parties’ 

Settlement Agreement are dismissed without prejudice. 

11. Upon entry of this order, the Court shall also enter the stipulated separate 

and final judgment on the sleeper berth claim, in the form attached to the parties’ 

Settlement Agreement as Exhibit K. 

12. Without affecting the finality of this Final Settlement Approval Order and 

Judgment in any way, this Court retains continuing jurisdiction to implement the 

Settlement Agreement and to construe, enforce, and administer the Settlement 

Agreement and this settlement.  Class Counsel will continue in their role to oversee all 

aspects of the Settlement Agreement and settlement.   

 

ENTERED this ____ day of _______________, 2021. 

 

 

      ____________________________________ 
The Honorable Patti B. Saris 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

_________________________________________ 
       ) 
JUAN CARLOS MONTOYA, MAURICE  ) 
SMITH, JEAN PAUL BRICAULT JR, JOSE  ) 
TORRES ROSADO, AUSTIN CODDINGTON,  )  
KEVIN HAMILTON, LARRY WIMBISH and  ) 
RINEL TERTILUS, on behalf of   ) 
themselves and all others similarly situated, )  Civil Action No. 
       )  1:16-cv-10095-PBS 
   Plaintiffs,   )  
       ) 
v.       ) JURY DEMANDED 
       ) 
CRST EXPEDITED, INC. and CRST   )   
INTERNATIONAL, INC.,    )  
       )  
   Defendants.   )  
_________________________________________ )  
 

SECOND AMENDED CLASS AND COLLECTIVE ACTION COMPLAINT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. This is an action brought on behalf of individuals who have worked for 

Defendants CRST Expedited, Inc. and CRST International, Inc. as drivers and have not 

been paid all wages that they are owed and have had unlawful deductions taken from 

their pay, in violation of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).  The named 

plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and all other similarly situated 

individuals and seeks recovery of all unpaid wages and unlawful deductions.  Plaintiffs 

also seek liquidated damages, interest, costs and attorneys’ fees, and all other relief to 

which they are entitled. 

2. Plaintiffs also allege that Defendants intentionally violated the Iowa Wage 

Payment Collection Law (IWPCL) by failing to pay the applicable statutory minimum 
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wage and by making unlawful deductions from their pay.  Plaintiffs seek recovery of all 

unpaid wages and unlawful deductions.  Plaintiffs also seek liquidated damages, 

interest, costs and attorneys’ fees, and all other relief to which they are entitled. 

3. On behalf of himself and others similarly situated, Plaintiff Juan Montoya 

brings claims under the Iowa Private Right of Action for Consumer Frauds Act, Iowa 

Code § 714H, and the Iowa usury laws relating to Defendants’ charging their employees 

excessive amounts and excessive interest on amounts that Defendant claims the 

employees owe Defendant to reimburse it for advancing the costs of driver training and 

related expenses. 

4. Plaintiffs also bring claims under the Iowa Private Right of Action for 

Consumer Frauds Act, Iowa Code § 714H, for the following practices:  Defendants’ 

misleading communications/advertisements to potential drivers and drivers regarding 

“free,” “covered,” and/or “sponsored” CDL training; Defendants charging 

substantially more to drivers for truck driving school than Defendants pay to the truck 

driving schools and failing to disclose this fact; Defendants’ failure to disclose to 

potential drivers and drivers the affiliation between CRST Expedited, Inc., CRST 

International, Inc., and one of the truck driving schools, North American Driver 

Training Academy (NADTA), and Defendants’ misleading communications that 

NADTA and Defendants are separate and not affiliated; Defendants’ non-disclosure of 

the high drop-out rate from the CRST Expedited Driver Training Program to potential 

drivers before they incur several thousand dollars of debt to Defendants; Defendants’ 

collections process, by which they aggressively pursue “debt” from drivers for driver 
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training and related expenses and send that debt to third-party collection companies; 

Defendants’ refusal to release drivers’ diplomas from CDL training programs (and 

refusal to allow the driver training schools to do so) unless and until the drivers either 

work for Defendants for eight to ten months or pay off the thousands of dollars in 

“debt” that Defendants claim they owe; and Defendants’ aggressive enforcement of its 

non-competition provision, including (inter alia) using the drivers’ “debt” as a way to 

attempt to lure them back to work for Defendants, informing other potential employers 

in the trucking industry that the drivers are still under contract with Defendants, and 

filing lawsuits against other trucking companies that hire drivers who Defendants claim 

are still under contract with them.   

5. For the claims under the Iowa Private Right of Action for Consumer 

Frauds Act, Iowa Code § 714H, and the Iowa usury laws, Plaintiffs seek reimbursement 

for all amounts that Defendants have charged to their employees for training and 

related expenses (whether or not those amounts have been collected on), triple 

damages, attorneys’ fees and costs, interest, and all other relief to which they are 

entitled.  Plaintiffs also seek an injunction, enjoining Defendants from continuing to 

make deductions and/or otherwise attempting to collect these amounts from their 

current and former employees.  

6. Plaintiffs also assert that Defendants have imposed an unenforceable non-

competition provision on drivers and have enforced their non-competition provision 

against drivers in contravention of the non-competition provision’s own terms and have 

otherwise attempted to prevent drivers from obtaining employment with other entities, 
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in violation of the Iowa Consumer Frauds Act, Iowa Code § 714H, Iowa Code § 730.2, 

and the common law of Iowa and/or the several states. 

7. Named Plaintiffs Maurice Smith, Jean Paul Bricault Jr, Jose Torres Rosado, 

Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton bring this action on behalf of themselves and 

all other similarly situated individuals and seek an injunction, declaratory relief, and 

monetary damages (including all available compensatory damages as well as 

liquidated, multiple, and/or punitive damages), and any other relief available relating 

to CRST’s unlawful enforcement of the non-competition provision and other attempts 

to prevent drivers from obtaining employment with other entities. Plaintiffs also seek 

attorneys’ fees and costs under the Iowa Consumer Frauds Act. 

8. Plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus bring claims on behalf of 

themselves and all others similarly situated against Defendants CRST International, Inc. 

and CRST Expedited, Inc. for failing to pay drivers minimum wage for attending 

Defendants’ new-employee orientation program in Florida, in violation of the Florida 

Constitution, Article X, Section 24. 

9. On behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated, Plaintiffs 

Wimbish and Tertilus seek unpaid minimum wages of which they were deprived, a 

determination that Defendants’ violations were willful, an equal amount of liquidated 

damages, compensatory damages in the amount of unpaid minimum wages owed, 

reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs, and all other relief the Court deems appropriate. 

 II. PARTIES 
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10. Plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya is an adult resident of Boston, 

Massachusetts.  He worked as a truck driver for Defendants from approximately 

October to December 2014.  He is an “employee” of Defendants within the meaning of 

the FLSA and the IWPCL.  

11. Plaintiff Montoya brings this action on behalf of himself and all others 

similarly situated, namely all other individuals who have worked as drivers for 

Defendants and have not received all wages to which they are entitled and/or have 

been subject to the practices that Plaintiffs allege violate the Iowa Private Right of 

Action for Consumer Frauds Act, Iowa Code § 714H, and the Iowa usury laws, as 

described below.   

12. For the FLSA claims, Plaintiff Montoya brings this action on behalf of all 

similarly situated individuals who may choose to “opt in” to this action pursuant to the 

FLSA, 29 U.S.C. § 216(b).  The claims under the FLSA meet the requirements for 

collective action certification set forth in 29 U.S.C. § 216(b). 

13. Plaintiff Montoya and all others similarly situated are individually 

covered by the FLSA because they engaged in commerce or in the production of goods 

for commerce. 

14. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b), named Plaintiff Juan Carlos Montoya 

consents to sue as a plaintiff under the Fair Labor Standards Act.  His consent to sue 

form was attached to the original Complaint as Exhibit A.  See ECF Doc. No. 1-1. 

15. For the Iowa state law claims, Plaintiff Montoya brings this action on 

behalf of all similarly situated individuals pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of 
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Civil Procedure.  The proposed class for these claims meets the requirements of Rule 23 

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for class certification. 

16. Plaintiff Maurice Smith is an adult resident of Prince George’s County, 

Maryland. He worked as a truck driver for Defendants from approximately March 2015 

until August 2015. 

17. Plaintiff Jean Paul Bricault Jr is an adult resident of Windham County, 

Connecticut. He worked as a truck driver for Defendants from approximately June 2014 

to August 2014. 

18. Plaintiff Jose Torres Rosado is an adult resident of Lehigh County, 

Pennsylvania. He worked as a truck driver for Defendants from approximately April 

2019 until May 2019.  He is an “employee” of Defendants within the meaning of the 

FLSA and the Iowa wage laws. 

19. Plaintiff Austin Coddington is an adult resident of Rockdale County, 

Georgia.  He worked as a truck driver for Defendants from approximately December 

2019 until April 2020.  He is an “employee” of Defendants within the meaning of the 

FLSA and the Iowa wage laws 

20. Plaintiff Kevin Hamilton is an adult resident of Itawamba County, 

Mississippi.  He worked as a truck driver for Defendants from approximately 

September 2019 until January 2020.  He is an “employee” of Defendants within the 

meaning of the FLSA and the Iowa wage laws. 

21. The above-named Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and 

all others similarly situated, namely all other individuals who have worked as drivers 
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for Defendants and have been subject to Defendants’ unlawful enforcement of the non-

competition provision and/or other unlawful attempts to prevent drivers from 

obtaining employment with other entities and/or have not received all wages to which 

they are entitled, as described below.   

22. For the claims relating to Defendants’ unlawful enforcement of the non-

competition provision and other unlawful attempts to prevent drivers from obtaining 

employment with other entities, Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of all similarly 

situated individuals pursuant to Rule 23(a), (b)(2), and (b)(3) of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure.  The proposed class for these claims meets the requirements of Rule 23 

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for class certification. 

23. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b), Named Plaintiffs Torres, Coddington, and 

Hamilton consent to sue as plaintiffs under the Fair Labor Standards Act.  Their consent 

to sue forms are attached to the First Amended Complaint in Smith et al. v. CRST 

Expedited, Inc. et al., D. Mass. Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS as Exhibit 1 (Dkt. No. 

13-1).   

24. Plaintiff Larry Wimbish is an adult resident of Miami-Dade County, 

Florida.  Mr. Wimbish attended an unpaid orientation to work as a truck driver for 

Defendants in Florida in or around March 2019 and was an “employee” of Defendants 

during this time within the meaning of Article X, Section 24 of the Florida Constitution.    

25. Plaintiff Rinel Tertilus is an adult resident of Broward County, Florida.  

Mr. Tertilus attended an unpaid orientation to work as a truck driver for Defendants in 
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Florida in or around May 2019 and was an “employee” of Defendants during this time 

within the meaning of Article X, Section 24 of the Florida Constitution. 

26. Defendant CRST Expedited, Inc. is an Iowa corporation that employs 

individuals (including Plaintiff Montoya) as drivers.  Defendant CRST Expedited, Inc. 

has revenues in excess of $500,000 per year and has employed two or more persons, 

including the named Plaintiff, who handled and worked on materials which had been 

moved in interstate commerce.  Defendant CRST Expedited, Inc. is an “employer” of 

Plaintiff Montoya and other similarly situated drivers within the meaning of the FLSA 

and the IWPCL and is an “employer” of Plaintiffs Wimbish and Tertilus and other 

similarly situated drivers within the meaning of Article X, Section 24 of the Florida 

Constitution and is liable for the violations of the Florida Constitution alleged herein. 

27. Defendant CRST International, Inc. is an Iowa corporation that employs 

individuals (including Plaintiff Montoya) as drivers.  Defendant CRST International, 

Inc. has revenues in excess of $500,000 per year and has employed two or more persons, 

including the named Plaintiff, who handled and worked on materials which had been 

moved in interstate commerce.  The Defendant CRST International, Inc. is an 

“employer” of Plaintiff Montoya and other similarly situated drivers within the 

meaning of the FLSA and the IWPCL and is an “employer” of Plaintiffs Wimbish and 

Tertilus and other similarly situated drivers within the meaning of Article X, Section 24 

of the Florida Constitution and is liable for the violations of the Florida Constitution 

alleged herein. 

III. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
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28. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 because this 

case arises under the laws of the United States.  Specifically, this action arises under the 

Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 201, et seq. 

29. Plaintiff requests that this Court exercise supplemental jurisdiction over 

their claims under the laws of Iowa and the laws of Florida pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367. 

30. Venue is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b): the Defendants reside in 

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for venue purposes and/or are subject to the 

Court’s personal jurisdiction in that they have substantial contacts with and conduct 

business in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

IV. FACTS 

 A. Facts relating to Defendants’ corporate structure 

31. CRST Expedited Inc. and CRST International, Inc. operate as a trucking 

company. 

32. CRST Expedited Inc. and CRST International, Inc. are “brother/sister” 

companies that are owned by a holding company called Admiralty Holdings. 

33. Both CRST International, Inc. and CRST Expedited, Inc. are Iowa 

corporations with their corporate headquarters located at 3930 16th Avenue S.W., in 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

34. CRST International, Inc. is a “shared services company,” which provides 

management services to other CRST companie, including CRST Expedited, Inc. 
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35. CRST International, Inc. provides management oversight, legal, 

accounting, treasury, risk management, human resources, and safety oversight services 

to CRST Expedited, Inc. 

36. CRST International, Inc. is involved in decisionmaking relating to wage 

payment policies and payroll as to drivers for CRST Expedited, Inc. 

37. CRST International, Inc. is involved in decisionmaking relating to the 

amounts charged to CRST Expedited, Inc. drivers for driver training, transportation, 

lodging, and other expenses and relating to debt collection. 

38. CRST International, Inc.’s collections department handles debt collection 

for CRST Expedited, Inc. 

39. CRST International, Inc. is involved in decisionmaking relating to wage 

payment policies and payroll as to drivers for CRST Expedited, Inc., including 

Plaintiffs. 

40. CRST Expedited Inc. and CRST International, Inc. have jointly employed 

Plaintiffs and the putative classes. 

 B. Facts relating to unpaid wages and unlawful wage deductions 

41. Defendants recruit individuals to work as truck drivers in their trucking 

company. 

42. Defendants hired Plaintiff Montoya and other similarly situated drivers to 

transport goods in interstate commerce. 

43. During all times relevant to this action, Plaintiff Montoya and all others 

similarly situated were employed by the Defendants in an “enterprise engaged in 
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commerce or in the production of goods for commerce,” as defined by 29 U.S.C. § 

203(s)(1). 

44. During all times relevant to this action, Plaintiff Montoya and all others 

similarly situated were employed by the Defendants for handling and otherwise 

working on goods or materials that had been moved in or were produced for commerce 

by any person. 

45. Plaintiffs and all others similarly situated rendered employment-related 

services for Defendants in the state of Iowa for wages. 

46. Defendants have not paid Plaintiff Montoya and other similarly situated 

individuals all wages owed to them. 

47. Defendants have recruited Plaintiff Montoya and other similarly situated 

drivers by promising sign-on bonuses in communications that also reference “free CDL 

training,” an example of which is attached to the First Amended Complaint as Exhibit A 

(Dkt. No. 90-1).   

48. Defendants require their drivers to complete what they call a “Driver 

Training Program.” 

49. The Driver Training Program has four phases, which Defendants describe 

as follows in the Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement: 

“Phase 1” consists of driver training at the Educational Facility; “Phase 2” 
is CRST’s orientation program held at a site selected by CRST; “Phase 3” is 
CRST’s finishing school consisting of hands on over-the-road driver 
training with a CRST lead driver; and “Phase 4” is CRST’s professional 
development program, which consists of specialized class room training 
and a mentoring program conducted by CRST’s operations transition 
team. 
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Montoya Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement, attached to the First Amended 

Complaint as Exhibit B (Dkt. No. 90-2). 

50. The employment agreements that drivers sign as part of orientation are 

between the driver and CRST Expedited, Inc.  

51. Defendants require their drivers to attend the Phase 1 driver training 

without regard to whether or not the drivers need this training.  Drivers who already 

possess a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) are required to complete training of a 

similar duration and expense as drivers that do not already possess a CDL. 

52. Drivers are presented with and asked to sign the Pre-Employment Driver 

Training Agreement only after they travel, often long distances, to the Educational 

Facility. 

53. Drivers are not paid at all for the Phase 1 driver training at the 

Educational Facility. 

54. Additionally, Defendants require drivers to pay fees relating to this 

mandatory training during Phase 1, including a nonrefundable fee of approximately 

$50.00. 

55. Defendants do not adequately inform drivers of the exact or even 

approximate amount of the debt that they are incurring by attending the mandatory 

Phase 1 training. 

56. After completing Phase 1 at the Educational Facility, drivers are required 

to complete a CRST orientation during Phase 2.  Defendants does not pay drivers at all 

for the Phase 2 orientation. 
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57. Defendants’ Phase 2 orientation program typically lasts approximately 

two to four days. 

58. Defendants typically do not pay individuals any wages for attending 

Phase 2 orientation and do not pay at least minimum wage.   

59. These individuals are employees of Defendants during orientation. 

60. Drivers typically sign employment contracts with Defendants before or 

during orientation. 

61. The orientation program is conducted by Defendants’ employees and uses 

materials developed by Defendants. 

62. The substance of the orientation program includes learning about and 

being trained on Defendants’ policies and procedures. 

63. Defendants’ driver employment handbook is distributed to drivers at 

orientation. 

64. Drivers complete new-hire paperwork for Defendants at orientation. 

65. Orientation also includes a skills assessment, a mandatory pre-

employment drug screen, and a mandatory physical.   

66. On the last half-day of orientation, the drivers get their employee IDs, 

meet with their managers, get briefed on operations, and typically receive their initial 

driving assignments. 

67. Much of the time spent in orientation is considered “on-duty” time for 

DOT purposes, including all time relating to drug tests and attending trainings relating 

to safety, which is much of what is covered during orientation. 
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68. The drivers are expected to continue working for Defendants as truck 

drivers after completion of orientation. 

69. The orientation primarily benefits Defendants, inter alia, because it 

prepares drivers to begin driving trucks for Defendants, trains them in Defendants’ 

specific policies and procedures, introduces them to important managerial employees, 

and assigns them their initial driving jobs, etc. 

70. Moreover, during Phase 1 and Phase 2, drivers incur a debt owed to 

Defendants for attending this required training and for other expenses purportedly 

related to the training, including costs for lodging, transportation, and physical and 

drug screens. 

71. Defendants’ Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement says that the 

amounts that the drivers will be required to repay Defendant “will equal or exceed the 

sum of $2,000.” 

72. After completing Phase 2, drivers are required to sign a Driver 

Employment Contract.  See Montoya’s Driver Employment Agreement, attached to the 

First Amended Complaint as Exhibit C (Dkt. No. 90-3). 

73. Defendants’ contracts provide that, if the driver does not work for 

Defendants for at least eight to ten months, the drivers will be required to pay 

Defendants for the tuition for the Educational Facility.  The amount charged to drivers 

is $3,950 or $6,500 (depending on which version of the contract the driver signed).  

74. Additionally, Defendants charge an excessive rate of interest on this sum 

that drivers owe to them.  The interest rate is described as “the lesser of 1.5% per month 
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[i.e., 18% per annum] or the maximum rate permitted by applicable federal and state 

usury laws.”   

75. In fact, though, even though 18% per year is higher than the maximum 

permitted by the Iowa usury laws, Defendants charge the full 18% per year when they 

seek to collection on these debts.  The interest rate runs from the beginning of the 

driver’s employment, not from the date on which the debt purportedly accrues. 

76. The amounts that Defendants charge drivers is significantly higher than 

the amount that Defendants pay to the Educational Facilities. 

77. Defendants pay the Educational Facilities amounts ranging from $1,400 to 

$2,500 per student.  Defendants do not disclose this information to the drivers. 

78. Additionally, under Defendant’s employment contract, only Defendant 

may terminate the employment relationship.  Specifically, the contract provides that, 

during the eight-to-ten-month employment term, “Employee’s employment may be 

terminated only for the following reasons:  (1) by CRST with or without Due Cause 

effective immediately, (2) by mutual agreement of CRST and Employee, or (3) upon the 

death of Employee.” 

79. During Phase 3, drivers work with another driver, performing work for 

Defendant including driving, helping the other driver, loading and unloading the truck, 

etc. 

80. During Phase 3 and Phase 4, drivers are paid a rate per mile for time when 

they are driving but are not paid for time when the truck is not moving, including 
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loading and unloading time, and are not paid for time when the other driver is driving 

the truck. 

81. Drivers are not paid for sleeper berth time and other “off-duty” time, even 

when that time exceeds eight hours and even when the drivers have not been working 

for more than twenty-four hours. 

82. As a result of Defendants’ pay practices, drivers are often paid less than 

the federal minimum wage for all hours worked. 

83. Defendants also makes deductions from their drivers’ paychecks for 

improper and invalid purposes. 

84. For example, Defendants make deductions for drug tests and physical 

screenings.  Defendants deducted $40 from Plaintiff Montoya’s earnings for a drug test. 

85. The deductions Defendants make from drivers’ wages often reduced 

drivers’ earnings below minimum wage. 

86. The deductions also constitute unlawful kickbacks to Defendants.   

87. Defendants’ deductions relating to furnishing board, lodging and/or 

other facilities exceed any reasonable and/or actual cost to Defendants of providing 

those facilities.  

88. For drivers who continue to work for Defendants into Phase 3 and Phase 

4, they are required pay back some of the debt that Defendants claim they owe through 

a deduction of up to approximately $40 per week from their wages, until the entire 

amount is paid. 
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89. For drivers who discontinue their employment at any time before 

completion of the contract’s eight-to-ten-month term, they immediately owe the entire 

amount of the debt, plus the excessive interest rate.   

90. Defendants immediately pursue full repayment from those employees 

and often send those matters to collections.   

91. Defendants also deduct these amounts from the amounts they owe to 

employees in their last paychecks. 

92. However, Defendants are not entitled to repayment for these amounts, 

nor is it entitled to charge the excessive interest rate on these amounts. 

93. Because of the debt imposed by Defendants, the drivers do not receive 

their wages free and clear. 

94. Defendants’ deductions are not allowable under the FLSA and its 

regulations. 

95. Defendants’ deductions are not permitted by state or federal law, nor 

were they deducted for a lawful purpose accruing to the benefit of the employee; 

therefore, they constitute unlawful deductions under the IWPCL.  

96. Plaintiff Montoya and other drivers have been harmed by Defendants 

seeking repayment from them and/or pursuing collection of the purported debt.  

97. Defendants’ violations of the FLSA, as described herein, are willful and in 

reckless disregard for their employees’ rights under the FLSA. 

98. Defendants’ violations of the IWPCL are intentional. 

C. Additional facts relating to consumer fraud and usury. 
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99. In their “pre-employment” contracts with its drivers, Defendants state 

that they “will pay on behalf of Student, subject to Student’s repayment obligations . . . :  

(a) the tuition charged by Educational Facility for Student to attend Phase 1,” inter alia. 

100. On information and belief, the tuition that Defendants actually pay the 

Educational Facilities ranges from $1,400 to $2,500 per student. 

101. Defendants charge drivers $3,950 or $6,500 for this tuition and do not 

disclose that this amount is several thousand dollars higher than the amount 

Defendants have paid to the Educational Facilities. 

102. Defendants also do not disclose that one of the Educational Facilities to 

which they send many drivers, NADTA, is affiliated with Defendants. 

103. Defendants state in their driver contracts that NADTA is “a separate, non 

CRST affiliated education facility.” 

104. In fact, NADTA, CRST Expedited, Inc., and CRST International, Inc. are 

“brother/sister companies” that are all owned by the same holding company, and 

CRST International, Inc. provides collection services for both NADTA and CRST 

Expedited, Inc. 

105. On behalf of NADTA, CRST International, Inc. pursues collection of 

“debts” for “tuition” charged to drivers who attend NADTA. 

106. The drivers’ contracts also require repayment of several other purported 

“advances” by Defendants, including payment for “physical and drug screen expenses, 

Lodging Cost and Transportation Cost incurred during Phase 1,” etc. 
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107. The contracts also impose an interest rate upon these “advances” at a rate 

of 1.5% per month, or 18% per year, which amount begins to accrue not when the 

payments are due but several weeks or months earlier, “commencing as of the first day 

of employment under the Driver Employment Contract.” 

108. The contracts claim that the interest charged will be the lesser of 18% per 

year or “the maximum rate permitted by applicable federal and state usury laws.” 

109. However, Defendants in fact consistently charge the full 18% per year, 

even though the maximum rate permitted under Iowa law is approximately 5%. 

110. Additionally, because Defendants have increased the amount owed by the 

drivers far above the amount actually advanced by Defendants, the interest rate 

charged is effectively significantly higher than 18%.   

111. For amounts “owed” after the drivers’ employment with Defendants 

ends, Defendants pursue repayment through CRST International, Inc.’s collections 

department. 

112. Defendants send collections notices to the former employees, informing 

them that they are initiating collection of amounts relating to the employees’ school 

tuition and related expenses. 

113. Defendants require payment to be sent to CRST International, Inc.’s 

“Driver Collections” department and charge 18% interest on any monthly payments 

made on this amount owed.  See Final Notice Before Account is Sent to Collections, 

attached to First Amended Complaint as Exhibit D (Dkt. No. 90-4). 
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114. Defendants also threaten the employees that, if they do not make 

payments, Defendants “may turn this account over to our collection agency” which 

“may affect your current and future credit rating.”  Id. 

115. For individuals who have not paid these amounts that Defendants claim 

they owe, Defendants refuse to release to the individuals their diploma and school 

records from the training facility.  Id. 

116. Defendants then send monthly invoices to individuals seeking repayment 

of the amounts “owed,” suggesting a monthly payment amount, and showing the 

additional interest that they continue to charge on the balance. 

117. On information and belief, the amounts that Defendants charge 

employees for their “advances” for travel, lodging, and other expenses exceed the 

amounts Defendants actually paid. 

118. Despite representing the amounts to be reimbursed as “advances” that 

Defendants have paid to third parties on the employees’ behalf, Defendants charge 

employees substantially more than they have paid for the tuition of the educational 

facilities, travel, lodging, and other expenses, and Defendants add a usurious interest 

rate. 

119. Defendants’ collection efforts are designed to coerce drivers to return to 

the jobs, which Defendants recognize are arduous jobs that most people would not stay 

in willingly.   
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120. CRST International, Inc.’s collection department and Defendants’ rehire 

team essentially tag-team—seeking to use the threat of the collections process to induce 

drivers to return to work for the remainder of their eight-to-ten-month contracts.   

121. While Defendants makes much of their sponsorship of drivers’ CDL 

training, they refuse to release the drivers’ verification/diploma and require the schools 

not to release this information unless and until the drivers have either worked for 

Defendants for eight to ten months or paid off their debt of several thousand dollars.   

122. This threat—that the drivers will not be able to use their CDL training at 

any other job if they do not pay Defendants for that right—is another way in which 

Defendants pressure drivers to continue to work these arduous jobs. 

123. Defendants have engaged in other practices that violate the Iowa Private 

Right of Action for Consumer Frauds Act, Iowa Code § 714H. 

124. Defendants advertise that the CDL training provided to the drivers is 

“free,” “sponsored,” or “covered,” or words to that effect.   

125. This advertising fails to inform potential drivers that, in fact, the training 

is not “free” or fully “sponsored” or “covered.”   

126. The advertising does not inform potential drivers that, if they do not 

complete the eight to ten months working for Defendants that the driver employment 

agreement requires, they will:  (a) owe Defendants $3,950 to $6,500 or more, and that 

amount will be sent to CRST International, Inc.’s collections department and then to a 

third-party debt collection company; and (b) Defendants will not release the driver’s 
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CDL school certificate unless and until the driver has either worked for Defendants for 

eight to ten months or paid off the thousands of dollars of “debt” accrued. 

127. In advertising the Driver Training Program and in the standard-form 

contracts which require drivers to sign on for the possibility of thousands of dollars of 

debt, Defendants do not disclose to potential drivers the high percentage of drivers who 

do not make it out of the program (thereby incurring the debt).   

128. Defendants aggressively enforce the non-competition provision in the 

driver contracts, both by pressuring drivers to return to work for Defendants (as 

discussed above) and by intimidating other trucking companies out of hiring 

Defendants’ drivers.   

129. If another trucking company contacts Defendants to verify proof of 

employment, Defendants inform the other company that the driver is still under 

contract with Defendants.  

130. Defendants have also initiated numerous lawsuits against other trucking 

companies that they claim are poaching their drivers.   

131. Defendants’ actions, as set forth above, constitute a willful and wanton 

disregard for the rights or safety of these employees. 

132. In charging the amounts described abov to the employees, Defendants 

have exacted a greater profit than that allowed by law. 

133. Defendants have intentionally charged a rate of interest that is 

substantially higher than that allowed by Iowa law. 
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D. Facts relating to Defendants’ pre-employment and employment contracts 
and unlawful non-competition provision and other unlawful attempts to 
prevent drivers from obtaining employment with other entities. 

 

134. CRST recruits a steady supply of team drivers to fuel its expedited 

transportation services by means of its Driver Training Program, whereby CRST offers 

to pay for an individual to obtain a commercial driver’s license (“CDL”) in exchange for 

driving for CRST for ten months. 

135. CRST recruiters aggressively recruit new drivers using techniques 

designed to commit applicants to participation in the Driver Training Program; for 

example, recruiters book one-way Greyhound bus tickets or arrange other 

transportation for applicants to attend the first phase of training (“Phase 1” or “truck 

driving school”) – sometimes after a single conversation with the applicant about the 

program. 

136. Maurice Smith took a Greyhound bus, booked by his recruiter, from 

Salisbury, Maryland to Cedar Rapids, Iowa to start Phase 1 of CRST’s Driver Training 

Program. 

137. Jean Paul Bricault Jr took a Greyhound bus, booked by his recruiter, from 

Sturbridge, Massachusetts to Cedar Rapids, Iowa to start Phase 1 of CRST’s Driver 

Training Program. 

138. Jose Torres Rosado took a Greyhound bus, booked by his recruiter, from 

Providence, Rhode Island to Denver, Colorado to start Phase 1 of CRST’s Driver 

Training Program at Careers Worldwide in Keenesburg, Colorado. 
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139. Austin Coddington took a Greyhound bus, booked by his recruiter, to a 

school in Alabama where he spent a week obtaining his learner’s permit, after which he 

took a Greyhound bus, booked by his recruiter, to finish Phase 1 of CRST’s Driver 

Training Program in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.  

140. Upon arrival at truck driving school, drivers are required to sign a Pre-

Employment Driver Training Agreement.  See Exhibit 2 to Smith First Amended 

Complaint (D. Mass. Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS Dkt. No. 13-2). 

141. Mr. Smith was presented with the Pre-Employment Driver Training 

Agreement and given between five and ten minutes to read and sign the Agreement as 

part of a large group of approximately 50 people upon his arrival in Cedar Rapids, 

Iowa. 

142. Immediately after arriving in Cedar Rapids, Mr. Bricault was taken to a 

classroom with between 40 and 50 other people to sign a stack of paperwork, including 

the Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement. 

143. Mr. Torres Rosado remembers being presented with paperwork to sign 

upon his arrival at Careers Worldwide, but he did not know what the paperwork was 

because it was entirely in English. 

144. Mr. Torres Rosado asked if the paperwork was available in Spanish and 

was told that all documents needed to be in English. 

145. The Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement governs the terms and 

conditions of the DTP until a Driver Employment Contract is executed, “at which time 

the terms and conditions of the Driver Employment Contract will govern the DTP.”  
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146. The Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement is an adhesion contract 

which is drafted by Defendants and presented to drivers on a take-it-or-leave it basis, 

with no opportunity to negotiate its terms. 

147. The Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement provides that, if the 

driver “withdraws from the [Driver Training Program] or orientation prior to 

commencing Phase 3, then Student will owe and must pay to CRST the entire amount of 

CRST’s advances,” which, according to the contract, “will equal or exceed the sum of 

$2,000.”  Smith, D. Mass. Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS Dkt. No. 13-2, ¶¶ 12.a, 12.b. 

148. The Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement imposes a non-

competition provision of an indefinite term on drivers; indeed, the provision has no 

time restriction and may never end. 

149. Specifically, the provision states:  “unless and until Student has repaid all 

amounts owed under this Agreement, Student will neither seek nor accept any work, as 

an employee, independent contractor, or otherwise, from any motor carrier other than 

CRST.”  Id., ¶ 11.b. 

150. The provision goes on to state:  “Students shall provide CRST with tax 

returns and other information requested by CRST from time to time to certify that 

Student is in compliance with this covenant.”  Id. 

151. Although the Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement describes 

other material terms of the Driver Employment Contract, which students will be 

required to sign, it does not disclose the fact that the Driver Employment Contract 

contains a non-competition provision. 
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152. The Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement does not disclose the 

fact that the Driver Employment Contract contains a forum-selection clause. 

153. Drivers are first presented with and required to sign the Driver 

Employment Contract on the last day of Phase 1 truck-driving school or shortly after 

(during Phase 2 orientation).  

154. In all states other than California and Oklahoma, Defendants’ Driver 

Employment Contract contains a “Non-Competition Restrictive Covenant.”  Driver 

Employment Contract, attached to Smith First Amended Complaint as Exhibit 3 (D. 

Mass. Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS Dkt. No. 13-3), ¶ 5. 

155.   The provision prohibits drivers from “directly or indirectly provid[ing] 

truck driving services to any CRST Competitor within the continental United States of 

America.”  Id.   

156. By the terms of the contract, this non-competition provision is in effect for 

the length of the ten-month term of employment, unless the driver pays off the full 

amount of the debt before the term is over.  Id., ¶¶ 3, 5.b. 

157. The non-competition provision of the Driver Employment Contract is not 

disclosed to drivers until they have already completed truck-driving school and 

incurred at least $2,000 and as much as $6,500 in debt to Defendants. 

158. The Driver Employment Contract is an adhesion contract which is drafted 

by Defendants and presented to drivers on a take-it-or-leave it basis, with no 

opportunity to negotiate its terms.  
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159. If drivers do not sign the Driver Employment Contract, then they 

immediately owe Defendants at least $2,000. 

160. If drivers do not sign the Driver Employment Contract, then, pursuant to 

the terms of the Pre-employment Driver Training Agreement, they are barred for life 

from driving for another carrier unless they pay off their debt in full to Defendants. 

161. If drivers do not sign the Driver Employment Contract, then they are 

required to arrange and pay for their own transportation to return home. 

162. If Mr. Bricault had chosen not to sign the Driver Employment Contract, he 

would have been stranded in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, because he did not have any funds 

with which to purchase a ticket to return to Massachusetts. 

163. Mr. Coddington was led to believe that if he did not sign the Driver 

Employment Contract, he would not receive his CDL. 

164. Mr. Hamilton felt pressured to sign the Driver Employment Contract 

because immediately after he passed his driving test, he was given a hat and the 

contract and was asked to sign it on the spot. 

165. Defendants seek to enforce the non-competition provision and prevent 

drivers from obtaining employment at other trucking companies in several ways.   

166. First, for example, Defendants aggressively litigate against trucking 

companies that hire drivers who Defendants claim are still under contract with CRST.  

It has filed four such cases in the United States District Court for the Northern District 

of Iowa in the past four years.  CRST Expedited, Inc. v. TransAm Trucking, Inc., N.D. Iowa 

Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-00052; CRST Expedited, Inc. v. Knight Transportation, Inc., N.D. 
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Iowa Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00024; CRST Expedited, Inc. v. Swift Transportation Co. of 

Arizona, LLC, N.D. Iowa Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00025; CRST Expedited, Inc. v. J.B. Hunt 

Transportation, Inc., N.D. Iowa Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00026.  These cases have alleged 

that the other trucking companies have caused CRST drivers to breach the non-

competition provisions of their contracts, and CRST has sought, inter alia, entry of a 

permanent injunction preventing the companies from hiring drivers under contract 

with CRST.  Id. (Dkt. Nos. 1 (Complaint)). 

167. Second, when a potential employer contacts Defendants, Defendants 

inform the employer by letter that the driver is still under contract with CRST, resulting 

in the potential employer not hiring the driver.   

168. These letters state that the individual is “currently under a contract with 

CRST” and state that “CRST is not releasing this driver from his or her contractual 

commitment.”  Exhibit 4 to Smith First Amended Complaint (D. Mass. Civil Action No. 

1:20-cv-11353-PBS Dkt. No. 13-4), letter from CRST to potential employer. 

169. The letters further suggest that the company may be subject to legal action 

by CRST if they hire drivers subject to CRST’s non-competition provision.  Id. 

170. Specifically, the letters reference a 2006 preliminary injunction obtained by 

CRST against J.B. Hunt: 

In February 2006, the United States District Court for the Western District of 
Oklahoma held that CRST’s contracts with its newly trained drivers are valid and 
enforceable and justified a preliminary injunction that prohibited J. B. Hunt from 
hiring any CRST contract driver to begin work before the expiration of the 

driver’s contract term. We hope to avoid any dispute of this sort with 

your company. 
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Id.  

171. The 2006 preliminary injunction enjoins J.B. Hunt from attempting to hire 

or employ CRST drivers on a date that is prior to the “termination of a contractual term 

of employment with CRST.”  The order defines “Contractual term of employment” to 

mean “a period of employment specified in a written agreement between the driver and 

CRST.”  Exhibit 5 to Smith First Amended Complaint (D. Mass. Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-

11353-PBS Dkt. No. 13-5), Preliminary Injunction. 

172. Third, Defendants place information on drivers’ employment history 

reports (called “DAC reports”), which are requested by prospective employers in the 

trucking industry before they hire drivers, indicating that the drivers are still under 

contract with CRST, which prevents them from being hired by other trucking 

companies. 

173. Paragraphs 61 through 67 are examples of ways in which Defendants 

aggressively enforce the non-competition provision and otherwise attempt to prevent 

drivers from obtaining employment with other entities. 

174. Defendants also have routinely sought to enforce the non-competition 

provision in the Driver Employment Contract against drivers in contravention of that 

provision’s own terms.   

175. The provision states that it remains in effect for the “Term,” which is 

defined in the contract as the ten-month term of employment commencing with the 

effective date of the contract.   
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176. Under this language, Defendants should not seek to enforce the non-

competition provision beyond that ten-month time period, even if the drivers have not 

paid off their entire debt to CRST.   

177. However, in practice, Defendants routinely bind drivers to the non-

competition provision even after the conclusion of the ten-month contract term.   

178. For example, Defendants have communicated to drivers and prospective 

employers in the trucking industry—both orally and in writing—that drivers are 

“under contract” to CRST, accompanied by references to the 2006 preliminary 

injunction, long after the expiration of the ten-month term.  

179. Exhibit 4 to Smith First Amended Complaint (D. Mass. Civil Action No. 

1:20-cv-11353-PBS Dkt. No. 13-4), a letter from CRST to a potential employer, concerns 

the potential employment by TruckMovers of Plaintiff Maurice Smith.  The letter is 

dated August 17, 2018, more than three years after the effective date of Mr. Smith’s 

Driver Employment Contract with CRST of April 3, 2015 and more than two years and 

eight months after the expiration on December 3, 2015 of his term of employment.   

180. Additionally, these actions by Defendants to block employment by their 

former drivers long after the ten-month term of the contract are part of a coordinated 

“carrot-and-stick” strategy to threaten and induce drivers to return to work for CRST.   

181. For example, Defendants’ standard collections letters state that “[t]here 

are two ways avoid further collection efforts on this debt: 1) Return to work for CRST 

and fulfill the remaining terms of your contract.  Call the rehire group at 866-706-5647.  
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OR 2) Make payment in full.”  See Exhibit 6 to to Smith First Amended Complaint (D. 

Mass. Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-11353-PBS Dkt. No. 13-6).   

182. The following acts and omissions by Defendants constitute prohibited 

practices or acts under the Iowa Consumer Frauds Act: 

a. Defendants’ imposition of a non-competition provision with no time 

limitation in the Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement; 

b. Defendants’ failure to inform drivers during the pre-employment period 

that they will become bound by a non-competition provision upon 

executing a Driver Employment Contract with Defendants; 

c. Defendants’ failure to inform drivers prior to execution of the Driver 

Employment Contract that they may seek to enforce the non-competition 

provision beyond its ten-month term; 

d. Defendants’ efforts to enforce the non-competition provision beyond its 

ten-month term; 

e. Defendants’ attempts to prevent drivers from obtaining employment with 

other entities; 

f. Defendants’ deceptive and misleading representations to potential 

employers, drivers, and others that CRST has the legal right to enforce the 

non-competition provision beyond its ten-month term by deliberate use of 

the ambiguous phrase “under contract” when drivers merely owe an 

alleged debt to CRST; and 
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g. Defendants’ deceptive and misleading representations to potential 

employers, driers, and others that CRST has the legal right to enforce the 

non-competition provision beyond its ten-month term in order to induce 

drivers to return to work for Defendants and/or to pay off their tuition 

“debt” and/or other monies Defendants assert drivers owe to them; 

183. Drivers have suffered ascertainable loss as a result of Defendants’ actions, 

inter alia, in the form of lost employment opportunities, lost employment income, 

damages associated with payments made toward their alleged “debt” to Defendants 

that they might not have otherwise paid, and performance of forced labor for 

Defendants by returning to work for Defendants as a result of their unlawful 

enforcement and/or threatened enforcement of the non-competition provision. 

184. Defendants’ actions have been willful and/or in wanton disregard for the 

rights of the drivers. 

185. Defendants’ actions constitute attempts by word and writing to prevent its 

former employees from obtaining employment with any other person or company. 

186. The non-competition provision in the Pre-Employment Driver Training 

Agreement, including its lack of any time limit, is not reasonably necessary for the 

protection of Defendants’ business. 

187. The non-competition provision in the Pre-Employment Driver Training 

Agreement, including its lack of any time limit, is unreasonably restrictive of drivers’ 

rights. 
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188. The non-competition provision in the Pre-Employment Driver Training 

Agreement, including its lack of any time limit, is prejudicial to the public interest. 

189. The non-competition provision in the Pre-Employment Driver Training 

Agreement is unenforceable. 

190. Drivers have suffered damages from Defendants’ enforcement of the non-

competition provision in the Pre-Employment Driver Training Agreement. 

191. Defendants’ efforts to enforce the non-competition provision beyond the 

ten-month term constitute a breach of the Driver Employment Agreement and a breach 

of the contractual relationship between Defendants and the drivers. 

192. Drivers have suffered damages from Defendants’ breach of contract. 

193. The harm to drivers from Defendants’ unlawful invocation of the non-

competition provisions beyond the ten-month term is patent.  Many drivers have 

missed out on job opportunities and suffered income loss as a result.  Drivers have 

suffered significant financial and other economic and non-economic hardship because 

of the inability to get another job in the trucking industry.   

194. Defendants’ actions, as set forth herein, constitute efforts to prevent 

drivers from obtaining employment with other entities and have resulted in drivers 

being prevented from obtaining employment with other entities. 

195. Defendants’ efforts to enforce the non-competition provision beyond the 

ten-month term also constitute tortious interference with prospective business relations 

and/or advantages. 
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196. Drivers have had prospective employment relationships with other 

trucking companies. 

197. Defendants have known of those prospective employment relationships. 

198. Defendants have intentionally and improperly interfered with those 

relationships by attempting to enforce the non-competition provisions beyond the ten-

month term. 

199. Defendants’ interference has caused trucking companies not to hire 

drivers. 

200. Defendants’ interference has caused harm and damages to the drivers in 

the form of lost job opportunities, lost income, and other foregone opportunities. 

D. Facts relating to orientation in Florida. 

201. Numerous individuals attend Defendants’ orientation program (Phase 2 

of the Driver Training Program) in Florida. 

202. Plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus attended Defendants’ 

orientation program to work as a truck driver for Defendants in Florida at Jones 

Technical Institute in Jacksonville, Florida. 

203. Numerous other individuals have attended Defendants’ orientation 

program to work as truck drivers for Defendants in Florida. 

204. Hundreds of individuals have attended Defendants’ orientation program 

to work as truck drivers for Defendants at Jones Technical Institute in Jacksonville, 

Florida since May 2015. 
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205. For example, Plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus each attended 

Defendants’ orientation for multiple days at Jones Technical Institute in Jacksonville, 

Florida and were not paid any wages for attending orientation. 

206. Other individuals similarly have attended several days of unpaid 

orientation for Defendants in Florida. 

207. Under Article X, Section 24 of the Florida Constitution, Defendants are 

required to pay Plaintiffs and other employees wages for all work they perform. 

208. Defendants’ failure to pay employees wages for orientation constitutes a 

willful and reckless violation of the Article X, Section 24(e) of the Florida Constitution.  

Plaintiffs seek to bring this action as a class action because Defendants have subjected 

other employees similarly situated to Plaintiffs to the same impermissible non-payment 

of wages. 

V. FLSA COLLECTIVE ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

209. Plaintiff Montoya asserts his claims under the FLSA, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 

§ 216(b), on behalf of himself and on behalf of all other similarly situated employees 

currently and formerly employed by Defendants. 

210. Pending any modifications necessitated by discovery, the named Plaintiff 

preliminarily defines the collective for which he seeks certification under section 216(b) 

as follows: 

ALL INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED AS CONTRACT 
DRIVERS IN ANY PHASE OF CRST’S DRIVER TRAINING PROGRAM 
DURING THE APPLICABLE STATUTORY PERIOD. 
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211. These claims meet the requirements for collective action certification 

under the FLSA.   

212. All potential opt-in plaintiffs are similarly situated with respect to the 

FLSA claims because they were all employees of Defendants and all suffered from the 

same unlawful policies, including: 

a. They were not paid for all training time; 

b.  They were paid by the mile without regard to the number of hours 

worked (and were not paid at all for some work) and thereby were not 

paid at least minimum wage for all hours worked;  

c. They each had deductions taken from their paychecks and/or owed 

monies back to Defendants for the training that they were required to 

undergo at the beginning of their employment; and 

d. They were not paid their wages free and clear. 

VI. IWPCL RULE 23 CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

213. Plaintiff asserts the IWPCL claims on behalf of a class pursuant to Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 23. 

214. Pending any modifications necessitated by discovery, the named Plaintiff 

preliminarily defines the following class: 

ALL INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED AS CONTRACT 
DRIVERS IN ANY PHASE OF CRST’S DRIVER TRAINING PROGRAM 
DURING THE APPLICABLE STATUTORY PERIOD. 
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215. All potential Rule 23 plaintiffs are similarly situated with respect to the 

IWPCL claims because they were all employees of Defendants and all suffered from the 

same unlawful policies, including: 

a. They were not paid for all training time at at least the applicable 

minimum wage; 

b.  They were paid by the mile without regard to the number of hours 

worked (and were not paid at all for some work);  

c. They each had unlawful deductions taken from their paychecks and/or 

owed monies back to Defendants for the training that they were required 

to undergo at the beginning of their employment and 

d. They were not paid their wages free and clear. 

216. The members of the class are so numerous that joinder of all of them is 

impracticable.  On information and belief, the number of class members exceeds 20,000. 

217. There are issues of law and fact common to all class members, because 

Defendants’ wage payment practices apply to all class members.  The common 

questions of law and fact predominate over any questions affecting individual class 

members. 

218. The claims of the named Plaintiff are typical of the claims of all members 

of the class, because all members of the class were subject to the same unlawful 

practices. 

219. The named Plaintiff and his counsel will fairly and adequately represent 

the interests of the class. 
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220. The claims asserted on behalf of the class predominate over any question 

of law or fact affecting only individual members of the class.  The predominant 

questions of law or fact are clear, precise, well-defined, and applicable to the named 

Plaintiff as well as every absent member of the proposed class. 

221. A class action is superior in this case for several reasons including, but not 

limited to, that:  the case challenges uniform wage payment and deduction practices; 

many employees may be reluctant to bring claims individually for fear of retaliation; 

some class members may not have the motivation or resources to bring their claims 

individually; and it would be an inefficient use of scarce judicial resources to require 

each employee affected by the practices challenged herein to bring his or her own 

individual claim. 

VII. RULE 23 CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS – IOWA PRIVATE RIGHT OF 
ACTION FOR CONSUMER FRAUDS ACT AND USURY LAWS 

 
222. Plaintiff asserts the claims under the Iowa Private Right of Action for 

Consumer Frauds Act and the Iowa usury laws on behalf of a class pursuant to Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 23. 

223. Pending any modifications necessitated by discovery, the named Plaintiff 

preliminarily defines the following class: 

ALL INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED AS CONTRACT 
DRIVERS IN ANY PHASE OF CRST’S DRIVER TRAINING PROGRAM 
DURING THE APPLICABLE STATUTORY PERIOD. 
 
224. All potential Rule 23 plaintiffs are similarly situated with respect to the 

consumer fraud and usury claims because they all suffered from the same unlawful 

policies, including: 
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a. Defendants’ misleading advertising about “free,” “sponsored,” or 

“covered” CDL training, which fails to inform drivers about the debt it 

will owe to Defendants; 

b. Defendants charging drivers significantly more for driver training schools 

than Defendants have paid for the driver training schools and failure to 

disclose this fact to the drivers; 

c. Defendants’ non-disclosure of the high drop-out rate to drivers before 

they sign on to incur thousands of dollars in debt if they do not complete 

the full term of their contract; 

d. Defendants’ collections process, including charging a usurious interest 

rate of 18% per annum (and effectively much higher) and using the 

collections process to induce drivers into returning to work for 

Defendants at jobs that Defendants know are arduous and that most 

people would not enter into willingly; 

e. Defendants’ refusal to release drivers’ diploma for CDL training (and 

requiring that the schools also not release the diploma) unless and until 

the drivers have either worked for CRST for eight to ten months or paid 

off their debt of several thousand dollars; and 

f. Defendants’ aggressive and multi-pronged enforcement of their non-

competition provision. 

225. The members of the class are so numerous that joinder of all of them is 

impracticable.  On information and belief, the number of class members exceeds 20,000. 
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226. There are issues of law and fact common to all class members, because 

Defendants’ wage payment practices apply to all class members.  The common 

questions of law and fact predominate over any questions affecting individual class 

members. 

227. The claims of the named Plaintiff are typical of the claims of all members 

of the class, because all members of the class were subject to the same unlawful 

practices. 

228. The named Plaintiff and his counsel will fairly and adequately represent 

the interests of the class. 

229. The claims asserted on behalf of the class predominate over any question 

of law or fact affecting only individual members of the class.  The predominant 

questions of law or fact are clear, precise, well-defined, and applicable to the named 

Plaintiff as well as every absent member of the proposed class. 

230. A class action is superior in this case for several reasons including, but not 

limited to, that:  the case challenges uniform deceptive and usurious practices; many 

employees may be reluctant to bring claims individually for fear of retaliation; some 

class members may not have the motivation or resources to bring their claims 

individually; and it would be an inefficient use of scarce judicial resources to require 

each employee affected by the practices challenged herein to bring his or her own 

individual claim. 

231. Plaintiff and his counsel have sought and obtained approval from the 

Iowa Attorney General’s office to bring this claim pursuant to Iowa Code § 714H.7. 
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VIII. RULE 23 CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS RELATING TO UNLAWFUL 
ENFORCEMENT OF NON-COMPETITION PROVISION AND UNLAWFUL 
EFFORTS TO PREVENT DRIVERS FROM OBTAINING EMPLOYMENT 
WITH OTHER ENTITIES. 

232. Named Plaintiffs Maurice Smith, Jean Paul Bricault Jr, Jose Torres Rosado, 

Austin Coddington, and Kevin Hamilton assert their claims relating to Defendants’ 

unlawful enforcement of the non-competition provisions and other efforts to prevent 

drivers from obtaining employment with other entities on behalf of themselves and a 

putative class under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, specifically Rule 23(a), 23(b)(2), and/or 23(b)(3). 

233.   Pending any modifications necessitated by discovery, the Named 

Plaintiffs preliminarily define the following class: 

ALL INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE SIGNED CONTRACTS WITH CRST 
WITH A NON-COMPETITION PROVISION. 

 
234. All potential Rule 23 plaintiffs are similarly situated with respect to these 

claims because they were all drivers for Defendants and all suffered from the same 

unlawful practices, namely the potential or actual enforcement of the non-competition 

provision beyond the ten-month term and Defendants’ failure to disclose this practice 

and/or Defendants’ other efforts to prevent drivers from obtaining employment with 

other entities, resulting in lost employment opportunities and economic loss, inter alia. 

235. The members of the class are so numerous that joinder of all of them is 

impracticable.  More than 25,000 individuals are subject to Defendants’ non-competition 

provision. 

236. There are issues of law and fact common to all class members, because 

Defendants’ practices regarding the non-competition provisions and other efforts to 

prevent drivers from obtaining employment with other entities apply to all class 
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members.  The common questions of law and fact predominate over any questions 

affecting individual class members. 

237. The claims of the Named Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of all members 

of the class, because all members of the class were subject to the same unlawful 

practices. 

238. The Named Plaintiffs and their counsel will fairly and adequately 

represent the interests of the class. 

239. Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds that apply generally 

to the class. 

240. The claims asserted on behalf of the class predominate over any question 

of law or fact affecting only individual members of the class.  The predominant 

questions of law or fact are clear, precise, well-defined, and applicable to the Named 

Plaintiffs as well as every absent member of the proposed class. 

241. A class action is superior in this case for several reasons including, but not 

limited to, that:  the case challenges a uniform non-competition provision that applies to 

tens of thousands of individuals and uniform practices relating thereto; many drivers 

may be reluctant to bring claims individually for fear of retaliation; and it would be an 

inefficient use of scarce judicial resources to require each employee affected by the 

practices challenged herein to bring his or her own individual claim. 

242. The Named Plaintiffs and their counsel have sought and received 

approval from the Iowa Attorney General’s office to bring this claim pursuant to Iowa 

Code § 714H.7. 
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IX. RULE 23 CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS – FLORIDA MINIMUM WAGE 
LAWS 

 
243. Plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus (“Named Plaintiffs”) seek to 

represent the class under Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  Pursuant to 

Rule 23, the Named Plaintiffs are typical members of the putative class they seek to 

certify and represent, defined as:  All individuals who have attended Defendants’ 

unpaid orientation program to work as truck drivers for Defendants in Florida and at 

any time since May 24, 2015. 

244. This action is properly maintainable as a class action pursuant to Federal 

Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a) and (b)(3).  

245. Numerosity: This action satisfies numerosity.  As defined, the Putative 

Class is sufficiently numerous that separate joinder of each member is impracticable as 

the class will be comprised of several hundred class members.  

246. Commonality: The Named Plaintiffs’ claims raise questions of law and 

fact common to each member of the class, which include, but are not limited to:   

a. Whether individuals have attended orientation in Florida for Defendants; 

b. Whether those individuals have been paid for orientation; 

c. Whether the individuals were employees of Defendants during 

orientation and therefore entitled to minimum wages.  

d. Whether Defendants’ conduct in not paying drivers for orientation is 

willful within the meaning of the Fla. Const., Art. X, Section 24(e);  
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e. Whether the Named Plaintiffs and members of the Putative Class are 

entitled to liquidated damages from Defendants in an amount equal to 

their damages. 

247. Typicality: The claims of the Named Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of 

the class members because the Named Plaintiffs, like all members of the Putative Class, 

are individuals who attended orientation to work as truck drivers for Defendants and 

were not paid for that orientation.     

248. Adequacy: The Named Plaintiffs will vigorously pursue the claims alleged 

herein on behalf of themselves and the Putative Class.  The Named Plaintiffs have no 

adverse interests to the proposed absent class members because they assert the same 

claims under the same provisions of the Florida Constitution and seek the same relief as 

would the absent class members if each were to bring a similar action individually.  The 

Named Plaintiffs will adequately protect and represent the interests of each absent class 

member.  Counsel who brings this action for the Named Plaintiffs and proposed class 

are experienced in class action practice and procedure pursuant to Rule 23 of the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  

249. Predominance: Pursuant to Rule 23(b)(3), class certification is appropriate 

because the Florida minimum wage claims alleged on behalf of the class predominate 

over any question of law or fact affecting only individual members of the class.  The 

predominant questions of law or fact are clear, precise, well-defined, and applicable to 

each Named Plaintiff as well as every absent member of the proposed class.  
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250. Superiority: Class representation is superior to other available methods 

for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy for a number of reasons 

including, but not limited to, the following: (1) the case challenges the policy of a large 

employer and many employees may be reluctant to bring claims individually for fear of 

retaliation; (2) some class members may have only worked for Defendants for a short 

period of time and their individual damages would not be substantial enough to be 

worth the effort of bringing individual claims; (3) class members do not have the 

resources to bring their claims individually; and (4) it would be an inefficient use of 

scarce judicial resources to require each employee affected by the practices challenged 

herein to bring his or her own individual claim. 

251. All notice requirements under Fla. Stat. § 448.110 (the “Florida Minimum 

Wage Act” or “FMWA”), the statute implementing Art. X, Section 24 of the Florida 

Constitution, have been met.  Pursuant to FMWA, “prior to bringing any claim for 

unpaid minimum wages pursuant to this section, the person aggrieved shall notify the 

employer alleged to have violated this section, in writing, of an intent to initiate such an 

action.”  Fla. Stat. 448.110(6)(a).  Via electronic and first-class mail on May 1, 2020, 

Plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus, on behalf of themselves and others 

similarly situated, served Defendants notice, pursuant to Fla. Stat. §448.110(6)(a), of 

their intention to bring claims on behalf of all individuals who have attended unpaid 

orientation for Defendants in Florida at any time during the five-year period preceding 

the notice up to the date of trial.  In their notice, Plaintiffs also identified the minimum 

wages to which they were entitled, the estimated work dates and hours for which 
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payment was sought, and the total amount of unpaid wages through the date of notice 

that were able to be calculated.  Section 448.110(6)(b) provides:  “The employer shall 

have 15 calendar days after receipt of the notice to pay the total amount of unpaid 

wages or otherwise resolve the claim to the satisfaction of the person aggrieved. The 

statute of limitations for bringing an action pursuant to this section shall be tolled 

during this 15-day period.”  Defendants did not respond to this notice during the 15-

day period.  Accordingly, the statute of limitations has been tolled in this matter from 

15 days prior to the date of filing this action. 

 

COUNT I – FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT (FLSA) 

Defendants’ conduct, in failing to pay its drivers at least minimum wage for all 

hours worked, in taking unlawful deductions from drivers’ pay, and in failing to pay 

wages free and clear, violates the FLSA, 29 U.S.C. § 201, et seq.  This claim is brought on 

behalf of the named Plaintiff and all other similarly situated individuals pursuant to 29 

U.S.C. § 216(b).  

COUNT II – IOWA WAGE PAYMENT COLLECTION LAW (IWPCL) 
 

Defendants’ conduct, in intentionally failing to pay their drivers at least the 

applicable statutory minimum wage for all hours worked, in intentionally taking 

unlawful deductions from drivers’ pay, and in failing to pay wages free and clear, 

violates the IWPCL, Iowa Code § 91A. 1, et seq. and the Iowa minimum wage law, Iowa 

Code § 91D.1.  This claim is brought on behalf of the named Plaintiff and all other 
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similarly situated individuals pursuant to the IWPCL, Iowa Code § 91A. 1, et seq., the 

Iowa minimum wage law, Iowa Code § 91D.1, and Iowa Admin. Code § 875-35.2(91A). 

COUNT III – IOWA PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION FOR CONSUMER FRAUDS 
ACT 

 
Defendants’ conduct, as set forth above, violates the Iowa Private Right of Action 

for Consumer Frauds Act, Iowa Code § 714H.1, et seq.  Through the actions described 

above, Defendants have violated the provisions of Iowa Code § 714H.3.  This claim is 

brought on behalf of the named Plaintiff and all other similarly situated individuals 

pursuant to Iowa Code § 714H.5. 

COUNT IV – IOWA USURY LAWS 
 

Defendants’ conduct, as set forth above, violates the Iowa usury laws, because 

Defendants have charged a higher rate of interest than that allowed by Iowa Code § 

535.2.  This claim is brought on behalf of the named Plaintiff and all other similarly 

situated individuals pursuant to Iowa Code § 535.5. 

COUNT V – BLACKLISTING 

 Defendants’ conduct, as set forth above, constitutes blacklisting and/or attempts 

by word and writing to prevent their former employees from obtaining employment with 

any other person or company in violation of Iowa Code § 730.2.  This claim is brought on 

behalf of the Named Plaintiffs and all other similarly situated individuals pursuant to 

Iowa Code § 730.2.  

COUNT VI – BREACH OF CONTRACT 
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Defendants’ conduct, as set forth above, constitutes breach of contract, in violation 

of the common law of Iowa and/or the several states. This claim is brought on behalf of 

the Named Plaintiffs and all other similarly situated individuals. 

COUNT VII – TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE BUSINESS 
RELATIONS AND/OR ADVANTAGES 

 
Defendants’ conduct, as set forth above, constitutes tortious interference with 

prospective business relations and/or advantages, in violation of the common law of 

Iowa and/or the several states. This claim is brought on behalf of the Named Plaintiffs 

and all other similarly situated individuals. 

COUNT VIII – UNLAWFUL NON-COMPETITION PROVISION 
 

Defendants’ non-competition provision in the Pre-Employment Driver Training 

Agreement violates the common law of Iowa and/or the several states. This claim is 

brought on behalf of the Named Plaintiffs and all other similarly situated individuals. 

COUNT IX – FAILURE TO PAY MINIMUM WAGE IN VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 
X, SECTION 24 OF THE FLORIDA CONSTITUTION 

 
 Defendants’ failure to pay wages, including minimum wages, to individuals for 

attending Defendants’ unpaid orientation in Florida to work as truck drivers for 

Defendants, constitutes a willful violation of Article X, Section 24 of the Florida 

Constitution.  This claim is brought pursuant to Fla. Const. Art. X, § 24(e) on behalf of 

Named Plaintiffs Larry Wimbish and Rinel Tertilus and a Putative Class of similarly 

situated employees who have attended Defendants’ unpaid orientation in Florida to 

work as truck drivers for Defendants since May 24, 2015. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
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The Plaintiffs demand a jury for all issues so triable. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court enter the following 

relief: 

a. Certification of an opt-in class pursuant to the FLSA, 29 U.S.C. § 201, et seq.; 

b. Permission for Plaintiffs to notify fellow employees of their right to opt-in to 

this action to pursue a claim under the FLSA, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b); 

c. Certification of the Iowa state law wage claims as a class action under Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 23; 

d. Certification of the Iowa consumer fraud and usury claims as a class action 

under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23; 

e. Certification of the claims relating to Defendants’ unlawful enforcement of 

the non-competition provision and other efforts to prevent drivers from 

obtaining employment with other entities as a class action under Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 23(a) and 23(b)(2) and/or 23(b)(3); 

f. An award of damages for all minimum wages, wrongfully withheld 

deductions, and other unpaid wages that are due to the named Plaintiff and 

all similarly situated employees under the FLSA; 

g. Statutory liquidated damages under the FLSA; 

h. A finding that Defendants’ violation of the FLSA was willful and that, 

therefore, the statute of limitations for the FLSA claim is three years; 
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i. An award of damages for all minimum wages, unlawfully withheld 

deductions, and other unpaid wages that are due to the named Plaintiff and 

all similarly situated employees under the IWPCL; 

j. A finding that Defendants’ violation of the IWPCL was intentional and that, 

therefore, the named Plaintiff and all similarly situated employees are 

entitled to statutory liquidated damages under the IWPCL; 

k. Statutory liquidated damages under the IWPCL; 

l. An award of damages under the Iowa Private Right of Action for Consumer 

Fraud Act for all amounts unlawfully charged/attributed to and/or paid by 

employees and any other damages accrued as a result of Defendants’ 

unlawful acts; 

m. A finding that the Defendants’ violation of the Iowa Private Right of Action 

for Consumer Fraud Act has been willful and that, therefore, the named 

Plaintiff and all similarly situated employees are entitled to treble damages; 

n. An injunction preventing Defendants from pursuing collection of unlawfully 

charged amounts and/or deducting such amounts from employees’ wages 

and requiring Defendants to take action to cease all third-party collections of 

these amounts and to take whatever actions are necessary to repair any 

damage done to employees’ credit; 

o. An injunction preventing Defendants from taking any action to attempt to 

enforce the non-competition provision beyond the ten-month term, regardless 
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of whether or not the driver has paid their “debt” to Defendants, or otherwise 

seeking to enforce the non-competition provision in violation of its terms; 

p. An injunction preventing Defendants from taking any action to attempt to 

enforce the non-competition provision, regardless of whether or not the 

driver has paid their “debt” to Defendants, or otherwise seeking to enforce 

the non-competition provision; 

q. A declaration that the non-competition provision in the Pre-Employment 

Driver Training Agreement is unenforceable; 

r. A declaration that the non-competition provision in the Driver Employment 

Contract is unenforceable; 

s. A declaration that Defendants may not take any action to attempt to enforce 

the non-competition provision beyond the ten-month term; 

t. An award of damages to compensate drivers for the damages and other harm 

to them from Defendants’ unlawful enforcement of the non-competition 

provision and other efforts to prevent drivers from obtaining employment 

with other entities; 

u. An award of damages and treble damages to the Named Plaintiffs and all 

similarly situated employees who have been prevented by Defendants from 

obtaining employment under Iowa Code § 730.2; 

v. An award of damages under the Iowa usury laws; 

w. An injunction under the Iowa usury laws preventing Defendants from 

charging usurious interest rates; 
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x. Certification of the Florida orientation claims as a class action pursuant to 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a) and (b)(3);  

y. A finding that Defendants have violated Article X, Section 24 of the Florida 

Constitution by failing to pay wages to individuals for attending orientation 

in Florida to work as truck drivers for Defendants;  

z. A finding that Defendants have acted willfully in violating Article X, Section 

24 of the Florida Constitution;  

aa. A finding that the statute of limitations under Article X, Section 24 of the 

Florida Constitution for Plaintiffs and Putative Class Members is five years 

because of Defendants’ willful violation of Article X, Section 24 of the Florida 

Constitution;    

bb.  An award to the Plaintiffs and Putative Class Members of the full Florida 

minimum wage for all hours of orientation attended in Florida since May 24, 

2015;  

cc. An award to the Named Plaintiffs and Putative Class Members of liquidated 

damages equivalent to unpaid minimum wages owed, or, if liquidated 

damages are not awarded, then prejudgment interest;  

dd. An award of attorneys’ fees and costs; 

ee. Pre- and post-judgment interest; and 

ff. Any other relief to which the named Plaintiffs and similarly situated 

employees may be entitled. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
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JUAN CARLOS MONTOYA, MAURICE 
SMITH, JEAN PAUL BRICAULT JR, JOSE 
TORRES ROSADO, AUSTIN CODDINGTON, 
KEVIN HAMILTON, LARRY WIMBISH, AND 
RINEL TERTILUS, on behalf of  
themselves and all others similarly situated, 

 
      By their attorneys, 
 
 

/s/  
      Hillary Schwab, BBO #666029 
      Rachel Smit, BBO #688294 
      FAIR WORK, P.C. 
      192 South Street, Suite 450 
      Boston, MA 02111 
      (617) 607-3260 
      www.fairworklaw.com 
      Email: hillary@fairworklaw.com, 
      rachel@fairworklaw.com 
 

Andrew S. Schmidt, Esq., admitted pro hac vice 
Peter Mancuso, Esq., admitted pro hac vice 
Andrew Schmidt Law, PLLC 
97 India Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
207-650-0320 
andy@maineworkerjustice.com;  
peter@maineworkerjustice.com 

 
 
Dated: March __, 2021 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I hereby certify that I caused a true copy of this document to be served via 
electronic filing on all counsel of record on March __, 2021.   

 

         /s/    
       Hillary Schwab, Esq. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS  

___________________________________  
)  

JUAN CARLOS MONTOYA,   ) 
on his own behalf and on behalf of )  
all others similarly situated,  )  

)  
Plaintiffs,  ) Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-10095-PBS  

v.      )  
)  

CRST EXPEDITED, INC. and  )  
CRST INTERNATIONAL, INC.,  ) 

)  
Defendants.  )  

___________________________________ )  
 
STIPULATED SEPARATE AND FINAL JUDGMENT ON SLEEPER BERTH CLAIM 

 
Pursuant to the parties’ Settlement Agreement and upon this Court’s final 

approval of the parties’ proposed settlement, it is hereby ORDERED that: 

1. As the parties agreed in the Settlement Agreement approved by the Court, 

the Court hereby enters this Final Judgment in Plaintiffs’ favor that (1) incorporates by 

reference and makes final and appealable that portion of the Court’s September 6, 2019 

Memorandum Order [ECF Docket No. 194], at Discussion, I.B.3. “Sleeper Berth,” at pp. 

53-58, allowing Montoya’s motion for summary judgment and denying CRST’s motion 

for summary judgment with respect to compensation for sleeper berth time in excess of 

eight hours as stated therein; and (2) makes final the parties’ stipulation to the amount 

of damages, if the foregoing ruling on liability is affirmed in its entirety in all appellate 

proceedings.  

2. Judgment is being entered solely to facilitate Defendants’ right to appeal 

the sleeper berth liability ruling which Defendants intend to do.  The parties agreed 
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unequivocally that Defendants reserve the right to appeal , and the Court hereby 

approves their agreement and holds that Defendants may appeal the Court’s summary 

judgment order and this Final Judgment thereon finding liability on the sleeper berth 

claim. 

3. The class to whom this judgment applies is the Federal Wage Claims 

Class.   

4. The total amount of this judgment is $2,500,000 (subject to increase as set 

forth in paragraph 4, infra), inclusive of amounts owed to eligible collective members, 

single damages, liquidated damages, interest, attorneys’ fees and costs, and a 

reasonable incentive award, as provided in further detail below, all of which the Court 

hereby approves.  The amount of is $2,500,000 (subject to increase as set forth in 

paragraph 7, infra) is fair, reasonable, and adequate. 

5. If the judgment is affirmed in its entirety, this amount is to be divided as 

follows: 

a. Up to $833,333 in attorneys’ fees; 

b. Reasonable costs of settlement administration, not to exceed $75,000; 

c. A reasonable amount for a dispute fund (not to exceed $50,000); and 

d. At least $1,541,667 to be divided among all individuals who have opted in 

to this settlement as to the federal wage claims and who have participated 

as contract drivers in any phase of CRST’s Driver Training Program since 

December 22, 2013.  Additionally, any amounts not used or distributed 

from paragraph 5.a, 5.b, or 5.c shall be redistributed to individuals who 
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have opted in to this settlement as to the federal wage claims.  Any 

amounts not distributed from the dispute fund or from uncashed checks 

shall be distributed on a cy pres basis to Iowa Legal Aid. 

6. This judgment is entered as a separate and final judgment pursuant to 

Rule 54(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and is immediately subject to appeal 

upon entry. Defendants reserve the right to appeal this judgment and in fact intend to 

appeal this judgment. 

7. If this judgment is affirmed in its entirety on appeal, per the parties’ 

Settlement Agreement, the amount of the judgment shall be increased pro rata based on 

the additional time that has passed from January 1, 2021, to the date on which that final 

judgment becomes final and unappealable (“the Appeal Period”), as a percentage 

increase of the time period of December 13, 2013, to December 31, 2020, multiplied by 

the ratio of the average monthly number of CRST Expedited trucks on the road during 

the Appeal Period divided by the average number of CRST Expedited trucks on the 

road between December 2013 and December 2020.  (For example, if the appellate period 

is one-fourth of the duration of the time period of December 13, 2013, to December 31, 

2020 and the average number of trucks on the road during the appeal period is nine-

tenths of the number of trucks on the road from December 2013 to December 2020, the 

settlement amount shall be increased by 22.5%.) 

8.  If this judgment is affirmed in its entirety on appeal, the parties shall 

notify the Court within thirty days after the exhaustion of all appeals, at which time (if 

applicable) the parties shall propose to the Court a procedure for approval of the 
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settlement, including amending the judgment pursuant to ¶ 7, supra, notice to eligible 

class/collective members and distribution of the settlement funds, and a reasonable 

timeline for finalization of this settlement.  The procedure shall be consistent with the 

parties’ Settlement Agreement. 

ENTERED this ____ day of _______________, 2021. 

 

 

      ____________________________________ 
The Honorable Patti B. Saris 
U.S. District Judge 
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Re:  CRST resumption of credit reporting 
 
Dear CRST class member: 
 
Pursuant to the class action settlement for contract drivers in CRST’s Driver Training 
Program, CRST will resume credit reporting on amounts owed by drivers on [insert 
date].  If you would like information about the balance that you owe to CRST and/or 
about options for making payments on that balance, please contact Class Counsel at the 
following contact information: 

Hillary Schwab, Esq. 
Rachel Smit, Esq.  
Fair Work, P.C. 
192 South Street, Suite 450 
Boston, MA 02116 
Email: crstlawsuit@fairworklaw.com 
Telephone: 857-800-0440 
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